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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Thanks to the ongoing technological advances in semiconductor manu-
facturing and microelectronics, ever higher integration densities can be
achieved for integrated circuits [59]. In consequence, more and more
transistors and, hence, functionality can be integrated on the same sili-
con area.

At the same time also the demand for ever more powerful microelec-
tronic systems is steadily increasing. Even though the modern west-
ern societies are already widely interspersed with embedded systems
in nearly every aspect of life, the hunger for ever more computational
power seems nearly insatiable, for instance, urged by new mobile and
multimedia applications, highly sophisticated automotive and consumer
electronics, and the vision of ubiquitous computing.

Unfortunately, the design productivity, which may be roughly defined
as the number of transistors which can be designed by a human designer
per time unit, is clearly outpaced by the technological progress, a devel-
opment which is described as so called design productivity gap [47]. It
means that the existing design methodologies and tools hardly provide
the means to exploit the given technological possibilities and to meet the
market requirements.

One approach to cope with this problem, and which is widely followed,
is to raise the level of abstraction that can be applied in hardware design.
In the past, raising the abstraction level, such as the step from hand-
layouted circuits to gate level descriptions, and from gate level to register
transfer level, usually also led to a boost in productivity. The last step
into this direction is the one from register transfer level to behavioural or,
more general, high level design and synthesis [26, 73, 62, 60]. But despite
all attempts to promote high level design and synthesis during the past
years, the register transfer level is still the state-of-the-art design entry
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1. Introduction

for synthesis. One major reason why most high level synthesis products
failed is the rather bad quality of the results they produced compared
to a traditional register transfer level entry.

The failure of high level synthesis so far drastically illustrates one
point; the quality of results, in terms of die area and performance, and
to an increasing degree also power consumption, is crucial in hardware
design. The silicon area occupied by a design is one major cost factor
during its fabrication. Performance is a design constraint which has to
be met, or a unique selling point against competing products. And power
consumption is a limiting factor, particularly for mobile computing.

A somewhat more recent and still experimental approach to raise the
level of abstraction in hardware design inspired by software engineering,
and another flavor of high level modelling is the adoption of object-
oriented design techniques, which is not yet supported by existing hard-
ware description languages and synthesis tools. This work is based on
such an approach.

The lesson learnt from high level synthesis is that the synthesis of
digital circuits from higher level specifications, including object-oriented
hardware specifications, must yield a quality of results which is nearly
as good or even better than the results from traditional design entries
to obtain acceptance.

1.2. Contribution of this Thesis

This thesis deals with the performance optimising hardware synthesis
of shared objects in hardware specifications. A shared object is the in-
stance of a user-defined data type which comprises some local data and
operations to access and modify that data. Additionally, a shared ob-
ject possesses built-in synchronisation capabilities which allow different
concurrent entities to access it safely.

This thesis is based upon an earlier proposal for the hardware imple-
mentation of shared objects which will serve us as a reference. To the
best of our knowledge, it is the first and yet only practically applicable
mapping from shared objects in object-oriented specifications as under-
stood in this thesis to hardware.

The main problem addressed in this thesis is the research and de-
velopment of alternative implementations for shared objects, which are
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1.3. Thesis Outline

more efficient, which means provide a better performance/area ratio,
and/or which provide a higher absolute performance with respect to the
reference implementation.

The main performance penalty with respect to the use of shared ob-
jects is the delay which is caused to an accessing process by an access
to a shared object owing to the necessary synchronisation between the
process and the object. An increase in performance shall therefore be
primary achieved by means of minimising this delay. The problem will
be tackled in two ways, by

• optimising the implementation of a shared object itself such that
the speed at which accesses are handled is increased;

• optimising the communication between shared objects and access-
ing processes.

The ability to choose between different implementation alternatives
for shared objects with different area and performance characteristics
augments the design space by additional solutions, and may enable to
pick a better or even optimal implementation for different design con-
straints from the design space. The possibility to choose implementation
alternatives which offer a higher performance also enlarges the potential
application domains for shared objects towards applications, where per-
formance and not area is the primary constraint.

In addition, synthesis technologies, which produce higher quality of
results from shared objects, increase the acceptance of such higher level
design entries and encourage their adoption, supporting the superior goal
of increasing the design productivity.

1.3. Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 motivates the use of shared objects in hardware specifications,
introduces the model of shared objects which is applied in this thesis, and
presents those preliminary works this thesis is based upon, in particular,
a synthesis semantics for shared objects which serves as a reference point.
It also discusses some related work.

Chapter 3 provides a brief introduction to an abstract model of those
systems we consider in this work and its formal semantics, which will be

3



1. Introduction

used in chapter 4 to identify optimisations of a shared object implemen-
tation which will not change its original semantics.

Chapter 4 discusses optimisations of the implementation of shared
objects which primary aim at increasing the speed at which accesses to
a shared object can be handled by exploiting parallelism.

Chapter 5 is devoted to optimisations of the communication between
a shared object and those concurrent processes that access it, with the
goal to minimise the delay caused by an access to a shared object.

In chapter 6 the integration of the optimisation techniques developed
in the previous chapters into a synthesis front-end is briefly presented
and some experimental results achieved with this implementation are
given.

The thesis closes with some concluding remarks in chapter 7.

4



2. Background and Related
Work

This chapter should give the reader the necessary background to under-
stand the motivation, origin, and context of the presented work.

The subject of matter of this thesis is the performance optimised im-
plementation of shared objects which are used in hardware specifica-
tions. A hardware specification in a hardware description language such
as VHDL, Verilog, or SystemC is a concurrent program, which, usu-
ally, describes a set of interacting parallel components. A shared object,
as understood in this work, is a kind of synchronisation primitive, for
the use in concurrent programs. The knowledge about the challenges in
concurrent programming, and why synchronisation and synchronisation
primitives are useful, as imparted in section 2.1, will therefore help to
understand the application context of shared objects.

We will then proceed with rendering more precisely, what we mean
with shared objects in the context of this work, in particular, with respect
to their use in hardware specifications in section 2.2.

Section 2.3 presents a synthesis semantics for shared objects that was
developed in an earlier work, and which will be the starting point for the
optimisations that we are going to develop in this thesis. In section 2.4
the problem statement will give the motivation and goal of those opti-
misations.

Section 2.5 will illustrate the use of shared objects by means of two ex-
amples, which will also serve us further in this work. Finally, section 2.6
will give an overview of related work.

2.1. Challenges in Concurrent Programming

In concurrent programming [3, 12, 18, 21, 50, 74] concurrent behaviour
is usually explicitly expressed by means of threads, tasks, or processes.

5



2. Background and Related Work

In this work we will prefer the term process. Operations within different
processes are executed concurrently. Operations within one process are
executed sequentially. If concurrent operations are executed on physi-
cally distinct processors1, one talks of parallel execution. Alternatively,
concurrent operations may also be executed on the same processor. In
that case they are sequentialised, for instance, by interleaving the op-
erations of the concurrent processes. The term concurrency comprises
both possible kinds of execution, and, from a functional point of view,
it should ideally not make a difference, how concurrent processes are
actually executed. We can also expect the components of a concurrent
program to interact with each other, that is, to share data and resources,
and to communicate with each other in order to achieve a common goal.

Concurrency is a desirable feature in many applications. It permits
applications, such as databases, information systems, or, more general,
server applications, to be used by multiple users—or clients—at the same
time. Concurrency makes it possible to share resources between different
applications and to execute these applications“virtually” at the same
time. And concurrency is a primary means to increase an applications’s
performance, namely, by distributing concurrent parts of it to different
physical processors which can operate in parallel

Unfortunately, the design and mastery of concurrent programs—re-
gardless of describing hardware, software or both—is a challenging and
error-prone task. The behaviour of concurrent programs is usually too
complex to be fully understood by a human designer if the concurrency
is not restricted somehow. But if the interaction of concurrent processes
is not properly designed, intransparent, unexpected, and disastrous be-
haviour could be the consequence. Take for instance the following simple
program including two sequences of statements, CS1 and CS2, which are
executed in parallel2.

S ≡ x := 0; [CS1‖CS2]

with
CS1 ≡ y := x; y := y + 1;x := y

CS2 ≡ z := x; z := z + 2;x := z

1The term processor in this context does not mean a microprocessor, but, more
abstract, a computing resource which is able to run a single process at a time.

2The notation S1; S2 means the sequential composition of programs S1 and S2,
[S1‖S2] means the parallel composition. More details can be found in chapter 3
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2.1. Challenges in Concurrent Programming

Dependent on the order in which the statements in the parallel parts
are interleaved the value of x may be either 1, 2 or 3 after termination
of S. In other words, the outcome of the program is nondeterministic.
Nondeterminacy is a common characteristics of concurrent programs,
and, in fact, the behaviour of a concurrent program can be simulated
by a nondeterministic program. Although a concurrent program may
partly behave nondeterministic, it is usually intended that, in the end,
or at certain points, it yields deterministic results, or reacts to certain
stimuli in a deterministic manner.

If, for the above example, the programmer wished the program to
behave deterministically, he/she would have to ensure, that the programs
CS1 and CS2 are executed mutually exclusive. In that case the program
would always leave the value 3 in x.

Sequences of statements such as CS1 and CS2 which include oper-
ations on shared data/resources are called critical sections. Critical
sections which refer to the same shared variables should be executed
mutually exclusive in order to guarantee a reliable access to an exclusive
resource, and to avoid chaotic effects when operating on shared data.
The question is now, how mutual exclusion can be actually achieved.

Soon after the first concurrent programming systems and parallel com-
puters were developed, several solutions were proposed which tried to
solve the mutual exclusion problem by using dedicated entry and exit
protocols for critical sections [35, 65, 36]. These protocols ensure that
only one process at a time enters its critical section. A well-known, well-
studied, and often cited correct solution is Peterson’s algorithm [82].
Applying Peterson’s algorithm to the above program may yield the fol-
lowing program:

SPeterson ≡ enter1 := false; enter2 := false; turn :=? mod 2 + 1;

x := 0;

[S1 Peterson‖S2 Peterson]

with

S1 Peterson ≡ enter1 := true; turn := 2;

while enter2 ∧ turn = 1 do skip od;

CS1;

enter1 := false;
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2. Background and Related Work

S2 Peterson ≡ enter2 := true; turn := 1;

while enter1 ∧ turn = 2 do skip od;

CS2;

enter2 := false;

Here, the correct use of enter1, enter2, and turn1 ensures that CS1

and CS2 are executed mutually exclusive. This solution is also known
as Busy-Waiting—or Busy Wait—since each process continuously and
actively monitors the entry condition to its critical sections by itself.
Apart from mutual exclusion Peterson’s algorithm also guarantees fair-
ness, starvation- and deadlock-freedom for two processes.

Synchronisation and mutual exclusion as demonstrated above reduce
the nondeterminacy in a concurrent program. Even if a human de-
signer does not fully understand the complex behaviour of a concurrent
program, he/she can be sure that critical sections protected that way
will leave shared data in a consistent state. Proper synchronisation is
therefore a key to the design of reliable and less error-prone concurrent
programs.

Even though Peterson’s algorithm, and similar solutions, can be also
generalized for more than two processes one can already see, that it is
neither very comfortable, nor safe, nor that it actually scales well with
a growing number of processes that have to be synchronised this way.
Managing the variables used for synchronisation, and implementing the
entry and exit protocol are handcrafted tasks. Hence, programming er-
rors, such as accidently using the wrong variable name, assigning the
wrong value, and other, principally, minor programming errors are likely
to happen, and can lead to intransparent and incorrect program behav-
iour whose cause may be only hard to detect. For this reason synchro-
nisation primitives were introduced with the goal to avoid these errors.

2.1.1. Synchronisation Primitives

Synchronisation primitives [4, 19] are higher level constructs—elements
of a programming language, supported by appropriate mechanisms pro-
vided by an operating system, or runtime environment—which provide
means to achieve mutual exclusion as illustrated in the previous section,
but without having to explicitly implement the entry and exit to critical

8



2.1. Challenges in Concurrent Programming

sections as complicated. Synchronisation primitives do therefore greatly
ease the task of designing the interaction between concurrent processes,
and to control the access to shared resources.

The key concept which nearly all synchronisation primitives have in
common and are based on is an atomic test and set operation. Such an
operation allows for reading and updating the value of a variable in one
indivisible step, such that no other concurrent process can interfere. A
variable which supports atomic test and set is usually called a semaphore,
after Dijkstra who first introduced this concept [37, 36]. A semaphore
is a positive integer variable on which two operations, P and V, are de-
fined. Given a semaphore s, P(s) delays the invoking process until s > 0
and then executes s := s − 1. The test and decrement are executed as
an indivisible operation. Likewise, V(s) executes s := s + 1 as an indi-
visible operation. Based on semaphores, SPeterson can be reformulated
as follows:

SSemaphore ≡ sem := 1;x := 0; [S1 Semaphore‖S2 Semaphore]

S1 Semaphore ≡ P (sem)

CS1;

V (sem);

S2 Semaphore ≡ P (sem);

CS2;

V (sem);

Obviously, this solution is much simpler and less error-prone than
Peterson’s algorithm, since the complex entry and exit protocols are
replaced by simple operations on a semaphore. A further advantage is
the symmetry of this solution; both processes use the same semaphore
and exactly the same operations to guard their critical sections. Further
processes with critical sections referring to the same variables could be
simply added, in the same style, without having to modify the existing
processes, and without having to introduce further variables. Even the
same semaphore can be used.

Even though semaphores are already a significant improvement com-
pared with completely handcrafted solutions such as busy waiting, and

9



2. Background and Related Work

can, in principle, serve to implement any kind of synchronisation between
parallel processes with shared variables, they are still rather unstructured
and low level primitives; a misplaced or missing P or V operation, an
accidental mix-up of P and V, or accidently using a wrong semaphore
in one of these operations can have a disastrous effect. Hence, a couple
of synchronisation primitives evolved from semaphores, as depicted in
Figure 2.1, comprising critical regions [48, 49, 54], monitors [53], path
expressions [25, 24], message passing, and remote procedure calls which
aim at avoiding these problems, and which stepwise enhanced modular-
ity, ease of use, and expressive power.

Path Expressions

Remote Procedure Call

Message PassingMonitors

Critical Regions

Semaphores

Busy−Waiting

ORIENTED
PROCEDURE

ORIENTED
MESSAGE

Figure 2.1.: Synchronisation techniques (adopted from [4]).

In the following the concept of a monitor will be most important for
us. A monitor comprises some local data—i.e. local variables—and a
set of methods operating on that data. Access to the local data is only
possible via the methods it provides for this purpose, and which are
executed mutually exclusive. Hence, only one concurrent process can
enter to a monitor at a time, and the consistency of the local data is en-
sured. Most monitor implementations additionally provide for condition
synchronisation by means of a so called guard which can be associated
with a method. The execution of a method such guarded will be possi-
ble, only if the associated condition is satisfied, otherwise the invoking
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2.2. Shared Objects in Hardware Specifications

process will be blocked.

A shared object is not a synchronisation primitive in the original sense
like the ones mentioned above, and it is not a term with a fixed and un-
ambiguous meaning. First of all, a shared object is just an object, in
the object-oriented or object-based meaning, which is shared between
concurrent processes or other concurrent objects. Consequently, differ-
ent distributed and concurrent programming languages often have dif-
ferent notions of shared objects. However, despite the differences, all
approaches do obviously have to deal somehow with concurrent accesses
to a shared object, and, therefore, with synchronisation. And one pos-
sibility to deal with it is to consider shared objects a kind of monitor,
a view that we will apply in this thesis, and which will be engrossed in
the following.

2.2. Shared Objects in Hardware Specifications

Hardware is by nature parallel, hence, hardware description languages
are usually concurrent programming languages, and a hardware specifi-
cation in one of these languages is basically a concurrent program. The
design of such programs poses, principally, the same challenges as the
design of concurrent software programs, hence, the availability of high
level synchronisation primitives would provide similar benefits.

Nevertheless, the most widely used hardware description languages
VHDL and Verilog do not provide higher level synchronisation mecha-
nisms, or, if available, they are not supported for synthesis. Moreover,
with respect to their abstraction level these hardware description lan-
guages are, in general, one step behind software programming languages.

But facing an ever increasing design complexity also the demands
for higher levels of abstraction in hardware design are increasing. For
that reason attempts were made over the past years to develop object-
oriented hardware description languages or to extend existing ones ac-
cordingly [91, 92, 95, 88, 96, 10], since object-orientation has proved
quite successful in software engineering, but is still missing in existing
hardware description languages. Presently, all these works are still topic
of research.

With the combination of object-orientation and concurrent program-
ming in hardware specifications also the question arises, if and how to

11



2. Background and Related Work

deal with shared objects, particularly including the question what their
synthesis semantics should be. To the best of our knowledge, the only
works which sufficiently deal with this question and provide a possible
answer are those researches, which are presented in the following sec-
tions, and on which this work is based upon.

2.2.1. Objective VHDL

Objective VHDL [86, 85, 87, 88, 83] is an object-oriented extension
of VHDL which was developed mainly in the course of the European
ESPRIT IV project REQUEST [75]. Objective VHDL’s main contribu-
tion to VHDL is a class concept which allows the user to model new data
types by means of classes, like in C++ or Java. That makes it also pos-
sible to declare signals and shared variables, whose type is a class type,
which lead to the question what meaning such shared objects3 would
have, if used by concurrent processes. The answer to this question was
a model adopted from Ada95’s protected objects (cf. section 2.6.2); a
monitor-like object which provides for mutual exclusive access, and con-
dition synchronisation.

Listing 2.1 on the next page illustrates the declaration and usage of
a shared object in Objective VHDL. The use of ’CLASS indicates that
TransceiverInterface is a class type. The attribute SCHEDULING spec-
ifies which scheduling policy shall be applied to concurrent accesses. As
common in object-oriented languages, a method of a shared object is
invoked by specifying the object and the method to be invoked sepa-
rated by a dot. A language implementation must ensure that concurrent
method invocations are sequentialised according to the specified schedul-
ing policy and, thus, are executed mutually exclusive. Objective VHDL
also provides for condition synchronisation by allowing for associating a
Boolean expression, the guard, with each method provided by a shared
object.

What makes Objective VHDL unique compared with other attempts
to provide object-oriented hardware description languages is, that its
development put a clear focus on synthesisability, hence, the proposed
language extensions were accompanied by appropriate—but not neces-

3Note, that such objects were never explicitly called shared objects in Objective
VHDL.
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sarily optimal—synthesis semantics. Such a synthesis semantics was also
proposed for shared objects, and is described in section 2.3.

−− wi th in VHDL ar ch i t e c t u r e :
shared variable t r c v i f : T ran s c e i v e r In t e r f a c e ’CLASS;
attribute SCHEDULING : St r ing ;
attribute SCHEDULING of t r c v i f : variable i s ”RoundRobin” ;

P1 : process i s

−− l o c a l v a r i a b l e d e c l a r a t i on s
begin

. . .
t r c v i f . send ( byte ) ;

. . .
end P1 ;

P2 : process i s

−− l o c a l v a r i a b l e d e c l a r a t i on s
begin

. . .
byte := t r c v i f . r e c e i v e ( ) ;

. . .
end P1 ;

Listing 2.1: Usage of shared objects in Objective VHDL.

With the upcoming of SystemC, a C/C++ based hardware descrip-
tion language, the interest in Objective VHDL dramatically dropped
and, meanwhile, the further development of Objective VHDL came to
a complete stop. It is not expected that it will be ever continued. A
prototypic pre-processor, which maps an Objective VHDL specification
to standard VHDL is the only Objective VHDL based tool that was
developed up to the present date. A native Objective VHDL simulator
does not exist. However, the works on Objective VHDL are the basis for
similar works on SystemC which are discussed in the next section.

2.2.2. Shared Objects in SystemC: OSSS

SystemC [15, 46] is a public available C++ class library which provides
constructs that are necessary for modelling hardware, but which are
missing in C++. These constructs include hardware-like data types, such
as arbitrary-precision integer types, bits and bit-vectors, logic types, etc.,
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processes representing parallel behaviour, modules representing hard-
ware entities, and signals and ports which are used to establish commu-
nication between processes. SystemC also introduces a model of time,
including the ability to model clocks and synchronous processes, and a
complex synchronisation model. Altogether, the SystemC class library
adds most of the features to C++ which can be found in hardware de-
scription languages such as VHDL and Verilog. It also includes a built-
in simulation kernel, such that each SystemC description can be simply
compiled with a common C++ compiler in order to obtain an executable
simulation model.

SystemC’s original purpose was to serve as a modelling language for
creating fast simulation models, but not necessarily, to serve as a design
language for creating synthesis models. However, the SystemC syntax
and semantics are quite similar to VHDL, such that synthesis, at least
for a language subset, should principally not be more complicated than
for VHDL. Indeed, a first SystemC synthesis tool, the CoCentric Sys-
temC CompilerTM4 from Synopsys, followed not long after SystemC’s
first public appearance. Further SystemC synthesis tools, such as the
CynthesizerTMfrom Forte Design Systems, were recently released, or are
announced for the near future.

The CoCentric SystemC Compiler accepts only a subset of
SystemC/C++. This subset is semantically and syntactically widely
equivalent to VHDL’s and Verilog’s supported synthesis subsets. In par-
ticular, it excludes most of C++’ object-oriented features. Although the
implementation of SystemC itself makes intensive use of these features,
the SystemC language constructs are obviously simply treated as key-
words. That means that the CoCentric SystemC Compiler is actually
not able to handle user-defined object-oriented C++ elements.

It suggested itself to apply the synthesis concepts developed for Objec-
tive VHDL to SystemC in order to extend its synthesis subset; an under-
taking which was addressed within the European IST project
ODETTE [79]. Its main results were the definition of an extended—
w.r.t. to the CoCentric SystemC Compiler—SystemC synthesis subset,
called OSSS (ODETTE System Synthesis Subset) [41, 44, 42, 45, 43],
and a prototypic pre-processor (cf. chapter 6). The pre-processor trans-

4Meanwhile, the further development of the CoCentric SystemC Compiler was an-
nounced to be stopped.
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forms an OSSS based specification into a SystemC or VHDL specifi-
cation, which can be further handled by third-party tools, such as the
CoCentric SystemC Compiler.

Newer tools, such as Forte’s Cynthesizer, are said to support a larger
subset of SystemC/C++. But these tools were released after the
ODETTE project had ended, and, to the best of our knowledge, they
still do not provide support for shared objects or any comparable feature.

SystemC does not provide the notion of shared objects in the same way
as Objective VHDL does. In principle, one could just declare an ordi-
nary object in a place, where it could be accessed by different concurrent
processes, but such an object would not reveal a realistic hardware-like
simulation semantics. For that reason OSSS introduces shared objects
as an extension to SystemC. Like SystemC itself, this extension is pro-
vided by a free C++ class library built on top of SystemC. Apart from a
few other extensions dealing with polymorphism, this class library pro-
vides a bit- and cycle-accurate simulation model for shared objects, and
constructs that are necessary to declare and handle shared objects.

The code snippet used in the previous section, but implemented in
OSSS would look as follows:

// wi th in SC MODULE:
sc shared< RoundRobin , T r an s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e > t r c v i f ;

void P1 ( )
{

. . .
SC RPC( t r c v i f , send ( byte ) ) ;

. . .
}

void P2 ( )
{

. . .
SC RFC( byte , t r c v i f , r e c e i v e ( ) ) ;

. . .
}

Listing 2.2: Usage of shared objects in OSSS.

The three new ‘keywords’ sc shared, SC RPC and SC RFC belong
to the extensions provided in OSSS. Actually, sc shared is a class tem-
plate used to declare a shared object. Similar to Objective VHDL, the
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declaration requires to specify a scheduling policy which is used to han-
dle concurrent accesses. In this example a round robin scheduling policy
is chosen. The OSSS class library already includes some common sched-
ulers, but supports also user-defined ones. TransceiverInterface identi-
fies a user-defined class, which actually implements the behaviour of the
shared object.

The class template sc shared can be seen as a wrapper whose purpose
is to add the proper simulation behaviour, which means, in particular,
the correct invocation of the scheduler, and the correct simulation of the
client/server communication protocol which will be synthesised from a
remote method invocation. SC RPC and SC RFC are macros which
are used to invoke the methods provided by the shared object; SC RPC
for procedures and SC RFC for functions. Both remote method invo-
cations are blocking.

The declaration of class TransceiverInterface is sketched by the follow-
ing code. The complete declaration is included in Appendix B.

template< unsigned int SBUFFSIZE = 1 , RBUFFSIZE = 1 >

class Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e
{
public :

T r an s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e ( ) ;
SCGUARDED( sBuffEmpty ,

void , send ( const s c b i g i n t < 8 > & ) ) ;
SCGUARDED( ! rBuffEmpty ,

s c b i g i n t < 8 >, r e c e i v e ( ) ) ;
. . .

protected :
bool sBuffEmpty ;
bool rBuffEmpty ;
s c b i g i n t < 8 > sBuf f ;
s c b i g i n t < 8 > rBuf f ;
. . .

} ;

Listing 2.3: Declaration of class TransceiverInterface.

The only difference to a common C++ class declaration is the use of the
construct SC GUARDED, which is provided in OSSS to associate a
guard condition with a method. In principle, any kind of user-defined
C++ class can be used as a shared object. Only, each method of such a
class which is externally invoked must be declared as a guarded method.
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In contrast to Objective VHDL, each OSSS specification, like each
SystemC specification, can be simulated without the need for a specific
simulator, by compiling it with an off-the-shelf C++ compiler, and run-
ning the executable5.

2.2.3. Shared Objects in this Work

The notion of shared objects which is used in this work is directly derived
from the model that is basically shared by Objective VHDL and OSSS.
We can summarize its main characteristics as follows:

• A shared object consists of a set of local variables together with a
set of procedures and functions which operate on those variables.
We will refer to the set of variables also as the data members of a
shared object, and to its functions and procedure as methods.

• The data members of a shared object must be used only by its
methods.

• The set of methods provided by a shared object for external use is
called its interface. Interaction with a shared object is only allowed
through this interface.

• Concurrent accesses to a shared object are synchronised by some
mechanism. Any such synchronisation mechanism ensures that
concurrent requests leave a shared object always in a consistent
state. Enforcing mutual exclusive execution of all concurrently
requested methods is one, but not the only possible solution that
satisfies this requirement.

• A shared object is passive, which means it is not able to initiate
any action by itself without being externally triggered.

• Methods of a shared object can have an associated guard condition.
The guard condition may involve members of a shared object and
input parameters of the method. Calls to guarded methods may be
accepted, only if the guard evaluates to true. Otherwise the call
will be delayed up to that point. The guard mechanism ensures,
that the guard condition does not change between its evaluation

5Provided the specifications are syntactically and semantically correct with respect
to the language definitions.
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and the execution of the method it is associated with. Methods
for which a guard condition is not explicitly specified are assumed
to have the guard condition true, which means they can always
be invoked.

• A shared object is declared in a scope, where it could be shared
between concurrent processes.

• No request to a method gets lost. Requests by the same client
must be served and completed in the same order they were issued.
Any parameters returned by a method invoked on a shared object
must be available before their first use.

• No method of a shared object must invoke a method of another
shared object but itself. Nested method invocations are executed
unsynchronised.

• A guarded method execution, once started, can not be interrupted.
The exact latency of a guarded method execution and the total
delay caused by a request must be regarded as unknown.

We call a process which contains a request to a method of a particular
shared object a client or client process of that object. Likewise, we may
also refer to a shared object as a server, and to the methods provided
by a shared object as services.

According to the characteristics listed above, shared objects consid-
ered in this thesis are like monitors. In fact, we mentioned previously
that this model is originally based on Ada95’s protected objects, which
are themselves rather like monitors. Already Hoare applied Simula67’s
class notation for describing monitors, but seemingly for the sake of the
notational style, but without object-oriented features like inheritance or
polymorphism fostering his decision. Nevertheless, although not being
essential, these features are obviously quite useful for modelling, which
was, after all, a major motivation to base shared objects on an object-
oriented model.

2.3. A Synthesis Semantics for Shared Objects

Since we are intending to use shared objects in hardware specifications
which shall be input to an automated synthesis process, we are now going
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to clarify, what the synthesis semantics of a shared object is. Synthesis
semantics means here a mapping of a shared object to a functionally
equivalent representation at RT or Behavioral level, which can be further
processed by third-party tools.

Our basis will be a synthesis semantics for shared objects that was
proposed by Radetzki [84]. Its development was originally closely cou-
pled with, but no limited to, the development of Objective VHDL. In
principle, it is applicable to any kind of object, regardless in what lan-
guage, which adheres to the characteristics listed in the previous sec-
tion. To the best of our knowledge it is the first, and, up to the present
date, only practically applicable synthesis semantics for shared objects,
or monitor-like concepts. Its practical applicability was proved by means
of prototypic pre-processors for Objective VHDL and OSSS.

The synthesis semantics has basically two aspects, for which we will
discuss separate optimisations later: the implementation of the shared
object itself, and the implementation of the client/server communication.

2.3.1. Hardware Implementation of a Shared Object

The hardware implementation of a shared object according to [84] is
illustrated by the following Figure 2.2.
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Arbitration Unit

1...nIN_PARAMS

1...nMETHOD_ID

1...nDONE

METHOD_ID

IN_PARAMS

DONE

Scheduler

Guard
Evaluator
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Process

State

OUT_PARAMS

RESET
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Figure 2.2.: Hardware Implementation of a Shared Object.
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The implementation consists of four major functional blocks; a sched-
uler, the guard evaluation unit, a multiplexing/demultiplexing unit, and
a server.

The guard evaluation unit contains the implementations of the guard
expressions associated with the methods of a shared object. The sched-
uler will determine which request to grant next, if there are any active
requests, and will take for its decision also the input from the guard
evaluation unit into account. The scheduler, in turn, controls the multi-
plexing/demultiplexing unit, which switches between the communication
channels (cf. following chapter) that connect each server with its clients.
The guard evaluation unit and multiplexing/demultiplexing unit are im-
plemented as combinational components, and the scheduler as combi-
national or asynchronous sequential component, together forming the
arbitration unit of a shared object.

The requested methods are finally executed by the server component.
It is implemented by a single synchronous process containing the imple-
mentations of all the methods provided by the shared object.

The state of a shared object, which is held in a single register and
which is also depicted in the above figure, is generated from the data
members of the shared object; each original data member is represented
by a distinct bit-slice of the state register.

All requests to a shared object are served mutually exclusive. The
scheduling policy that is applied to concurrent requests has to be in-
cluded in the specification of a shared object as demonstrated for Ob-
jective VHDL (cf. section 2.2.1) and OSSS (cf. section 2.2.2).

Listing 2.4 illustrates the general structure of the VHDL implemen-
tation of a sever process. It follows the coding guidelines for Synopsys’
Behavioral CompilerTM[62, 93]. Thus, behavioural synthesis can be ap-
plied to the generated server process, if desired.

It turned out that the same coding style is also accepted by Synop-
sys’ Design CompilerTM. But if the specification of the server process is
handed over to this tool, no scheduling will be applied, and the sched-
ule will be fixed as included in the description. However, by generating
a structure which fits both synthesis technologies, it is finally the de-
signer’s choice, which one to apply. Applying behavioral synthesis may
be useful, if the provided methods are of a complex nature, and are not
yet completely scheduled.
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SERVER : process i s

−− l o c a l v a r i a b l e d e c l a r a t i on s
begin

RESET LOOP : loop

−− i n i t i a l i s a t i o n o f the shared ob j ec t ’ s s t a t e
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
MAIN LOOP : loop

case METHOD ID i s

when METHOD 1 =>

DONE <= ’0 ’ ;
−− copy input parameters , in to l o c a l v a r i a b l e s
−− copy used s t a t e v a r i a b l e s in to l o c a l v a r i a b l e s
−− method implementation
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
−− re turn parameters , i f any

when . . .
when METHODN =>

DONE <= ’0 ’ ;
−− copy input parameters , in to l o c a l v a r i a b l e s
−− copy used s t a t e v a r i a b l e s in to l o c a l v a r i a b l e s
−− method implementation
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
−− re turn parameters , i f any

when others =>

assert SELECT METHOD = NO REQ
report ” i l l e g a l method ID”
severity f a i l u r e ;

wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
next MAIN LOOP;

end case ;
DONE <= ’1 ’ ;
−− update s t a t e
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;

end loop MAIN LOOP;
end loop RESET LOOP;

end SERVER;

Listing 2.4: VHDL code template for sever process.

METHOD 1 . . . METHDOD N are constants—e.g. integer constants—
which unambiguously identify each method provided by a shared object
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and are generated during synthesis. NO REQ is a constant which is
assigned, if there are actually no active requests. The signal DONE is
used in the client/server communication, which is briefly presented in
the subsequent section.

2.3.2. Hardware Implementation of the Client/Server
Communication

According to [84] a remote method invocation is mapped to a synchro-
nous communication between a client and a server following a simple
handshake protocol. Physically, the communication takes place over
dedicated channels which connect clients and servers, and which consist
of the signals and busses which are illustrated in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3.: Channel connecting client and server.

METHOD ID and IN PARAMS are signals, from a client to a server.
METHOD ID identifies the method to be invoked. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, to each method provided by a shared object a unique
constant is assigned during synthesis. IN PARAMS is used to pass any
input parameters required by the requested method to the server.

DONE and OUT PARAMS are signals, or busses, respectively, from
a server to a client. OUT PARAMS is a bus that is used to pass
any output parameters of the invoked method back to the invoking
client, and DONE is used to establish a handshake between a client
and a server. All clients of a particular shared object share the same
OUT PARAMS bus—recall, that all methods are executed under mutual
exclusion—, while METHOD ID, IN PARAMS and DONE are unique
per client/server pair.

Over these channels a simple handshake protocol establishes the com-
munication between clients and severs. A VHDL template for this pro-
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tocol is given in the following listing 2.5. As for the server process (cf.
previous section), the coding style is according to the coding guidelines
for Synopsys’ Behavioral Compiler, but is as well accepted by the Design
Compiler. A timing diagram is included in chapter 5.

METHOD ID <= <encoded method id >;
IN PARAMS <= <encoded input parameter values >;
loop −− wait f o r acknowledgement : DONE( ’1 ’ −> ’0 ’ )

i f DONE = ’0 ’ then

METHOD ID <= NO REQ;
exit ;

end i f ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;

end loop ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
loop −− wait f o r complet ion o f r eque s t : DONE( ’0 ’ −> ’1 ’ )

i f DONE = ’1 ’ then

−− r e t r i e v e output parameters , i f any , from OUT PARAMS
exit ;

end i f ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;

end loop ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
<subsequent statements>

Listing 2.5: VHDL code template for näıve protocol.

Each remote method invocation statement in a client process is replaced
by this protocol during synthesis.

The protocol comprises different phases. In the first phase a client
process initiates a request by assigning the proper ID of the method
to be invoked to METHOD ID, and, all necessary input parameters to
IN PARAMS. Next, the client waits for the addressed server to ac-
knowledge its request. The server signals an acknowledgement with a
falling edge on DONE, as soon as it starts the execution of the requested
method. The period of time from the issuing of a request until its accep-
tance is, in general, not fixed and unpredictable. If and when a server
accepts a request depends on several factors, including its own state
which may be used in a guard condition associated with the requested
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method, the state of the scheduler, and any concurrent requests from
other clients. It may be even possible that the client will wait forever.

However, if the acceptance of the request is eventually acknowledged,
the client reacts immediately by de-assigning METHOD ID in order to
prevent the request to be served another time.

In the final phase, the client waits until the server has finished the
execution of the requested method, which is signalled by a rising edge
on DONE, and receives any returned values via OUT PARAMS. This
final synchronisation ensures that the protocol also works properly for
methods with unknown latency. More details can be taken from [84].

2.4. Problem Statement

Area and timing, or, more precisely, performance, are the most crucial
non-functional properties in hardware design. Area is a major cost fac-
tor, while a high application performance is normally one of the primary
design goals. Hence, the quality of the synthesis results (QoR) could,
in principle, be measured by means of the relative performance (per
area), that is, the ratio performance

area
; the larger this ratio for a given and

fixed area or performance, the higher the QoR and the efficiency of the
synthesis process6.

Of course, efficiency is also crucial for the implementation of shared
objects. That means we are interested in any optimisations on the im-
plementation presented in the previous section, which either provide a
higher performance for the same area, or require less area for the same
performance—or even less area and higher performance at the same time.
From an area point of view the proposed implementation is already a
quite good solution, while, from a performance point of view, it is the
opposite; the sequentialisation of requests allows all methods provided
by a shared object to share the same resources, while it represents the
slowest possible solution to handle concurrent requests. Therefore, it is
our first goal to find possible optimisations which increase the perfor-
mance of the implementation presented in the previous section, but not
its area.

6Assuming that implementations with a larger ratio are still a correct model of the
specification.
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We will later see that we can, in fact, find such optimisations, which
means that the original implementation incorporates some unnecessary
synchronisation overhead, wherefore we will refer to it as the näıve im-
plementation in the remainder of the thesis.

Sometimes, not the relative performance but just the absolute per-
formance counts, which means that one is willing to accept increased
area, and, possibly, even a decreased relative performance, as price for
achieving a higher absolute performance. It is therefore our second goal
to find alternative implementations of shared objects which provide a
higher absolute performance, even at the cost of additional area.

That leads to the question, in which aspect, in general, the imple-
mentation of shared objects can be improved in order to increase perfor-
mance, or, the other way around, where to find performance penalties
which could be decreased? The main performance penalty with respect
to to shared objects is the amount of time the operations following a re-
quest to a shared object are delayed because of the request, or, in other
words, the amount of time a client is engaged in synchronisation with a
shared object.

Definition 2.1 (Delay of a request) The delay or delay time δ(ri) of
a request ri is the amount of time by which the start time of an operation
following the request ri is delayed from the start time of an operation
before the request because of the request. For synchronous processes it is
the number of clock cycle steps by which the starting time of an operation
following request ri is delayed by that request. 2

In order to increase performance, we will therefore aim at reducing
the delay induced by a request. Note, that this does not necessarily
mean that the delay time for each individual request actually has to be
reduced. Owing to subtle process interaction, and the nondeterminacy
of the considered systems, some optimisations could, in principle, even
lead to an increased delay time for an individual request. But, generally,
when observing a system’s behaviour over a sufficiently long period of
time, we aim at reducing the average delay time over all these requests.

The delay for a particular request ri, is basically comprised of three
factors:

δ(ri) = tcsCommProt(ri) + tcollision(ri) + tdisabled(ri). (2.1)
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tcsCommProt represents the delay which is induced by the client/server
communication protocol assuming that the request is enabled—i.e. the
guard condition evaluates to true—, and does not collide with any other
concurrent request. It can therefore be regarded as the pure protocol
overhead.

tcollision represents the delay which is caused because a client has to
wait for other concurrent requests to be served first.

And, finally, tdisabled represents the time a request is delayed because
of condition synchronisation, that is, because the guard of the requested
method is false. We will not be able to influence this time directly, such
that we treat it as an unknown remainder, which will not be taken into
further consideration.

The times tcsCommProt and tcollision, and the resulting delay time δ—7
clock cycles in this example—are depicted in the following Figure 2.4.
More details on the communication between a client and a server are
given later.
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Figure 2.4.: Delay caused by a request.

The reduction of tcollision is addressed in chapter 4, while the reduction
of tcsCommProt is addressed in chapter 5.

As a matter of course, any optimisation applied to the näıve imple-
mentation shall not change its functionality, which means, its semantics.
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In other words, if the näıve implementation of a shared object is a model
for a given specification, so shall be each optimised implementation. We
will render this more precisely in the following chapters.

2.5. Examples

In the following we will introduce two example designs, which make
use of shared objects, and which will also serve us in the remainder of
this work for illustrative purposes, as well as for the evaluation of the
proposed optimisations. Full implementations of both examples in OSSS
can be found in Appendix B and D, respectively.

The examples illustrate the two main application scenarios for shared
objects; the transceiver example demonstrates their use in interprocess
communication/synchronisation, while the ALU example demonstrates
their use as shared resources.

2.5.1. Asynchronous Serial Transmitter/Receiver

A serial transceiver (transmitter/receiver), such as the RS232 UART,
which can still be found in various PCs and peripherals, enables a serial
communication between different components. Its main job can be seen
to be the conversion of a parallel transmission into a serial transmission,
and vice versa. Parallel data, usually a byte, is given to a transceiver
and sent bit for bit over a single line. A receiver converts the bit stream
back into a parallel datum. Asynchronous transmission means that the
sender and receiver synchronise with each other by means of dedicated
start and stop bits. In contrast, in a synchronous transmission sender
and receiver are synchronised by an additional clock signal—the shift-
or bit-clock—. Most serial transceivers provide for the possibility to
choose between different transition modes, and baudrates, and provide
also some error detection and correction capabilities.

The setup we use in this example as illustrated in Figure 2.6 is con-
structed of two symmetrical sides; each side consists of a transceiver,
a shared object, a producer, and a consumer. The producer generates
data and sends it via the transceiver, while the consumer obtains data
from the transceiver for further processing. The shared object serves as
a comfortable interface to the transceiver. The transceivers we use in our
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Figure 2.5.: Asynchronous receiver/transmitter.

experiment provide separate processes for sending and receiving, and are
therefore capable to operate in full duplex mode. Both sides of the de-
sign are connected through their transceivers, such that each consumer
receives data from the producer on the opposite side. In this example
the data being exchanged does not have any special meaning; one pro-
ducer simply produces even numbers, while the other one produces odd
numbers.
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Figure 2.6.: Experimental setup for Transceiver.

The shared object forming the transceiver’s interface basically pro-
vides the method interface that is given in Figure 2.7 (some methods are
omitted). We use the notation g → method as a signature for a guarded
method, with g being the guard. Primarily, the producers use the send
method to write a byte to the send buffer (sBuff), and the consumers
use the receive method to read a byte from the receive Buffer (rBuff).
The transceiver uses putRBuff to write a byte to the receive buffer, and
getSBuff to get a byte from the send buffer. The guard conditions will
ensure, that reading, or writing, respectively, to a buffer is only enabled,
if the buffer is not empty, or full, respectively.
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!sBuffFull      send( Byte )

!sBuffEmpty       getSBuff() : Byte
!rBuffEmpty       receive() : Byte

!rBufferFull       putRBuff( Byte )

...
true      getBaudrate() : Unsigned
true      receiverEnabled() : Boolean

: TransceiverInterface

Figure 2.7.: Methods provided by the transceiver interface.

A simulation run of the system before synthesis at a rate of 1 bit/16
clock cycles at a 33MHz clock rate—which gives a gross baudrate of
roughly 2MBit/s—, is shown in Figure 2.8, spanning approximately
34µs. The waveform shows the state of the two serial lines connect-
ing the transceivers (line1, line2), and the data sampled by the two
consumer processes (output1, output2).

Figure 2.8.: Simulation run of transceiver example.

The transceiver is a good example for shared objects as a means for
modelling interprocess communication. In this experimental setup we
have two pairs of communicating process: each producer process com-
municates with the sender process of the transceiver it is connected to,
and each consumer process communicates with the receiver process of
the transceiver it is connected to.
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2.5.2. Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU)

An arithmetic logic unit, or ALU for short, (cf. Figure 2.9) is a com-
mon functional unit which is able to perform different arithmetic and
logic operations, such as addition, shift, or conjunction, on the operands
passed to it.

ALU

op_1 op_2

select_operation

result

flags

Figure 2.9.: Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU).

We will use the ALU as a model for a shared resource, whose services—
the arithmetic and logic operations it provides—are concurrently used by
a set of parallel processes. In contrast to the previous example, this time
a shared object is not simply used as an interface to another hardware
component, but it provides the complete functionality of the ALU itself.

The experimental setup comprises the ALU and two client processes
which concurrently use its services as illustrated in Figure 2.10. The
clients are computing the square roots of integer numbers according to
Newton’s iteration [77]; one client computes the square roots of even
integer numbers, the other one computes the square roots of odd integer
numbers. For their computations the clients invoke the multiplication,
division, subtraction, and addition functions provided by the ALU. The
ALU implements arbitrary precision fixed point arithmetics.

resultresult

op, paramsop, params
(ALU)

Shared Object

Client 2Client 1

Figure 2.10.: Experimental setup for shared ALU.

Multiplication and division are implemented as sequential operations
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by means of repeated shift and addition, and shift and subtraction op-
erations, respectively, and therefore take n clock cycles for execution for
an n bit wide multiplier, or, divisor, respectively. Newton’s iteration
is an approximation method which converges to the result with varying
speed, dependent on the input and chosen precision, such that also the
latency of the whole algorithm varies.

The ALU provides the following public interface7:

true      div( sc_fixed<WL, IWL> a, b ) : sc_fixed<3*WL−2*IWL,2*WL−IWL>

true      add( sc_fixed<WL, IWL> a, b ) : sc_fixed<WL+1 ,IWL+1> 
true      sub( sc_fixed<WL, IWL> a, b ) : sc_fixed<WL+1,IWL+1>
true      mult( sc_fixed<WL, IWL> a, b ) : sc_fixed<2*WL,2*IWL>

: ALU
WL, IWL

Figure 2.11.: Methods provided by the ALU.

The waveform of a simulation run of the described system is given
in Figure 2.12. The waveform, spanning approximately 300µs at a
33MHz clock, shows the inputs for which the square roots are computed
(operandEven, operandOdd) as well as the results (outputEven,
outputOdd). For the illustrated simulation run a precision of 6 bits for
the integer places and 10 bits for the decimal places was chosen for the
results. Intermediate computations use also higher precision. Note, that
the results are represented as integer numbers by the waveform viewer.
That means, for instance, that

sqrt(2) = 144810 = 00000101101010002

gives the correct result after putting the binary point into the right place:

000001.01101010002 = 1.414062510.

7WL is short for WordLength, and IWL for Integer WordLength. The number of
bits right to the binary point is equal to WL − IWL.
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Figure 2.12.: Simulation run for shared ALU.

2.6. Related Work

There is only very few work directly related to the matter of subject of
this thesis. To the best of our knowledge, there does, at present date,
no other work on the hardware synthesis of shared objects, or monitor-
like concepts, exist apart from the one this thesis is based upon, and,
in particular, no work on the optimising hardware synthesis of shared
objects.

Nevertheless, we will in the following have a brief look at some pro-
gramming languages and hardware description languages, which deal
with related topics in a wider sense; synchronisation, concurrent object-
oriented and distributed programming (a good overview can be found in
[30]), and/or object-oriented hardware design. This overview will first
of all allow us to dissociate our own work from existing work, but, in
addition, some of the presented works also bear some ideas which are
interesting in the context of this work, too.

2.6.1. Hardware

SUAVE

SUAVE (SAVANT and University of Adelaide VHDL Extension) [11, 6,
10] is an extension of VHDL similar to Objective VHDL. Like Objective
VHDL, SUAVE extends VHDL by a set of object-oriented features being
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based on Ada95. These features include abstract data types, tagged
types, inheritance, extended genericity, polymorphism, and, as abstract
communication mechanism, channels and message passing [9, 8].

A channel is, in principle, simply a FIFO buffer to which messages
can be stored in a first come first serve manner, and to which processes
can access by a send, a receive, and a select primitive. Channels can
be bounded or unbounded. A process trying to send a message to a
channel is blocked, if the channel is completely filled with messages,
so is a processes trying to receive a message from an empty channel.
Unbounded channels will never cause the blocking of a sending process.
A channel of length zero enforces a synchronous communication, that is,
sender and receiver must meet to exchange a message.

Channels implement broadcasting, which means that all processes try-
ing to receive a message from the same channel will consume the same
message from that channel. A message is simply a typed object, and
channels can only store messages of a certain type. Since SUAVE pro-
vides for modelling of abstract data types, a channel can also commu-
nicate messages of complex type. The select primitive provides for a
nondeterministic choice between different possible actions on different
channels.

SUAVE’s channels raise indeed the modelling of communication and
synchronisation between processes to a more abstract level. A message
queue that is associated with each channel as well as all operations on a
channel are automatically managed by the language. But SUAVE’s ap-
proach towards interprocess communication is based on message passing,
and, thus, different from shared objects which are based on monitors.
Moreover, SUAVE’s most serious drawback is the lack of an appropriate
synthesis semantics, specifically, for channels. It is quite unclear, how
a nondeterministic choice as provided by its select primitive, and un-
bounded message queues should be implemented in hardware. However,
we will later pick up the idea of asynchronous interprocess communica-
tion in order to optimise the communication between clients and shared
objects.

Shared Variables in VHDL

VHDL [7, 57] provides for the possibility to declare shared variables,
as subtypes of variables. Shared variables may appear within entity
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declarations, architecture bodies, packages, package bodies, and blocks,
where they might be used by concurrent processes. Since the 2000 edition
of VHDL [55] a shared object is required to be of protected type.

A protected type in VHDL is quite similar to a protected type in
Ada95, which is not surprising, after all, since VHDL and Ada share
the same roots. A protected type definition consists of a protected type
declaration, and a protected type body. The protected type declaration
consists of a set of method declarations specifying the interface of the
protected type. The body contains the implementation details of the
protected type. Only the items in the declaration are visible to the
outside. The language implementation enforces mutual exclusive access
to the methods in the interface of a protected type. If methods are
concurrently invoked, only one process will be granted access to the
body of a method, and all other processes will be delayed. When the
method execution has finished, one of the delayed processes may resume.
The order in which processes are chosen for resumption is not defined.

Shared variables of protected type are quite similar to our understand-
ing of shared objects, but a synthesis semantics has not yet been pre-
sented for them. Consequently, existing synthesis tools do not support
the synthesis of shared variables, at least not concurrently used shared
variables. Therefore, the main problem discussed in this thesis, that is
the synchronisation overhead caused to concurrently accessing processes,
has not yet been addressed for shared variables.

SystemVerilog

SystemVerilog [1, 94] is an extension to Verilog [56, 14] proposed by Ac-
cellera, an electronics industry organisation focused on electronic design
automation (EDA). SystemVerilog addresses higher levels of abstraction
for modelling and verification. It extends Verilog by a variety of features,
such as assertions, interprocess communication and synchronisation, ex-
tended operators, and new or extended data types, including classes,
many of them being adopted from C and C++. The extensions primar-
ily aim at improving Verilog’s verification and testing abilities, as well as
extending Verilog towards system level design. From our point of view
basically classes, interfaces, and interprocess communication synchroni-
sation are of interest.

Classes in Verilog, as usual, comprise data items and operations on
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that items, and can be used to create user-defined data types. But the
SystemVerilog Language Reference Manual does not address the possi-
bility of concurrently used objects.

An interface, like an entity in VHDL, comprises a set of nets and vari-
ables, but in addition to VHDL’s entities, SystemVerilog’s interfaces can
also contain declarations and definitions of functions and tasks which
operate on those items. An interface can therefore also include function-
ality, such as a communication protocol, which can be easily invoked by
any process by specifying the name of an interface, and the method/task
to be invoked. However, methods thus invoked can be regarded to be
inlined at the invocation point, and, thus, are not remotely executed.
Interfaces do, in particular, not provide any synchronisation mechanism,
such that the avoidance of conflicts remains a handcrafted task.

For that purpose, one may fall back upon semaphores or mailboxes,
two synchronisation primitives belonging to the SystemVerilog exten-
sions. Semaphores in SystemVerilog have the usual meaning, and mail-
boxes are quite similar to SUAVE’s channels, which means a mailbox
basically represents a message queue, to which messages can be put,
and from which messages can be taken. In addition, SystemVerilog also
extends the expressive power of Verilog’s event-based synchronisation,
such that more complex synchronisation schemes can be expressed in a
more comfortable way.

As mentioned in the introduction, the SystemVerilog extensions do
primarily focus on modelling and verification. Synthesis was not yet a
basic concern, at least not for the newly introduced high level features,
such as the synchronisation primitives. SystemVerilog has not yet been
standardised, and synthesis tools able to process it are not yet available.
It remains to bee seen, which, if any, of the advanced features will be
finally supported for synthesis.

OOAS

Within the DFG (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft) funded project
OASE [78] at the University of Tuebingen technologies and methodolo-
gies to support object-oriented modelling and verification, and partition-
ing and synthesis of object-oriented hardware and mixed hardware/soft-
ware specifications [90] were researched. In the course of this work, also
a tool, called OOAS (object-oriented analysis and synthesis), was devel-
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oped, which is able to process SystemC/C++ specifications including
object-oriented features.

In the Tuebingen approach, classes, or, more precisely, objects, are
interpreted as structural components, similar to SystemC’s modules, but
with a method based interface instead of ports. However, according to
the available publications [96, 89, 63, 64], the approach does not seem to
address concurrent access to such objects, and, consequently, does not
deal with synchronisation issues. We must therefore conclude that OOAS
is only able to process specification including objects, whose methods are
not concurrently invoked, which is in contrast to the shared objects as
considered in this work.

2.6.2. Concurrent Programming (Software)

The goal of performance optimisation for concurrent software programs,
also including object-oriented concurrent programs, is usually to opti-
mise the runtime system in such a way that the task switching times
between concurrent tasks are minimised, since most multitasking ap-
plications are today still executed such that several tasks must share
the same processor. For our considerations task switching times do not
matter, since, in hardware, all processes are anyway executed in par-
allel, and task switching times do not occur. Nevertheless, also some
concurrent programming languages reveal some interesting features and
characteristics which can be exploited for our own purposes.

COOL

COOL (Concurrent Object-Oriented Language) [28, 67] is an extension
of C++ which emphasizes concurrent programming and which is in-
tended for the programming of multi-processor systems. In contrast to
SystemC, COOL requires an own compiler and runtime system. The
runtime system handles, for instance, the creation and scheduling of
user-defined tasks.

One of the most important features of COOL is, that it allows to ex-
plicitly specify functions, member functions as well as C-style functions,
as parallel. Not surprisingly, a function specified this way can be exe-
cuted in parallel with other functions. The interesting point in COOL
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is its classification of parallel member functions into three categories;
mutex, non-mutex, and unsynchronised.

A mutex function requires for exclusive access to the object it is called
on and therefore blocks all other mutex and non-mutex functions on the
same object while being executed. Non-mutex functions can be executed
concurrently with other non-mutex and unsynchronised functions on the
same object. Unsynchronised functions can be executed concurrently
with all other functions on the same object, also including mutex func-
tions. We will later apply a similar classification for our own purposes,
with the difference, that the classification is done by automated analysis,
and not by the designer.

In [28] also the synchronisation overhead which results from a näıve
implementation of monitors which are used by COOL to realise con-
current objects is highlighted. Although this problem statement seems
quite similar to the one of this work, it has a completely different focus,
since it aims at reducing the task switching times as discussed above.
Hence, the presented solutions to this problem are not applicable in this
work.

Protected Objects in Ada95

As mentioned earlier, the model of shared object applied in this thesis
is based on Ada95’s protected objects [13, 22, 58]. A protected object
comprises data items, and a set of protected subprograms which serve
as the interface to the object. The language guarantees that protected
subprograms are executed in a manner such that the data items are
updated under mutual exclusion. That means that a task which wants to
execute a protected subprogram may have to wait. The order in which
waiting tasks are resumed is not defined by the language. Protected
objects also provide for condition synchronisation, by means of Boolean
guard expression which can be associated with the body of a protected
subprogram, and which serves as a barrier.

One interesting feature of Ada95’s protected objects is that protected
methods which modify the data encapsulated are executed mutually ex-
clusive, while read-only methods can be executed concurrently. That
seems quite reasonable, since read-only accesses can not interfere with
each other, and their simultaneous execution does therefore not bear the
danger of corrupting the data encapsulated in a protected object. We
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will later exploit this characteristics of read-only subprograms for our
optimisations on the shared object implementation.

Eiffel Based Approaches

Eiffel [71, 72] belongs presumably to the most popular object-oriented
languages, although it does not belong to the mainstream languages such
as C++ and Java. Similar to other object-oriented languages, several
attempts were undertaken to extend Eiffel toward a concurrent object-
oriented language [72, 27, 31, 70].

From our point of view the most interesting approach to a concurrent
extension of Eiffel is presented in [61]. The active8 objects described in
that approach are quite similar to the shared objects as we understand
them, and the interaction between client and server objects as described
there is similar to our understanding of the interaction between client
processes and shared objects. Moreover, concurrent requests are handled
by a scheduler method which can be freely overloaded with different
scheduling strategies, similar to the scheduler that we use for shared
objects.

However, the most interesting point is that remote method invocations
according to that approach are nonblocking and asynchronous, in con-
trast to the blocking, synchronous communication hitherto introduced
for the näıve implementation of shared objects. A non-blocking com-
munication provides for the great advantage that client and server can
principally operate in parallel during a remote method invocation. We
will pick up this idea in order to improve the client/server communica-
tion in chapter 5.

8Note, that though theses objects are called active they do only react to external
method invocations, just like the shared objects as considered in this thesis.
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Concrete design languages, such as VHDL, Verilog and SystemC, have
a complex syntax, including various redundancies, and a complex se-
mantics, which is often not even formally defined, or which is formally
defined only for a certain language subset. The worse, for SystemC, for
instance, even the informal semantics is not yet fully defined, and not
free of ambiguities. That makes it hard to reason about the behaviour of
programs, particularly concurrent programs, written in these languages
on a profound basis, and to verify that any assumptions made on the
behaviour of such programs are sound.

Our considerations about shared objects in this work are widely inde-
pendent of any concrete design language. We would therefore prefer a
simpler system representation which widely avoids the above problems
while capturing all the essential system properties we are particularly
interested in, specifically, the behaviour and interaction of concurrent
processes. Ideally, such a system representation should satisfy the fol-
lowing requirements:

• Completeness. We should be able to describe all the kinds of sys-
tems and properties we are interested in.

• Compact syntax. The syntax should be adequate, concise, and not
contain redundancies.

• Well-defined formal semantics. In the problem statement we de-
clared semantics preservation as a premium constraint for any op-
timisation we are going to apply to a system. That requires the
ability to describe a system’s semantics. A formal semantics has
the advantage that it avoids various of the ambiguities of an intu-
itive, informal explanation of a system’s semantics.
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With [5] we identified an approach which shall be sufficient for our
purposes according to the above requirements. In that textbook Apt
and Olderog develop a framework for the verification of sequential and
concurrent programs based on an axiomatic approach, which was first
proposed by Hoare [51], and later extended by Hoare himself [52], as well
as Owicki and Gries [80, 81], Lamport [66], and various others. It will,
specifically, prove useful for reasoning about the behaviour of concurrent
programs, whose behaviour would be otherwise only hard to capture, on
a formal basis in chapter 4.

For chapter 5, which deals with optimisations of the client/server com-
munication protocol, the approach will be less useful. But since the
applied protocols as well as the protocol properties which shall be pre-
served are of rather simple nature, we claim a formal verification to be
dispensable in that case.

Following [5], we will first present a concise grammar in section 3.2
which is used to generate concurrent programs. Next, in section 3.3, we
will formulate a transition relation between so called program configu-
rations, and, based on that, we will define a precise I/O semantics for
those programs.

In section 3.4 we will then render more precisely, what the programs
which describe the systems we want to study look like, and what proper-
ties they have. In section 3.5 we will state a few assumptions about some
general properties of those systems, which must hold in order to guaran-
tee that the optimisations presented later can be semantics preserving.
We will close the chapter with some general remarks in section 3.6.

3.1. Preliminaries

In this section we introduce some basic terms and notations which are
necessary for the definition of the syntax and semantics of programs that
follows. This introduction is only very brief. For more details we refer
to chapter 2 in [5], from which large parts of this section are adopted.

3.1.1. Types

We assume only the three basic types

• integer,
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• Boolean,

• bit,

where bit denotes the set {′0′,′ 1′}, and for each n ≥ 1 the higher types

• T1 × · · · × Tn → T ,

where T1, . . . Tn, T denote some basic types. Higher types are used as
types for functions and arrays.

Most hardware description languages do also include further, multi-
value logic types, but for our purposes it will not be of any use to in-
clude theses types. One may also notice the absence of class types in
the proposed type system, but an explicit representation of class types
is, likewise, not necessary for our purposes and would only unnecessarily
inflate syntax and semantics. The optimisations proposed later are in-
dependent of the concrete type system used. Alternatively, one may also
think of the programs we consider to be ’flattened’, which means that all
objects are split into sets of distinct variables of the basic types. And,
as we will see in the following, even though shared objects are instances
of classes, they are represented in a way which does not need the notion
of a class type.

3.1.2. Variables

We will only use two kinds of variables:

• simple variables,

• array variables or just arrays.

Simple variables are of basic type, array variables are of higher type.
For instance integer × integer → Boolean may denote the type of a
two-dimensional array with indices of type integer and elements of type
Boolean.

The set of all variables is denoted with Var.

3.1.3. Constants

Two sorts of constants are distinguished:
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• constants of basic type,

• constants of higher type.

Constants of basic types are integer numbers: . . . , -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, . . . and
the two Boolean constants: true, false.

Constants of higher type T1×· · ·×Tn → T are called relation symbols,
iff T = Boolean, and function symbols, else. Expressions may include
the following function and relation symbols:

• | | of type integer→ integer,

• +,−, ·,min,max, div,mod of type integer× integer→ integer,

• =, < of type integer× integer→ Boolean,

• ¬ of type Boolean→ Boolean,

• =,∨,∧,→,↔ of type Boolean×Boolean→ Boolean,

all with their usual meaning.

3.1.4. Expressions

Expressions are defined by induction as follows:

• a simple variable of type T is an expression of type T ,

• a constant of basic type T is an expression of type T ,

• if s1, . . . , sn are expressions of type T1, . . . , Tn, respectively, and op

is a constant of type T1 × · · · × Tn → T , then op(s1, . . . , sn) is an
expression of type T ,

• if s1, . . . , sn are expressions of type T1, . . . , Tn, respectively, and
a is an array of type T1 × · · · × Tn → T , then a[s1, . . . , sn] is an
expression of type T ,

• if B is a Boolean expression and s1 and s2 are expressions of type
T , then if B then s1 else s2 fi is an expression of type T .
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The constants of higher type introduced in section 3.1.3 have the usual
precedences. Binary constants are usually used in infix notation. Brack-
ets ( and ) can be used to change the binding order of binary constants.
If i is an integer variable, and b is a Boolean variable, and a is an ar-
ray of type integer → Boolean, then ¬b, 2 + i · 5, 4 < a[10], and
b ∨ false↔ b are examples for expressions.

3.1.5. States

The value of a variable is given through so-called proper states. A proper
state is a mapping that assigns to every simple and array variable of type
T a value in the domain DT . The letter Σ is used to denote the set of
all proper states. States are usually denoted with Greek letters such as
σ, τ, ρ. Σ also contains the three error states ⊥, fail and ∆, which are
explained later in this chapter.

If Z ⊆ V ar denotes a set of simple or array variables, then σ[Z]
denotes the restriction of state σ to the variables occurring in Z. We say
that two states agree on a set of variables X ⊆ V ar, if they assign the
same values to all the variables X.

3.1.6. Semantics of Expressions

The semantics of an expression s of type T in the structure S1 is a
mapping

SJsK : Σ→ DT

which assigns to s a value SJsK(σ) from DT depending on a given proper
state σ. We abbreviate SJsK(σ) as σ(s), since S is fixed. The semantics of
an expression s is defined by induction over its structure. We will skip
its definition here, since the intuitive meaning of integer and Boolean
expressions in a given state should be sufficient for most readers. For
instance, if x denotes a simple variable and a an array, and σ(x) = 2
and σ(a[2]) = 5, then σ(a[x]) = 5, σ(4 < a[x]) = true, σ(2+3) = 5, and
σ(3 + x + a[x]) = 10.

1The structure S is fixed and as defined in [5].
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3.1.7. Updates of States

Assignments change the values of variables and, thus, modify a state.
Such a modification of a state is denoted as an update σ[u := d], where
u is a variable of type T , and d is an expression of type T . σ[u := d] is
again a proper state, which is defined as follows

• if u is a simple variable then

σ[u := d]

is the state that agrees with σ except for u, where its value is d,

• if u is a subscripted variable, say u ≡ a[t1, . . . , tn] then

σ[u := d]

is the state that agrees with σ except for the variable a where the
value σ(a)(σ(t1), . . . , σ(tn)) is changed to d.

Error states are not modified by assignments, which means that
⊥[u := d] = ⊥, ∆[u := d] = ∆, and fail[u := d] = fail.

3.2. Syntax

The programs we are considering in this work are generated by the fol-
lowing grammar:

S ::= skip | u := t | x :=? | wait t | S1;S2 | if B then S1 else S2 fi

| while B do S1 od | [S1‖ . . . ‖Sn] | 〈S0〉

| await B then S0 end | await g then S0 end

| do 2
n
i=1 gi → Si od

The words in bold font are keywords. In the following we will give a
brief overview of the statements whose meaning may not be intuitively
clear.

The statement skip just terminates and changes nothing. The state-
ment x :=? is a random assignment, which randomly assigns to x any
value from its domain. A random assignment may, for instance, be used
to model uninitialised variables.
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wait t is a wait statement. This kind of statement is not included in
the grammar which is used in [5], but we added it for completeness, since
hardware description languages usually provide a similar statement. In-
tentionally, a wait statement delays a process for the amount of time
which is specified by t, which we can assume to be an integer expres-
sion. However, since we are not going to apply a timed semantics for
different reasons which are given later in this chapter, a wait statement
does actually not have an impact on the operational semantics which is
presented in the next section. Hence, in this work we assume it to do
nothing and to just terminate, like skip does.

A parallel composition [S1‖ . . . ‖Sn] is executed by an interleaving of
the component programs S1, . . . , Sn. The statements in an atomic region
〈S0〉 are executed as one indivisible operation. The statement S0 of an
await-statement is executed, only if B evaluates to true, or the guard
g (see below) can be passed, otherwise the await-statement blocks.

g denotes a generalized guard. Guards can be passed only in a com-
munication between processes as described in more detail below. The
notation g → S denotes a guarded subprogram [38], and S can only be
executed if g can be passed. The 2 denotes a nondeterministic choice;
if more than one of the choices are enabled, which means more than one
guard can be passed, one of the enabled subprograms is nondetermin-
istically selected for execution. The do-command is repetitive, which
means the whole command is executed again after the execution of one
of its choices.

A generalized guard g is of the form

g ≡ B;α

where B is a Boolean expression and α is an input/output command,
or I/O command, for short. I/O commands enable the transfer of data
between processes via channels. We assume channels to be untyped,
that is, values of any type may be communicated through a channel. We
also assume channels to be directed, that is, they enable to transfer data
only into one direction.

Now, an input command is of the form c?u, and an output command is
of the form c!t where c denotes a communication channel, u is a simple
or subscripted variable, and t is an expression. We also permit the
communication of more than one value at a time over the same channel,
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for instance c!t1.t2 . . . tn, n ≥ 0, where t1, t2, . . . , tn are expressions, will
transfer the values of the expressions t1, t2, . . . , tn through channel c.

Processes can communicate with each other only by means of matching
I/O commands. We say that two I/O commands match, if they refer
to the same channel, one is an output command and the other one is
an input command, and the types of the communicated values match.
I/O commands can only be passed jointly, as implied by the transition
system in the following section. The effect of a communication between
matching I/O commands α1 ≡ c?u1 . . . un and α2 ≡ c!t1 . . . tn is the
assignment 〈u1 := t1; . . . ;un := tn〉:

Eff(α1, α2) ≡ Eff(α2, α1) ≡ 〈u1 := t1; . . . ;un := tn〉 (3.1)

We also allow parameterless communications, that is, if c denotes a
channel, then c! is a parameterless output command and c? a parame-
terless input command. Such parameterless communication may serve
for synchronisation purposes.

Variables do not have to be explicitly declared, since their type is
unambiguously determined by the type of the expression in which they
are used.

Let S denote a program generated by the above grammar, then

• var(S) ⊂ V ar denotes the set of all simple and array variables
which appear anywhere in S,

• read(S) ⊂ var(S) denotes the set of all simple and array vari-
ables which appear in an expression on the right-hand side of any
assignment or in any input command in S,

• change(S) ⊂ var(S) denotes the set of all simple and array vari-
ables which appear on the left-hand side of any assignment or in
any input command in S.

3.3. Semantics

3.3.1. Transition System

The I/O semantics introduced in the following section is defined with
the help of a transition relation →, which describes transitions between
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program configurations. A configuration is a pair < S, σ > consisting of
a program S, and a state σ.

A transition
< S, σ >→< R, τ >

is intuitively a program step of S in a proper state σ that may lead to
a proper state τ in which the remainder R of S still has to be executed.
Termination is expressed by means of the empty program E, for instance
R ≡ E in the above equation would mean that program S terminates in
τ . Note, that S;E ≡ E;S ≡ S.

The behaviour of a program is now described by specifying the tran-
sition relation → by induction on the structure of programs. The result
is a set of transition rules and axioms forming a transition system. The
transition system describes, which operations a program can perform in
each configuration, in other words, it describes an operational semantics
for a program. For instance, the axiom for skip

< skip, σ >→ < E, σ >

as used in this work means that it just terminates and leaves the state
unchanged. In contrast, the axiom for assignment

< u := t, σ >→ < E, σ[u := σ(t)] >

says that it leads to an update of the state, as described in section 3.1.7,
when it terminates.

In this work we will use the transition system which is included in
appendix A. Although it is basically the same transition system as used
in [5] it is slightly adapted to our own needs, which means a few rules
and axioms were added, removed, and modified. The main differences
are:

• A do-command can not regularly terminate. It can either partic-
ipate in a communication, which leads to the execution of one of
its choices, or it blocks.

• Additional await-statement. A second await-statement was added,
which contains a guard instead of a Boolean expression as condi-
tion, which allows it to engage in a communication. The statement
part of an await-statement is not executed as atomic region.
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• Modified rule for communication. The rule which describes com-
munication between parallel programs via I/O commands was mod-
ified such that it allows only a do-command and an await-state-
ment or two await-statements to engage in communication, and
such that it allows the guard to take also those values into account,
which are passed by the output command.

In particular for chapter 4 it is of major importance to have a clear un-
derstanding of how parallelism is modeled in this work. For that reason
we will shortly introduce here the transition rule for parallel composition
which specifies, how parallel programs are executed:

< Si, σ >→ < Ti, τ >

< [S1‖ . . . ‖Si‖ . . . ‖Sn], σ >→ < [S1‖ . . . ‖Ti‖ . . . ‖Sn], τ >

where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

According to this rule the execution of a parallel program [S1‖ . . . ‖Sn]
is modeled as interleaving of its component programs; the parallel pro-
gram performs a transition if any of its component programs does. A
parallel program is therefore usually able to perform a number of dif-
ferent transitions at each instance of time, leading to a large number of
different possible program runs.

Another major aspect for our studies is the communication between
parallel programs, which is described by the following rule (the second
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rule for communication is analogous):

< [S1‖ . . . ‖Sn], σ >→ < [S′
1‖ . . . ‖S

′
n], τ >

where for some k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, k 6= l

Sk ≡ await h then T end,

Sl ≡ do 2
m1

j=1gj → Tj od,

for some j1 ∈ {1, . . . ,m1} the

generalized guards gj1 ≡ B1;α1 and h ≡ B2;α2

match, and

(1) σ[Eff(α1, α2)] |= B1 ∧B2,

(2)MJEff(α1, α2)K(σ) = {τ},

(3) S′
i ≡ Si for i 6= k, l,

(4) S′
k ≡ T,

(5) S′
l ≡ Rj1 ;Sl.

What this rule basically says is that if any two component programs
Sk and Sl are about to execute matching I/O commands, they may
pass them jointly, and (2) the new state is obtained by executing the
assignment(s) which are the effect of the communication as described in
equation 3.1. Condition (1) also allows for taking the values transferred
in the communication for the guard evaluation into account, by peeking
into the future what the effect of the communication on the state will
be.

For an explanation of the remaining axioms and rules included in
appendix A we frankly refer to [5], as far as their meaning may not be
intuitive.

With respect to the transition relation → it will also be useful to
introduce the term transition sequence:

• A transition sequence of a program S starting in σ is a finite or
infinite sequence of configurations < Si, σi > (i ≥ 0) such that

< S, σ >=< S0, σ0 >→< S1, σ1 >→ · · · →< Si, σi >→ . . .

As usual →∗ denotes the transitive, reflexive closure of →, such that

< S, σ >→∗< R, τ >
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iff there is a transition sequence which starts in configuration < S, σ >

and ends in configuration < R, τ >.

3.3.2. I/O Semantics

The input/output semantics, or I/O semantics, for short, of a program
associates with each program S and a proper state σ ∈ Σ a set of output
states:

(i) The partial correctness semantics is a mapping

MJSK : Σ→ P(Σ)

with
MJSK(σ) = {τ | < S, σ >→∗< E, τ >}.

(ii) The total correctness semantics is a mapping

MtotJSK : Σ→ P(Σ ∪ ⊥)

with

MtotJSK(σ) =MJSK(σ) ∪{⊥ | S can diverge from σ}

∪ {fail | S can fail from σ}

∪ {∆ | S can deadlock from σ}

The error state ⊥ is used to describe divergence, fail denotes a runtime
error, and ∆ denotes a deadlock. We say that a program S can

• diverge from state σ if there exists an infinite transition sequence
of S starting in σ;

• fail from σ, if there exists a computation of S which starts in σ

and which ends with configuration < E, fail >;

• deadlock from state σ if there exists a computation of S starting
in σ which ends in a non-terminal configuration from where no
further transition is possible in the above transition system.

Intuitively, the I/O semantics describes which proper states are reach-
able by a program from a given initial state. The partial correctness
semantics yields only meaningful information if a program execution
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terminates in a proper state. In contrast, the total correctness seman-
tics does also yield additional information, if a program execution ends
in one of the error states, namely, what kind of error actually happened.

When we want to refer toM andMtot conjointly in the following, we
will use the symbol N .

3.4. System Representation

3.4.1. Shared Objects

A shared object is a program of the form

SO ≡ INITSO; do 2
n
i=1 GMi od. (3.2)

With SharedObjects we will denote the set of all such programs. In the
theory of concurrent programming such a program is also often called a
sequential process.

Each construct GMi is of the form

GMi ≡ Bi; ini?INPARAMSi → Si;

await out!OUTPUTi then skip end,
(3.3)

and is called guarded method. We may also refer to such a construct as
a method or service provided by a shared object. With GuardedMethods
we will denote the set of all guarded methods.

INPARAMSi is a pattern of the form u1.u2 . . . uk, k ≥ 0, where
{u1, . . . uk} is a set of variable names which are exclusively used by
method GMi. We can think of these variables as the formal input para-
meters of the method. OUTPUTi is a pattern of the form t1.t2 . . . tl, l ≥
0, where {t1, . . . tl} are expressions, representing the values being re-
turned by the method.

It will be convenient to refer to the Boolean part Bi of the guard and
the right side of the arrow in a guarded methods GMi separately later.
Therefore we identify the Boolean condition Bi of a guarded method
GMi with guard(GMi) and the program Si on the right side of the
arrow with body(GMi).

Let SO denote a shared object, then we denote with
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• methods(SO) ⊂ GuardedMethods the set of all guarded methods
of SO,

• dataMembers(SO) ⊆ var(SO) a dedicated subset of the variables
which appear in SO, called its data members.

Unfortunately, the term data member is usually related to the place
where a variable is declared, but in the representation of a shared object
considered herein, variables are not explicitly declared. Thus, we will
have to identify the members of this set explicitly if required. From an
object-oriented perspective dataMembers just denotes the set of all data
members of an object.

As described in this section a shared object is a process which is ba-
sically only able to react to communication requests. The services it
provides are the different nondeterministic choices of its main loop.

Construction from a Class Description

A shared object program, or, more precisely a template for shared object
programs, can be constructed straightforward from a class declaration
which is used in OSSS as a type for shared objects. The initialisation
part is derived from the default constructor2, and the guarded methods
are directly derived from the guarded methods provided by the class.
Nested method calls are inlined. Functions used as guard condition
or within guard conditions may be interpreted as additional relation
symbols (cf. section 3.1.3). Additionally, and if necessary, some variables
may have to be consistently renamed in order to prevent ambiguities,
since in OSSS/C++ the same name may denote different variables in
different scopes.

We will exemplify the construction from a class declaration by means
of class TransceiverInterface, which is used in the transceiver example.
Its complete declaration can be found in Appendix B. We will name
the shared object program constructed from that declaration TIF . The
complete model is included in Appendix C. Note, that TIF will be
only a template for shared objects of class TransceiverInterface. An

2In C++ a constructor method is a dedicated typeless member method which is
named after the class it is member of. The constructor is executed when a new
class instance is generated in order to initialize the instance. A default constructor
is a parameterless constructor.
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actual instance may look different, since only those guarded methods and
data members are implemented, which are actually used on a particular
object.

For each guarded method of TransceiverInterface the main loop of
TIF contains a guarded subprogram which is named, accordingly:

TIF ≡ INITTIF ; do SENDTIF

2 RECEIV ETIF

2 GETSBUFFTIF

2 PUTRBUFFTIF

2 RECEIV ERENABLEDTIF

2 RECEIV ERONTIF

2 RECEIV EROFFTIF

2 GETBAUDRATETIF

2 SETBAUDRATETIF

2 WITHPARITYTIF

2 PARITY ONTIF

2 PARITY OFFTIF

2 GETRPARITY BITTIF

2 SETRPARITY BITTIF

2 GETSPARITY BITTIF

2 SETSPARITY BITTIF

od.

The initialisation part which is constructed from the constructor
TransceiverInterface () looks as follows:

INITTIF ≡ baudrateTIF := 16;

parityTIF := false;

receiverEnabledTIF := true;

rBuffEmptyTIF := true;

sBuffEmptyTIF := true.

For instance, the two subprograms SENDTIF and GETSBUFFTIF
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look as follows:

SENDTIF ≡ sBuffEmptyTIF ; sendTIF ?valTIF →

sBuffTIF := valTIF ; sBuffEmptyTIF := false;

await outTIF ! then skip end,

GETSBUFFTIF ≡ ¬sBuffEmptyTIF ; getsbuffTIF ?→

sBuffEmptyTIF := true;

await outTIF !sBuffTIF then skip end.

The set of all methods of TIF is

methods(TIF ) = {SENDTIF , RECEIV ETIF , GETSBUFFTIF ,

PUTRBUFFTIF ,WITHPARITYTIF ,

GETBAUDRATETIF , SETBAUDRATETIF ,

RECEIV ERONTIF , RECEIV EROFFTIF ,

PARITY ONTIF , PARITY OFFTIF ,

GETRPARITY BITTIF , SETRPARITY BITTIF ,

GETSPARITY BITTIF , SETSPARITY BITTIF ,

RECEIV ERENABLEDTIF },

and the set of data members which is directly derived from the data
members of class TransceiverInterface is

dataMembers(TIF ) = {baudrateTIF , parityTIF , sBuffEmptyTIF ,

rBuffEmptyTIF , receiverEnabledTIF ,

sBuffTIF , rBuffTIF , rParityBitTIF ,

sParityBitTIF }.

3.4.2. Client Processes

A client process, or client, for short, is a program of the following form

CL ≡ INITCL;while true do S od (3.4)

where S contains at least one remote method call statement as intro-
duced in the following section. In fact, the point which makes a process
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a client process is that it includes at least one communication with a
shared object. Like a shared object, a client is a sequential process
that never terminates. We will denote the set of all such programs with
Clients.

A client process in the abstract model can be easily constructed from
a given client process in OSSS/SystemC or Objective VHDL; the ini-
tialization part INITCL is equivalent to the reset part of a synchronous
process, and S is basically equivalent to its main body or main loop.

3.4.3. Communications between Clients and Shared
Objects

A client communicates with a shared object by means of a remote
method call statement. A Remote Method Call Statement is a program
of the form

RMCS ≡ await ini,j !ARGS then

await outj?OUTPARAMS then skip end

end.

(3.5)

ini,j is a channel which unambiguously identifies the shared object j to
which it connects, and the method i to be invoked. ARGS is a pattern
of the form t1.t2 . . . tn, n ≥ 0, with Type(tk) = Tk, k ∈ {1, . . . , n},
of which we can think as the arguments being passed from a client to
a shared object. outj denotes the output channel through which any
return values are passed. Finally, OUTPARAMS is a pattern of the
form u1.u2 . . . um, m ≥ 0 with Type(ul) = Tl, l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, denoting a
set of local variables of the client, in which any values returned by the
shared object will be stored.

A remote method call statement must only appear within client pro-
cesses.

Definition 3.1 (Remote Method Invocation (Request)) A re-
mote method invocation, also called request in the following, is the exe-
cution of a remote method call statement.

A request, can be observed when a client reaches a remote method call
statement. It is a communication between a client and a server. A client
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process can only contain a limited number of remote method invocation
statements, but it can issue an unlimited number of requests in an infinite
time interval. We will denote the set of all requests with Requests.

Let r ∈ Requests denote any request, then we will stipulate the fol-
lowing mappings:

• client : Requests → Clients denotes the client which issues a
request,

• server : Requests → SharedObjects denotes the server to which
a request is directed,

• method : Requests→ GuardedMethods denotes the method to be
invoked by a request,

• issuingT ime : Requests→ R
+
0 , denotes the point in time at which

a request is first issued,

• startT ime : Requests → R
+
0 , denotes the point in time at which

the execution of a requested method is started, and it holds
issuingT ime ≤ startT ime,

• completionT ime : Requests → R
+
0 , denotes the point in time at

which the execution of a requested method is completed, and it
holds startT ime ≤ completionT ime.

Although our model does not provide an explicit notion of time, the
definition of issuingT ime, startT ime and completionT ime will prove
useful to be able to refer to these events and their relative order.

We say a client is requesting a method, requests a method, or, simply,
has a request, if it is upon executing a remote method call statement.

Example

A client process which would like to invoke the service SEND on an
instance of shared object TIF , TIFi say, would do this by means of a
remote method invocation statement of the form

RMCSsendT IFi
≡ await sendTIFi

!val then

await outTIFi
? then skip end

end.
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3.4.4. Environment

A system would not be of much use, if it would not, in some way, interact
with an environment, which means processing inputs from the environ-
ment and/or producing outputs to the environment. In our model the
environment can, but is not required, to be modeled by means of an arbi-
trary number of processes which are executed in parallel with clients and
shared objects. Only the client processes may contain any interaction
with the environment, either via shared variables, or I/O commands.
We are not making any further assumptions on the environment. For
us, the environment is basically only important as a primary source for
nondeterminacy in the systems we consider (cf. also section 3.5).

3.4.5. Putting it All Together

The systems considered in this work are parallel programs of the follow-
ing general form

SY S ≡ [CL1‖ . . . ‖CLi‖SO1‖ . . . ‖SOj‖ENV1‖ . . . ‖ENVk],

i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1, k ≥ 0.
(3.6)

The essential point, of course, is that theses programs include some
client processes, and shared objects which interact with each other. We
are only focussing on these component programs and their interaction.
Everything else is abstracted by the environment processes. These envi-
ronment processes must not necessarily model only the environment of
the whole system, they may also be used to model parts of the systems
which are neither clients nor shared objects, and in whose implementa-
tion details we are therefore not interested.

For any such program

• clients : SharedObjects → P(Clients) denotes for a particular
shared object the set of all clients, which contain remote method
call statements to it;

• callers : GuardedMethods→ P(Clients) denotes for a particular
guarded method of a shared object the set of all client processes
which contain remote method call statements invoking the method.
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3.4.6. Scheduling

With scheduling in the context of this chapter we mean the dynamic
scheduling of concurrent requests to a shared object. Unfortunately,
the scheduling of concurrent requests would require some kind of global
scheduling instance which knows about the states of the processes being
the sources of the requests. Moreover, it requires the notion of time,
since the purpose of a scheduler is to handle things which occur at the
same point of time.

Integrating the scheduling of processes correctly into our model would
therefore already mean going half the way towards a fully timed model,
which is beyond the scope of this thesis. Fortunately, we can do without
an explicit modelling of the scheduling. For our purposes it is sufficient
to know that the scheduling guarantees certain properties about how
concurrent requests are handled. What these properties are is discussed
in the following section.

3.5. Assumptions

We will be only able to guarantee that the optimisations proposed in the
following sections are semantics-preserving, if a system is correct with
respect to a given specification under the following general assumptions:

1. Fair Scheduling: each scheduling policy used for the scheduling of
concurrent requests to a shared object must ensure strong fairness
amongst the client processes. With strong fairness in this context
we mean that each client which infinitely often has an enabled
request to a shared object will be infinitely often granted. In par-
ticular, we assume that the state of a scheduler is undetermined at
each instance of time, such that whenever we regard a set of con-
current requests to the same shared object, each of theses requests
will have the same probability to be served first.

This assumption eliminates the possibility to influence a system’s
functional semantics by means of a specific scheduling policy. Note,
that this assumption does not require that a scheduler is chosen
which ensures fairness in every context. It requires only that a
scheduler guarantees fairness in the specific context. A round robin
scheduler does, for instance, not generally guarantee strong fairness
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in combination with condition synchronisation. But if a specific
shared object does only provide guarded methods whose guard
conditions are true, it does in that specific context.

2. Finite Progress: the relative speed of concurrent processes is unde-
termined, but each process which is still able to make a transition
step according to the transition system in Appendix A will eventu-
ally perform this step. This assumption eliminates the possibility
to use time as a means for synchronisation. In other words, when-
ever a process wants to communicate with another one, it can not
make any assumption on the other process’ state, unless properly
synchronised by means of a handshake or shared object. This as-
sumption is essential, since the optimisations proposed later will
change the exact timing of a process. And this assumption is also
sound, because there are usually two sources of nondeterminacy in
those systems we are considering:

• Interaction with the environment (I/O). At least some pro-
cesses in a system usually interact with the environment and
synchronise on events from the environment. Since the be-
haviour of the environment is in general unpredictable, we
can never exactly say how much delay such a synchronisa-
tion will introduce. Additionally, the length of certain paths
within a process may dependent on values which are obtained
from the environment.

• Communication with a shared object. Owing to possible con-
flicts with other requests and the strong fairness assumption,
one can principally not predict, how much time a communi-
cation with a shared object will actually take.

Note, that behavioural synthesis techniques are based on the same
assumption, such that on behavioural level usually only handshake
protocols are suggested to establish proper interprocess communi-
cation.
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3.6. Remarks

Actually, the model presented in this section is rather an abstract one
and leaves out various aspects of a real hardware specification, which
means it captures only a part of the semantics of a real hardware specifi-
cation. For instance, the model captures neither the semantics of signals
nor does it provide an event model, but both will not play a role in the
context where the model is applied, and would only greatly complicate
the definition of its semantics.

What may be most striking is the lack of a notion of time. A timed
model, or, more precisely, a timed semantics would be much more com-
plex than the semantics actually presented. But at the same time, it
would provide only little additional benefit for our purposes. In general,
we consider such systems for which time is a non-functional property.
That means that a change of the exact timing, in particular, a change
in the delay caused by a request, must not have an impact on the func-
tional correctness of a system, which is also already implied by the finite
progress assumption made in the previous section. For such systems the
given operational semantics, and, particularly, the interleaving semantics
for parallel execution is absolutely sufficient.

Altogether, the chosen model is kept as simple as possible, in order to
be able to also keep the semantics as simple as possible, and, therefore,
handy. Nevertheless, as we will see in the following chapter, the model
captures essentially all the properties we will need.
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Implementation

In the näıve implementation of a shared object as described in 2.3.1 all
concurrent requests are dynamically sequentialised by an arbiter, and ex-
ecuted mutually exclusive. In consequence, a client requesting a service
may have to wait for other requests to be served first. In equation 2.1
this waiting time is described by the term tcollision. In general, it is
impossible to predict this time for a request, since it depends on several
dynamic and even uncertain or unknown factors, such as the state of a
scheduler, and the state of other processes. However, one factor which
obviously contributes to tcollision is the probability of a collision of a
request with other requests; the lower this probability, the smaller can
tcollision expected to be, and, in consequence, the smaller would be the
blocking time for a request.

A request to a guarded method of a shared object potentially collides
with all concurrent requests from other clients to the same shared ob-
ject, with which it has to be executed mutually exclusive. According
to the näıve implementation that means all other requests to the same
shared object. But, though, mutual exclusion is intrinsically intended
to preserve a shared object’s integrity, it is not always required to reach
this goal. Methods whose parallel execution has the same semantics—
which means leaves a shared object in the same state—as the sequential
execution in the näıve implementation, do obviously not need for mu-
tual exclusion. Requests to such methods could be handled in parallel,
and would no longer collide, thus, reducing the collision probability—
not necessarily for an individual request, but with high probability on
average for a sufficiently large number of requests.

If we take, for instance, a look at the transceiver example, one can eas-
ily catch that the send and receive method provided by the shared object
which serves as the transceiver’s interface are completely unaffected by
each other, provided that the shared object manages separate buffers
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for data to be transmitted and data being received—which is the case
in our example. Nevertheless, the näıve implementation unnecessarily
enforces a sequentialisation of concurrent requests to send and receive,
such that the execution of one of these methods blocks the execution
of the other one. In an optimised implementation the synchronisation
between both methods could be avoided, such that they may be exe-
cuted in parallel (cf. Figure 4.1), which would increase the transceiver’s
maximal throughput.

It is therefore our first goal in this chapter to examine which guarded
methods of a shared object can be executed in parallel without impact
on the semantics, and to propose optimised implementations for shared
objects which are able to handle requests to such methods in parallel.
Already Radetzki mentioned in [84] the principle possibility to parallelise
remote method executions, but did not perform any successful steps into
this direction.

RxD

Transceiver Transceiver

SenderReceiver

ReceiverSender

TxD

Producer

ConsumerProducer

Consumer

send

rece
ive

rece
ive

send
output

(Transceiver Interface)
Shared Objects

output

RxD

TxD

Figure 4.1.: Transceiver example with parallelised send and receive op-
erations.

The arbitration unit in a shared object implementation includes a
scheduler, which decides which one from a set of concurrent requests to
grant next. But what if those requests do definitely never appear con-
currently, which means what if the invoking clients are already somehow
synchronised by another mechanism than the scheduler? In such a case
a scheduler would be useless, and we could avoid its implementation and
save the area it would occupy. Moreover, synchronisation analysis also
helps us to avoid unnecessary parallelisation attempts, since parallelising
methods which are never invoked concurrently is obviously useless.

It is therefore our second goal in this chapter to identify methods of a
shared object which are already properly synchronised, and to propose
optimised implementations for shared objects which omit the implemen-
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tation of a scheduler for such methods.
At the beginning of this chapter, in section 4.1, we will first dig a bit

further into the semantics of guarded methods, in order to be then able
to determine, even on a formal basis, which methods essentially need for
mutual exclusion, and which do not, in section 4.2, and which methods
are already properly synchronised, in section 4.3. Once, we have the
means to extract this information, we propose optimised implementa-
tions of shared object which exploit parallelism to increase performance,
and which avoid unnecessary scheduling, in section 4.4. The chapter
closes with giving a few ideas for some further optimisations and a sum-
mary, in section 4.5, which shall inspire future works on this topic.

4.1. Refined Model of Guarded Methods

What we actually would like to show is that when applying any optimi-
sations Topt

1 to the näıve implementation of a system SY Snaı̈ve;

SY Snaı̈ve ≡ [CL1‖ . . . ‖CLn1
‖SO1‖ . . . ‖SOn2

‖ENV1‖ . . . ‖ENVn3
]

such that

Topt(SY Snaı̈ve) ≡ [ CL1‖ . . . ‖CLn1
‖Topt(SO1)‖ . . . ‖Topt(SOn2

)

‖ENV1‖ . . . ‖ENVn3
],

the original semantics is preserved, that is,

MtotJSY Snaı̈veK(σ) =MtotJTopt(SY Snaı̈ve)K(σ), (4.1)

for each proper state σ.
Unfortunately, for all recent advances in this field, automatic program

verification, such as model checking [29], which would be necessary in
order to prove the above equation directly, is still very complex, and, in
practice, often not applicable to systems of realistic size. The prominent
problem model checking has to fight with is the so called state space
explosion, that is, the number of states which have to be explored for
the verification of a program quickly becomes unmanageably large.

1In the following we use T to describe program transformations, e.g. a transforma-
tion of a particular program into another one.
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In addition, since the systems we are considering in this work do never
regularly terminate, which means that

MtotJSY SK(σ) ⊆ P{⊥, fail,∆}, (4.2)

the I/O semantics would be good only for showing the absence or pres-
ence of certain errors for a complete system. Unfortunately, that does
not allow us to compare the functionality of the näıve implementation,
and an optimised one in a meaningful way.

Anyway, examining a whole system while our proposed optimisations
are limited to only a certain part would be quite inefficient and may re-
quire enormous computational effort. In order to reduce this complexity
we will limit our scope to only that system that part of a system which is
actually affected by the optimisations proposed in the following; namely
the guarded methods of a shared object, and their execution semantics.
More precisely, we will examine, under which circumstances the parallel
execution of guarded methods has the same semantics as the sequential
execution in the näıve implementation. If parallel and sequential execu-
tions of a set of methods have the same semantics, we claim that also the
semantics of the whole system is preserved, since both ways of execut-
ing the methods are obviously indistinguishable from a semantics point
of view. On guarded methods also the I/O semantics can be success-
fully applied, since, regularly, a guarded method terminates, and yields
a deterministic result.

In order to be able to study the behaviour of guarded methods in more
detail we first have to refine the model introduced in section 3.4.1. Al-
though that model correctly captures the behaviour of guarded methods
within the näıve implementation, it does not reflect some characteris-
tics of the real implementation, as described by the VHDL template in
section 2.3.1, but which will take effect in a parallel execution.

A real implementation of a guarded method works on copies of the
data members of a shared object, and not directly on the members
themselves; all references to members within the body of the method
are replaced with references to local variables which are introduced only
for that purpose. All local variables which replace data members that
were originally read by the guarded methods are initialised with the
value of the appropriate member at the beginning of the method exe-
cution. Those replacement variables which are modified by the method
are written back to the appropriate members at the end of the method
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execution. In consequence, accesses to data members appear only at the
beginning and at the end of a guarded method execution.

We will now formulate a program transformation Tref in order to
refine the hitherto model of a guarded method accordingly.

Let SO denote a shared object and GMi ∈ guardedMethods(SO)
be a given guarded method of the shared object. For each data member
mj ∈ dataMembers(SO)∩var(GMi) a fresh variable lj of the same type
is introduced. Then, a program BODYi is constructed from body(GMi)
by replacing each occurrence of mj in body(GMi) by lj . Likewise, the
new output pattern OUTi is constructed from OUTPUTi by replacing
each occurrence of mj in OUTPUTi by lj .

Let {mr1
, . . . ,mrk

} = read(GMi) ∩ dataMembers(SO), then a pro-
gram COPYi is constructed, such that it contains for each
mri
∈ {mr1

, . . . ,mrk
} an assignment from mri

to the respective replace-
ment variable lri

COPYi ≡ lr1
:= mr1

; . . . ; lrk
:= mrk

.

Let {mw1
, . . . ,mwl

} = change(GMi) ∩ dataMembers(SO), then a
program WBi is constructed, such that it contains for each mwi

∈
{mw1

, . . . ,mwl
} an assignment from the respective replacement variable

lwi
to mwi

WBi ≡ mw1
:= lw1

; . . . ;mwl
:= lwl

.

Then GMi is transformed into a program of the form

Tref (GMi) ≡ Bi; ini?INPARAMSi →

〈COPYi〉;BODYi; 〈WBi〉

await out!OUTi then skip end.

(4.3)

Obviously, 〈COPYi〉 copies the values of members which are read by
the method into local variables in one, indivisible operation, and, like-
wise, 〈WBi〉 (write back) updates the values of those members which are
potentially modified by the method, again, in one, indivisible operation.

Note, that, BODYi does no longer refer to any shared variable, which
means that the bodies of guarded methods can not interfere with each
other.
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4.1.1. Removing Communication

There is still something which prevents us from studying the behaviour
of guarded methods in isolation; the I/O commands at its beginning
and its end. Each guarded method includes I/O commands for synchro-
nisation and data exchange with the invoking clients. Owing to these
I/O commands a guarded method in isolation would be trapped in a
deadlock, since it could not perform any transition step according to the
transition system in Appendix A.

As already pointed out elsewhere, the effect of an I/O command is an
assignment of values to variables. The input command at the beginning
of a guarded method causes an assignment of the values being passed by
a client as input parameters to some local variables of the method. The
output command causes an assignment of the values being returned by
the method to some variables in a client with a matching input command.

Hence, the effect of the input command can be emulated by assuming
the execution of a guarded method to start only in such proper states,
which assign the same initial values to the input parameters, as the input
command does. Since we do not place any restrictions on the input
parameters being passed to a guarded method, in particular, we do not
limit the possible combinations of input parameters to a guarded method
to those which may be actually observed in any transition sequence of
a specific program, this means just all possible proper states. And since
we are anyway interested in the semantics of a guarded method for all
proper initial states, the input command can simply be omitted.

For an output command we are in fact interested in what values are
actually returned, since this is part of a guarded method’s I/O semantics
and should be preserved under any optimisation. The expressions used in
the output command may only include constants, and/or local variables
of the guarded method, and do not modify the values of any variable
used in the method. Hence, the values actually returned by the output
command are completely determined by the values of the variables used
in the output command, immediately before the command is executed.
We do therefore not have to explicitly look at the output command itself,
and can just omit it, too, without loosing any vital information.

Consequently, we will next present a program transformation Tcf

which removes the I/O commands from a guarded method.

Let SO denote a shared object and GMi ∈ guardedMethods(SO)
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a guarded method of the shared object, and Tref (GMi) as presented
in the previous section. Then, program Tcf (Tref (GMi)) results from
Tref (GMi) by removing the I/O commands:

Tcf (Tref (GMi)) ≡ guard(GMi)→ 〈COPYi.〉;BODYi; 〈WBi〉 (4.4)

For the remaining of this work we stipulate the following abbreviation
for each program S:

Tcf,ref (S) ≡ Tcf (Tref (S)).

4.1.2. Semantic Relationship Between GM and
Tcf,ref(GM)

Let GMi be a guarded method of the form as described by equation 3.3,
and let SO denote some shared object, with GMi ∈ methods(SO). If
there is any transition sequence of a program including SO which leads
to the execution of guarded method GMi

. . .

→∗ < [. . . ‖SO‖ . . . ], σ >

→ < [. . . ‖Si;await out!OUTPUTSi then skip end‖ . . . ], σ′ >

→∗ < [. . . ‖await out!OUTPUTSi then skip end‖ . . . ], τ >

→ . . . ,

and
MJ(Tcf,ref (GMi)K(σ) = ρ,

then
ρ[var(GMi)] = τ [var(GMi)]. (4.5)

Informally, if the executions of GMi and Tcf,ref (GMi) start in the same
proper state σ, and their executions end with states τ , and ρ, respec-
tively, then τ and ρ agree modulo any auxiliary variables which may
have been introduced by the transformation Tcf,ref .

Likewise, if the execution of GMi diverges, leads to a runtime error
or deadlock, such will the execution of Tcf,ref (GMi). Basically the only
differences are, that the execution of Tcf,ref (GMi) terminates, and that
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it is always able to perform a transition, provided that σ |= Bi, while the
execution of GMi can only start, if there is a matching input command
about to be executed in any other component program.

4.2. Mutex and Nonmutex

In this section we will clarify, which guarded methods can be executed
in parallel, and which have to be executed mutually exclusive. As men-
tioned in the introduction only those guarded methods must be paral-
lelised whose parallel execution has the same semantics as the sequential
execution in the näıve implementation. Hence, we will first have a closer
look at the semantics of the execution of concurrently invoked guarded
methods in the näıve implementation.

Let us assume two guarded methods GMi and GMj of a shared object,
or, more precisely, their refined versions Tcf,ref (GMi) and Tcf,ref (GMj),
to be invoked concurrently. In that case the arbitration unit in the
näıve implementation will lead to a sequentialisation of the executions
of the two methods. The order in which they are executed is nonde-
terminate, and, at each instance of time, each of them has the same
probability to be executed first (cf. 3.5). In consequence, we will ob-
serve either the execution sequence Tcf,ref (GMi);Tcf,ref (GMj) or the
execution sequence Tcf,ref (GMj);Tcf,ref (GMi). Since the executions
of the two methods can not interfere with each other owing to the se-
quentialisation, we can describe the same behaviour by the program
[〈Tcf,ref (GMi)〉‖〈Tcf,ref (GMj)〉], such that2

N J[〈Tcf,ref (GMi)〉‖〈Tcf,ref (GMj)〉]K(σ) =

N JTcf,ref (GMi);Tcf,ref (GMj)K(σ)

∪

N JTcf,ref (GMj);Tcf,ref (GMi)K(σ).

(4.6)

Therefore, we will be able to use [〈Tcf,ref (GMi)〉‖〈Tcf,ref (GMj)〉] in
order to model the execution of two concurrently invoked guarded meth-
ods in the näıve implementation. Owing to the atomic regions, we may
regard this as a “pseudo-parallel” execution. The difference to a truly
parallel execution is just that we do no longer require the two guarded

2Recall from section 3.3.2 that N stands either for Mtot or M.
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methods to be completely executed as atomic regions in the latter case.
In other words, the parallelism between their executions is increased.
A truly parallel execution can be therefore described by the program
[Tcf,ref (GMi)‖Tcf,ref (GMj)] which just omits the atomic regions.

Now, being able to formally describe and compare the semantics of the
sequential execution as well as the semantics of the parallel execution
of concurrently invoked guarded methods, we can formally define for a
guarded method with which other guarded methods of the same shared
object it has to be executed mutually exclusive.

Definition 4.1 (Mutex Set of a Guarded Method) Let SO denote
a shared object and GMi ∈ methods(SO), then we define a mapping

mutex : GuardedMethods→ P(GuardedMethods)

as follows

mutex(GMi) =df {GMj ∈ methods(SO)|

MtotJ[〈Tcf,ref (GMi)〉‖〈Tcf,ref (GMj)〉]K(σ)

6=

MtotJ[Tcf,ref (GMi)‖Tcf,ref (GMj)]K(σ),

for each proper state σ}.

(4.7)
We call this mapping the mutex set of a guarded method.

Note, that mutex(GMi) may also contain GMi itself, and
GMj ∈ mutex(GMi)↔ GMi ∈ mutex(GMj).

Based on definition 4.1 we will further stipulate the following binary
relation:

mutex(GMi, GMj)↔def GMj ∈ mutex(GMi) ∧GMi ∈ mutex(GMj).
(4.8)

We call two guarded methods GMi and GMj mutex, iff the above
equation holds and nonmutex, else.

For the following optimisations it will also prove useful to define a
partition3 of the methods provided by a shared object, such that each

3A partition of a set X is a set of disjoint subsets of X, excluding the empty set {},
such that their union is X.
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set of the partition contains only methods, which are nonmutex with all
the methods in all other sets:

Definition 4.2 (Mutex Partition of a Shared Object) Let SO de-
note a shared object. Then we define a mapping

mutex : SharedObjects→ P(P(GuardedMethods))

as follows

mutex(SO) =df {X ⊆ methods(SO)|X 6= ∅,

∀GMi ∈ X∀GMj ∈ methods(SO) \X

∀Y ⊂ X∃GMk ∈ methods(SO) \ Y :

¬mutex(GMi, GMj)

∧

(Y 6= ∅ → mutex(GMi, GMk))}.

(4.9)

Each X is called a mutex set of SO.

According to this definition the mutex partition of a shared object is
a disjoint partition of sets, such that each set X does contain only
such methods which are nonmutex to all other methods outside the
set, which is ensured by term ¬mutex(GMi, GMj). Term Y 6= ∅ →
mutex(GMi, GMk) ensures, that these sets are minimal, that is there
exists no subset Y of X containing methods which are nonmutex to all
other methods. In consequence, the number of sets in the mutex parti-
tion is maximal.

Example

Take for instance a shared object SO with

• methods(SO) = {GM1, . . . , GM7},

and

• mutex(GM1) = {GM2}, mutex(GM2) = {GM1},

• mutex(GM3) = {GM4}, mutex(GM4) = {GM3},
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• mutex(GM5) = {GM6}, mutex(GM7) = {GM6}, mutex(GM6) =
{GM5, GM7}.

The resulting mutex partition of SO is then

mutex(SO) = {{GM1, GM2}, {GM3, GM4}, {GM5, GM6, GM7}},

and can be illustrated as in Figure 4.2.

Mutex 2

Mutex 3

Mutex 1

4GM3GM
7GM

5GM
6GM

1GM

2GM

Figure 4.2.: Exemplary mutex partition of a particular shared object SO

with guarded methods GM1, . . . , GM7.

4.2.1. Efficient Calculation of Mutex Sets

Although we were able to narrow our problem down to the examination
of only a part of a system, namely guarded methods, the calculation of
the mutex sets of guarded methods and shared objects, as defined hith-
erto, still would require model checking, which has its practical problems
as mentioned earlier.

It would be therefore desirable to find some property, φmutex, say, of
guarded methods, such that

φmutex(GMi, GMj)↔ mutex(GMi, GMj), (4.10)

but which is much easier to prove and whose proving is more amenable
to efficient automation. However, since the programs we are looking at
may get arbitrarily complex, ensuring ”←” for the general case would
require φmutex to be nearly as complex to prove as mutex itself. Showing
only the ”→” direction would allow for a stronger definition of φmutex

and make its proving simpler, but would obviously not be sufficient. In
that case one could not definitely claim that two methods are nonmutex,
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if φmutex does not hold. But this is exactly the information we need in
order to avoid an unintended parallelisation of mutex methods.

Hence, instead of looking for a property which identifies mutex meth-
ods, we will look for a property φnonmutex which definitely identifies
nonmutex methods instead, that means

φnonmutex(GMi, GMj)→ ¬mutex(GMi, GMj). (4.11)

Again, limiting the definition to the ”→” direction means that if
φnonmutex does not hold for a pair of methods, we can not definitely
conclude that they are not nonmutex—i.e. mutex—according to equa-
tion 4.8. But while the parallelisation of mutex methods which were
accidently recognised as nonmutex may result in a changed semantics,
not identifying methods as nonmutex which actually are, means only to
loose some optimisation potential. In other words, the above definition
is pessimistic.

The weaker4 φnonmutex is defined the more nonmutex methods can
be definitely identified, but the more complex will φnonmutex be. And
the stronger φnonmutex is defined, or, in other words, the easier it is
to prove the greater is the optimisation potential which is given away.
Thus, the definition of φnonmutex requires to make a trade-off between
the computational effort necessary to prove it—i.e. the complexity of
φnonmutex—and accuracy—i.e. the recognition rate of nonmutex meth-
ods.

The definition we will propose and use in the following shall provide
a good compromise between computational effort and accuracy. It is
based on the assumption that guarded methods which do not mutually
modify each others used variables, and do not write to the same set of
variables do not interfere which each other, which means yield the same
semantics under parallel as well as under sequential execution. We will
show that this assumption is sound, by proving afterwards that, with
the following definition, equation 4.11 is sound. On the contrary, for
weaker assumptions, it is easy to find counter-examples which disprove
equation 4.11.

4A predicate q is called weaker than a predicate p, and p stronger than q, if
p → q ∧ ¬(p ↔ q).
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Definition 4.3 (Nonmutex) Let SO denote a shared object and GMi,

GMj ∈ methods(SO), then we define φnonmutex as follows

φnonmutex(GMi, GMj) =def (change(GMi) ∩ read(GMj) = ∅

∨

change(GMj) ∩ read(GMi) = ∅)

∧

change(GMj) ∩ change(GMi) = ∅

∧

(var(guard(GMi)) ∩ change(GMj))

∪

(var(guard(GMj)) ∩ change(GMi)) = ∅.

(4.12)

The advantage of this definition is that it works only on sets of vari-
ables and applies common set operations to them. The extraction of
those variables as well as the set operations which are applied can be im-
plemented efficiently and require moderate computational effort. More-
over, all the necessary analysis can be performed completely statically.

One example where φnonmutex defined this way will fail to identify
methods as nonmutex, though they are, is, if a data member of a shared
object appears on the left-hand side of an assignment in a guarded
method, but its value is actually not modified in any possible execu-
tion of the method. The reason is that change(S) contains all those
variables which appear on the left-hand side of an assignment in S, and
not just those whose values are really modified. Such a check would be
costly to implement. On the other side, it seems reasonable to expect
that if a program S contains an assignment to a variable, there is some
possible execution of S such that the value of the assignment target is
really changed. Otherwise such an assignment would make only little
sense.

Theorem 4.1 Let φnonmutex be defined as in definition 4.3 then equa-
tion 4.11 is sound. 2

Proof
Because of the construction of Tcf,ref for two guarded methods GMi,
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GMj ∈ methods(SO) of a shared object SO the following equations
hold

change(GMi) ∩ read(GMj) = ∅ →

change(Tcf,ref (GMi)) ∩ read(Tcf,ref (GMj)) = ∅,

change(GMi) ∩ read(GMj) 6= ∅ →

change(Tcf,ref (GMi)) ∩ read(Tcf,ref (GMj)) 6= ∅,

change(GMj) ∩ change(GMi) = ∅ →

change(Tcf,ref (GMi)) ∩ change(Tcf,ref (GMj)) = ∅,

(4.13)

and for any guarded method GMi

var(guard(GMi)) = var(guard(Tcf,ref (GMi))). (4.14)

Let us now first have a look at the term

(var(guard(GMi)) ∩ change(GMj))

∪

(var(guard(GMj)) ∩ change(GMi)) = ∅.

(4.15)

This term ensures that none of the two guarded methods under consider-
ation changes any of the variables which are read in the guard condition
of the other one5. That avoids that guarded methods are identified
as nonmutex, which could disable each other by falsifying each others
guard. In the following we will consider what would happen if we did
not exclude this case.

Let us assume GMi may disable the execution of GMj , which means
∃σ : MJTcf,ref (GMi)K(σ) = {τ} ∧ τ |= ¬guard(GMj). Let us fur-
ther assume that σ |= guard(GMi) ∧ guard(GMj), change(GMj) ∩
members(SO) 6= ∅, andMJTcf,ref (GMj)K(σ) = {τ ′}. Then

5Recall that for each guarded method GM change(guard(GM)) = ∅ →
var(guard(GM)) = read(guard(GM)).
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MtotJ[〈Tcf,ref (GMi)〉‖〈Tcf,ref (GMj)〉]K(σ)

= {equation 4.6}

MtotJTcf,ref (GMi);Tcf,ref (GMj)K(σ)

∪ MtotJTcf,ref (GMj);Tcf,ref (GMi)K(σ)

=

MtotJTcf,ref (GMj)K(τ) ∪MtotJTcf,ref (GMj);Tcf,ref (GMi)K(σ)

= {τ |= ¬guard(GMj)}

{∆} ∪MtotJTcf,ref (GMj);Tcf,ref (GMi)K(σ)

=

{∆} ∪MtotJTcf,ref (GMi))K(τ
′)

=

{∆} ∪MtotJBi → 〈COPYi〉;BODYi; 〈WBi〉K(τ ′)

⊇1

MtotJ[Bi → 〈COPYi〉;BODYi; 〈WBi〉

‖Bj → 〈COPYj〉;BODYj ; 〈WBj〉]K(σ)

=

MtotJ[Tcf,ref (GMi)‖Tcf,ref (GMj)]K(σ).

1 Since we can obviously simply construct an example, where the inclu-
sion is a real inclusion, the equality required for nonmutex methods is
no longer provided. Therefore, excluding guarded methods which could
disable each other is a necessary condition.

What we have to show next is that when the rest of φnonmutex holds,
equation 4.11 is sound. Let us first have a look at the partial correctness
semantics of program [〈Tcf,ref (GMi)〉‖〈Tcf,ref (GMj)〉]. Assuming, that

MJTcf,ref (GMi);Tcf,ref (GMj)K(σ) = τ1, (4.16)

and
MJTcf,ref (GMj);Tcf,ref (GMi)K(σ) = τ2, (4.17)

it follows

MJ[〈Tcf,ref (GMi)〉‖〈Tcf,ref (GMj)〉]K(σ) = {τ1, τ2} (4.18)

according to equation 4.6. Let us now compare this with the semantics
of [Tcf,ref (GMi)‖Tcf,ref (GMj)]. First of all, this program can obviously
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perform the same transition sequences as
[〈Tcf,ref (GMi)〉‖〈Tcf,ref (GMj)〉], and therefore

{τ1, τ2} ⊆ MJ[Tcf,ref (GMi)‖Tcf,ref (GMj)]K(σ). (4.19)

For the remaining possible transition sequences we will have to show,
that no transition sequence from σ terminates in any other proper state
than τ1 or τ2. First of all we have to distinguish between three basic
different cases, subject to which of the remaining terms of φnonmutex

actually hold.

Case 1

Let us assume the following equations hold

change(GMi) ∩ read(GMj) 6= ∅, (4.20)

change(GMj) ∩ read(GMi) = ∅, (4.21)

change(GMi) ∩ change(GMj) = ∅. (4.22)

Together with equation 4.15 it follows that φnonmutex holds.
Equations 4.20, 4.21, and 4.22 basically say that the execution of GMi,

or Tcf,ref (GMi), respectively, is completely unaffected by the execution
of GMj , or Tcf,ref (GMj), respectively, such that

τ1[change(Tcf,ref (GMi))] = τ2[change(Tcf,ref (GMi))], (4.23)

while the execution of Tcf,ref (GMj) may depend on results from the ex-
ecution of Tcf,ref (GMi). Since neither the COPY nor the BODY parts
change any shared variables, we have to consider only two basic subcases;
either WBi is executed before COPYj , which means that Tcf,ref (GMj)
sees any changes applied to shared variables by
Tcf,ref (GMi), or, WBi is executed after COPYj , which means it does
not. The first subcase includes obviously only one possible transition
sequence, which is equal to

< [Tcf,ref (GMi)‖Tcf,ref (GMj)], σ >

→∗ < [E‖Tcf,ref (GMj)], τ >

→∗ < E, τ1 >,

(4.24)
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and we have nothing more to show.
The second subcase includes all remaining transition sequences of the

general form

< [Tcf,ref (GMi)‖Tcf,ref (GMj)], σ >

→∗ < [R1; 〈WBi〉‖〈COPYj〉;BODYj ; 〈WBj ]〉, ρ
′ >

→ < [R1; 〈WBi〉‖BODYj ; 〈WBj ]〉], ρ
′′ >

→∗ < E, ρ > .

Note, that program R1 may be equal to the empty program E.
Since the initial state σ is updated only by programs Tcf,ref (GMi)

and Tcf,ref (GMj), the states ρ, τ1 and τ2 agree module those variables
being potentially changed by those programs:

ρ[V ar \ (change(Tcf,ref (GMi)) ∪ change(Tcf,ref (GMj))]

= τ1[V ar \ (change(Tcf,ref (GMi)) ∪ change(Tcf,ref (GMj))]

= τ2[V ar \ (change(Tcf,ref (GMi)) ∪ change(Tcf,ref (GMj))].

(4.25)

Because the execution of (Tcf,ref (GMi)) is unaffected by the execu-
tion of (Tcf,ref (GMj)) (4.21) and both methods write to disjoint sets of
variables (4.22), it also follows that

ρ[change(Tcf,ref (GMi))]

= τ1[change(Tcf,ref (GMi))]

= τ2[change(Tcf,ref (GMi))].

(4.26)

Since COPYj is executed before WBi in any transition sequence of the
above form, we can further conclude that

ρ′[var(Tcf,ref (GMj))] = σ[var(Tcf,ref (GMj))]. (4.27)

In other words, the execution of Tcf,ref (GMj)) starts in the same state
as in equation 4.17 and behaves therefore in the same way, in particular
it modifies the initial state σ in the same way, hence, together with
equation 4.22 it follows

ρ[change(Tcf,ref (GMj))] = τ2[change(Tcf,ref (GMj))]. (4.28)
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Finally, from 4.25, 4.26, and 4.28 it follows

ρ = τ2, (4.29)

hence, together with 4.19 and 4.24

MJ[〈Tcf,ref (GMi)〉‖〈Tcf,ref (GMj)〉]K(σ)

= {τ1, τ2}

= MJ[Tcf,ref (GMi)‖Tcf,ref (GMj)]K(σ).

(4.30)

We will now also consider the total correctness semantics. Deadlocks
will occur, only if either σ |= ¬guard(GMi) ∨ σ |= ¬guard(GMj), or,
if one of the programs BODYi or BODYj deadlocks. In the first case
[〈Tcf,ref (GMi)〉‖〈Tcf,ref (GMj)〉] and [Tcf,ref (GMi)‖Tcf,ref (GMj)] will
both inevitably deadlock, because of 4.15. In the latter case we can
argue in exactly the same way as for the partial correctness, and, like-
wise, for runtime errors and divergence, and we will again observe, that
there is not difference between the sequential and the parallel execution.
Therefore, we can also claim that both programs are equal w.r.t. the
total correctness semantics

MtotJ[〈Tcf,ref (GMi)〉‖〈Tcf,ref (GMj)〉]K(σ)

= MtotJ[Tcf,ref (GMi)‖Tcf,ref (GMj)]K(σ).
(4.31)

Cases 2 and 3

Obviously, the proof of case 2

change(GMi) ∩ read(GMj) = ∅,

change(GMj) ∩ read(GMi) 6= ∅,

change(GMi) ∩ change(GMj) = ∅,

is analogous to case 1, and the soundness of case 3

change(GMi) ∩ read(GMj) 6= ∅,

change(GMj) ∩ read(GMi) 6= ∅,

change(GMi) ∩ change(GMj) = ∅,
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directly follows from case 1, or case 2, respectively. And that, we hope,
completes the proof. 2

To close this section we will now formulate an efficient algorithm for
the determination of the mutex partition of a shared object, based
on φnonmutex. The presented algorithm can be varied by replacing
φnonmutex with other versions, for example, a version which is defined
weaker and recognizes more nonmutex methods, but which may require
more computational power.

Algorithm 1 Determine the mutex partition of a shared object SO.

let mutex(SO) = ∅
for all GMi ∈ methods(SO) do

let mutex(GMi) = {GMi}
for all GMj ∈ methods(SO) do

if ¬φnonmutex(GMi, GMj) then
let mutex(GMi) = mutex(GMi) ∪GMj

end if
end for
let mutex(SO) = mutex(SO) ∪ {mutex(GMi)}

end for
while ∃Mi,Mj ∈ mutex(SO), i 6= j : Mi ∩Mj 6= ∅ do

for all Mi ∈ mutex(SO) do
for all Mj ∈ mutex(SO) do

if Mi ∩Mj 6= ∅ then
let mutex(SO) = mutex(SO) \ ({Mi} ∪ {Mj}) ∪ {Mi ∪Mj}

end if
end for

end for
end while

Example

When we apply algorithm 1 to the transceiver interface TIF we get the
following mutex partition:
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mutex(TIF ) = {{SENDTIF , GETSBUFFTIF },

{RECEIV ETIF , PUTRBUFFTIF },

{RECEIV ERENABLEDTIF },

{GETBAUDRATETIF }, {WITHPARITYTIF },

{SETBAUDRATETIF },

{PARITY ONTIF , PARITY OFFTIF },

{RECEIV ERONTIF , RECEIV EROFFTIF },

{GETRPARITY BITTIF }, {SETRPARITY BITTIF },

{GETSPARITY BITTIF }, {SETSPARITY BITTIF }}.

SENDTIF and GETSBUFFTIF are obviously in the same mutex set,
since they both modify sBuffEmptyTIF . Likewise the pairs
RECEIV ETIF and PUTRBUFFTIF , PARITY OFFTIF and
PARITY ONTIF , and RECEIV ERONTIF and RECEIV EROFFTIF

are each in the same mutex set, since they write to the same variable.
The remaining methods do either not modify any variables, or modify
variables which are only being read by all other methods.

4.3. Synchronised and Unsynchronised
Guarded Methods

The main task of the arbiter of a shared object is to synchronise concur-
rent requests. For this purpose the arbiter uses a scheduler that decides
which request to grant next, according to the chosen scheduling pol-
icy. But if certain requests do anyway never occur concurrently, there
would be obviously no need for a scheduler, and it could be omitted from
implementation.

In addition, the knowledge if the requests to certain methods will never
occur concurrently also permits to avoid unnecessary parallelisation at-
tempts. It would be needless to parallelise nonmutex methods which are
never invoked concurrently. Moreover, it would unnecessarily increase
the area dissipation.

Therefore, apart from the information if two or more methods are
mutex or nonmutex, the information if they are already somehow syn-
chronised or not is the second major information which will be exploited
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by the following optimisations. That raises the question under which
circumstances requests to guarded methods are already properly syn-
chronised.

First of all, and most obvious, all requests which stem from the same
client are per se synchronised, since these requests are anyway issued
sequentially, and served in their issuing order (cf. chapter 5). In conse-
quence, we refer to a set of guarded methods of a shared object which
are invoked by one client, only, as properly synchronised.

A set of guarded methods is also already properly synchronised, if their
guard conditions are mutually exclusive, which means that if one guard
condition evaluates to true, it follows that all other guard conditions
evaluate to false at that moment. In consequence, only the method with
the true guard condition can be executed. Since the guard conditions
will not change until the method execution has finished—recall from
section 4.1 that the state of a shared object will be updated only at the
end of a method execution—that guarantees mutual exclusive execution.

Formally, we will define condition synchronisation by means of guard
conditions as follows:

Definition 4.4 (Condition Synchronisation) Let SO denote a sha-
red object and GMi, GMj ∈ methods(SO), then φcond syn is defined as
follows:

φcond sync(GMi, GMj) ↔def guard(GMi)→ ¬guard(GMj)

∨

guard(GMj)→ ¬guard(GMi)

for each proper state σ.

(4.32)

We can now combine both forms of synchronisation in order to deter-
mine, if a given set of guarded methods is synchronised or not.

Definition 4.5 (Synchronisation) Let SY S be a program as described
in section 3.4.5, SO be a shared object of SY S, and M ⊆ methods(SO).
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Then we define

φsync(M) ↔def ∀GMi, GMj ∈M : (i 6= j → φcond sync(GMi, GMj))

∧

(i = j → |callers(GMi)| = |callers(GMj)| ≤ 1)

∨

∀GMi, GMj ∈M : |callers(GMi)| = 1

∧

callers(GMi) = callers(GMj).

(4.33)

According to this definition, a set of guarded methods M is synchronised,
either if all methods in the set are pairwise condition synchronised and
each method is invoked by at most one client process, which is expressed
by the first conjunction, or if all methods in the set are invoked by the
same client, only, which is expressed by the second conjunction.

Unfortunately, the complexity of proving φcond sync, which is obvi-
ously a SAT problem, lies in the class NP [32]. And since φcond sync may
include arbitrary complex expressions over integer variables—in a real
implementation fortunately from a finite set of integer numbers, other-
wise φcond sync would be undecidable in general—, its proving requires
significant computational effort.

Fortunately, we can expect that those guard conditions, more precisely,
pairs of guard conditions, which establish mutual exclusion are often
following a common pattern; in most cases they are just the logical
negations of each other. That means, if SO denotes a shared object and
GMi, GMj ∈ methods(SO), then

guard(GMj) ≡ ¬guard(GMi), (4.34)

such that φcond sync is satisfied.
If we took, for instance, a shared register with synchronised read

and write methods, it would be natural to use a simple Boolean flag,
dataV alid say, such that the guard condition of the read method would
be dataV alid and the guard condition of the write method would be
¬dataV alid. dataV alid would be set by the write method, and cleared
by the read method—i.e. a destroying read—, such that only one of the
two methods would be enabled at each instance of time.
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In contrast, if the register was a multiple-entry buffer, we would, for
example, typically find guard conditions such as ¬empty for a reading
access, and ¬full for a writing access. Obviously, these guard conditions
would no longer be each others direct logical negation. But, in fact,
in this case there would also be states of the buffer where it would be
reasonable that both methods are enabled and any of it could be executed
next.

If we restrict condition synchronisation to cases as described by equa-
tion 4.34, we will be able to check condition synchronisation simply based
on the syntactical structure of the guard conditions, and do not have to
perform a complex semantical analysis. Such a check can be efficiently
implemented by means of simple pattern matching with a complexity that
grows linear in the lengths of the strings6 which have to be compared
with each other. Note, that we also take equivalences into account which
arise by distributing a logical NOT over an expression guard(GMi), for
instance, guard(GMi) ≡ u1 ∨ u2 ≡ ¬(¬u1 ∧ ¬u2).

Accordingly, we will next propose a definition of a stronger version of
φcond syn.

Definition 4.6 (Strong Condition Synchronisation) Let SO de-
note a shared object and GMi, GMj ∈ methods(SO), then φ′

cond syn is
defined as follows:

φ′
cond sync(GMi, GMj)↔def guard(GMj) ≡ ¬guard(GMi). (4.35)

Owing to the stronger definition of φ′
cond sync we do in fact potentially

recognise less guarded methods to be synchronised, as would be possible
with φcond sync. Specifically, we will only be able to show condition
synchronisation for pairs of guarded methods. As soon as we would
add a further method, the guard condition of this method would have
to be the logical negation of the guard conditions of the two others,
which is obviously not possible. But as for the definition of φnonmutex

(cf. section 4.2) that means only to trade some optimisation potential
for a significantly reduction in the analysis effort that is necessary to
determine which methods are synchronised and which are not. Moreover,
it would be simple to apply weaker definitions than φ′

cond sync, if the

6Recall that an expression such as the guard condition is in principle just a string.
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above restriction proved too strong in practice, and if it was worth the
additional analysis effort.

Consequently we will now also formulate a stronger definition of syn-
chronisation.

Definition 4.7 (Strong Synchronisation) Let SY S be a program as
described in section 3.4.5, SO be a shared object of SY S, and
M ⊆ methods(SO). Then we define

φ′
sync(M) ↔def ∀GMi, GMj ∈M : (i 6= j → φ′

cond sync(GMi, GMj))

∧

(i = j → |callers(GMi)| = |callers(GMj)| ≤ 1)

∨

∀GMi, GMj ∈M : |callers(GMi)| = 1

∧

callers(GMi) = callers(GMj).

(4.36)

Synchronisation analysis for a set of guarded methods tells us whether
a scheduler for that particular set is essentially needed or not. The second
purpose of synchronisation analysis is to avoid useless parallelisation of
mutex sets. It will be therefore useful to lift the notion of synchronisation
from a single set of guarded methods to sets of sets of guarded methods,
as done in the following definition.

Definition 4.8 Let φ′
sync be defined as in equation 4.36, let SO denote a

shared object, let M = {M1, . . . ,Mn}, and M1, . . . ,Mn be sets of guarded
methods, with ∀Mi ∈M : Mi ⊆ methods(SO). Then

φ′
sync(M) ↔def ∀Mi,Mj ∈M∀GMk ∈Mi∀GMl ∈Mj :

i 6= j → φ′
sync({GMk, GMl}).

(4.37)

This definition says that two or more sets of guarded methods are syn-
chronised, iff the guarded methods in the different sets are pairwise syn-
chronised.

Example

Let us assume that TIFi denotes any of the two instances of the pro-
gram TIF in the transceiver example—since the example is constructed
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symmetrically, synchronisation analysis yields the same result for both
instances. Note, that we regard here particular instances instead of
the template TIF as in the previous examples, because synchronisation
analysis makes only sense for particular objects in a specific context,
since it exploits the information which guarded methods are actually
invoked by which clients.

For instance, synchronisation analysis for the two mutex sets

{SENDTIFi
, GETSBUFFTIFi

},

and
{RECEIV ETIFi

, PUTRBUFFTIFi
}

would yield that each of them is synchronised because of condition syn-
chronisation. The mutex set

{RECEIV ERENABLEDTIFi
}

is synchronised because the method it contains is invoked by one client
only. If theses mutex sets were implemented independently, they would
not need for any scheduler. In contrast, the sets

{GETBAUDRATETIFi
},

and
{WITHPARITYTIFi

},

for instance, contain unsynchronised guarded methods, since each of
them is invoked by different clients.

In addition, synchronisation analysis tells us that no mutex set of TIFi

is synchronised with any other mutex set. Hence, parallelisation in order
to increase performance may prove useful for all of them.

4.3.1. Synchronised Clients

A set of guarded methods can also be regarded as synchronised, if all
clients requesting those methods are synchronised in such a way, that
the requests do never appear concurrently. Figure 4.3 illustrates such
a situation. It shows the (simplified) state machines of two concurrent
processes. The states with the double circle are blocking, which means,
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a process will wait in such a state until a certain condition is satisfied,
and that condition depends on the state of the other process. What
may actually happen in such a blocking state is that one process waits
for an event that is signaled by the other process. It could also be
a synchronisation via a shared object. However, the important point
is, that, owing to the synchronisation, there are states in both processes
which can only be reached mutually exclusive. Requests which are issued
in these states, marked by dashed circles, will obviously be properly
synchronised, even if the guard conditions of the invoked methods do
not exclude each other.

Sync

SyncS

S

S S

S

S

S

I 1I 2

S1,2 1,1

2,12,2

3,2 3,1

4,14,2

Figure 4.3.: Synchronised client processes.

What is describe above is subject to interprocess synchronisation analy-
sis, which is itself a complex topic (e.g. [20, 50]) and beyond the scope
of this work. But if this additional information is available, it can be
canonically incorporated into definition 4.36, in order to identify addi-
tional methods as being synchronised.

4.4. Optimised Implementations

Dependent on the individual characteristics of a guarded method—empty
or non-empty mutex set, synchronised or unsynchronised, and others—
different performance optimised implementations of a shared object, and
its guarded methods are possible.
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4.4.1. Static Parallelisation

Being able to determine which methods need for mutual exclusion and
which do not we can now determine which guarded methods, or sets of
guarded methods, of a shared object could be parallelised; namely its
mutex sets. Additionally, synchronisation analysis will tell us for which
mutex sets parallelisation would be useless; namely for those which are
already properly synchronised. Such mutex sets can be merged. Note,
that, for simplicity, we will refer also to such a merged mutex set as a
mutex set in the following.

Next, we propose an alternative implementation of a shared object,
which is able to handle concurrent requests in parallel. The general
structure of this implementation is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4.: Parallelisation of nonmutex methods.

In principle, we can think of this kind of implementation as if the
näıve implementation of a single shared object was split into multiple
sub-objects, each implementing only a subset of the original object’s
functionality, namely the methods in one of its mutex sets that was
selected for parallelisation.

In order to allow for parallel operations, each sub-object possesses its
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own exclusive resources, including a server process that looks like the one
in the näıve implementation but provides only the implementations for
the selected subset of methods, an own arbitration unit, and exclusive
channels to the client processes which invoke the provided methods. The
definition of φnonmutex ensures that the sub-objects update disjoint parts
of the original object’s state, such that write conflicts are avoided.

We refer to this kind of parallelisation as static, because the decision
which methods are going to be parallelised is made at compile time,
in contrast to dynamic parallelisation, which is briefly discussed in sec-
tion 4.5, where this decision is made at runtime.

Static parallelisation can be consistently represented as a program
transformation in our abstract system model. Thus, we could also for-
mally reason about the semantics of the optimised implementation if
required. Let SO denote a shared object, and let I1, . . . , Im be disjoint
sets of indices, such that

•
⋃

j∈Ii,i∈{1,...m} GMj = methods(SO),

• ∀k ∈ Ii∀l ∈ Ij : i 6= j → φnonmutex(GMk, GMl),

• ∀i ∈ {1, . . . m}∀j ∈ {1, . . . m} \ i :
¬φ′

sync(
⋃

i1∈Ii
GMi1 ,

⋃

i2∈Ij
GMi2).

Then, transformation Tpar transforms SO into a program of the form

Tpar(SO) ≡ INITSO; [ do 2i1∈I1
Tref (GMi1) od } mutex set 1

‖ . . .

‖ do 2im∈Im
Tref (GMim

) od ]. } mutex set m

Tpar partitions the main loop of a shared object into sets of parallel
do-commands, each representing a mutex set of the shared object which
was selected for parallelisation. As alluded to above, this partition of
the methods of a shared object is not necessarily its mutex partition,
since Tpar does not require that all possible mutex sets are parallelised,
in particular, not those ones which are synchronised.

Cloning

Not only distinct guarded methods can be parallelised. Different clients
may invoke the same method of a shared object. If the mutex set of such
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a method is empty its implementation can be cloned, and the clones can
be invoked in parallel. Conceptually we can think of a shared object to
provide an exclusive copy of each such method to each client that invokes
it. Cloning will then also provide a client with its own exclusive physical
implementation of a cloned method.

A guarded method can also be cloned, if its mutex set contains only
one element, namely itself, and it does not write any of the data members
of the shared object it belongs to, that is, if GMi ∈ methods(SO) is such
a guarded method, then change(GMi) ∩ dataMembers(SO) = ∅. For
φnonmutex two instances of the same guarded method which are writing
to any local variables seem to write to shared variables, unless the local
variables in both instances are not uniquely renamed. But, actually, each
clone will posses its own exclusive set of local variables, such that only
conflicts on real shared variables, namely data members of the shared
object, should be taken into account.

Each clone can be regarded as a mutex set of the shared object it be-
longs to, and an implementation of a shared object with cloned methods
does therefore principally look like the one that was illustrated in the
previous section. Note, that a cloned method must not necessarily be
used by only one client process. It is possible to provide each client with
its exclusive clone, but it is also possible that multiple clients share the
same clone. This freedom could be exploited to fine-tune the optimisa-
tion process (cf. section 4.4.5), since it allows for a fine-grained control
of the degree of parallelism.

Like parallelisation we can also describe cloning as a program trans-
formation in our abstract system model. Let

Tpar(SO) ≡ INITSO; [ MUTEXSET1

‖ . . .

‖MUTEXSETm]

be a shared object with parallelised mutex sets.

For any program MUTEXSETi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} of the form

MUTEXSETi ≡ do Tref (GMi) od,
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with

(mutex(GMi) = ∅

∨

mutex(GMi) = {GMi} ∧ change(GMi) ∩ dataMembers(SO) = ∅)

∧

|callers(GMi)| > 1,

program Tclone(MUTEXSETi) is of the form

Tclone(MUTEXSETi) ≡ [ do Tref (GMi1) od

‖ . . .

‖ do Tref (GMin
) od ],

and

•
∑

ij∈{i1,...,in} |callers(GMi)| = |callers(GMij
)|;

• each Tref (GMij
), ij ∈ {i1, . . . , in} is equivalent to Tref (GMi)

apart from the set of local variables and channels which are consis-
tently and uniquely renamed, such that ∀ik, il ∈ {i1, . . . , in} : k 6=
l→ var(Tref (GMik

))∩var(Tref (GMil
))\dataMembers(SO) = ∅;

• each client invokes at most one of the clones, and each clone is
invoked by at least one client.

4.4.2. Omitting the Scheduler

If all methods within the same mutex set of a shared object are al-
ready properly synchronised, there is no need to implement an addi-
tional scheduler. In such a case the synchronisation conditions, that is,
the guard conditions, can be taken directly to multiplex between the
channels from different clients, as illustrated in Figure 4.57. Owing to
the definition of synchronisation introduced in section 4.3 at most one
guard condition will be true at each instance of time and thus the mul-
tiplexing is unambiguously.

7Note, that MUX assigns NO REQ to output METHOD ID, iff no guard evaluates
to true.
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Figure 4.5.: Optimised implementation for a set of methods properly
synchronised by guard conditions.

If the methods within a mutex set are synchronised because they are
all called by the same client, the arbitration unit can even be further
simplified as illustrated in Figure 4.6. A switching between different
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Figure 4.6.: Single client’s access to a set of methods M with a) ∃GMi ∈
M : guard(GMi) 6≡ true b) ∀GMi ∈ M : guard(GMi) ≡
true.

channels is no longer necessary, since there is only one client left from
which requests may originate and to which outputs are directed. Instead,
the result of the guard evaluation is used directly to enable/disable the
requests from the only client left, as shown in part a) of the figure. If the
guard conditions of the methods in the mutex set are equal to true, even
the multiplexer can be omitted, as shown in part b) of the figure. In that
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case a request is immediately and unconditionally accepted. Neverthe-
less, also in the latter case, client and server still synchronise with each
other according to the chosen client/server communication protocol (cf.
chapter 5).

Even if not all the methods contained in a mutex set are synchronised,
it may, nevertheless, still contain single methods which are synchronised
with all others. In such a case also an implementation which mixes
scheduling and condition synchronisation would be possible as illustrated
by Figure 4.7. But there are some reasons for which this solution provides
only little or even no advantage.
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Figure 4.7.: Mixed scheduled/condition synchronised implementation.

While on the one hand the area and delay introduced by a scheduler
depend on the number of clients it has to handle, and a reduction of
this number reduces area and delay, on the other hand, an additional
multiplexer is necessary, which, in turn, will increase area and delay.
Moreover, owing to our definition of strong synchronisation, it would
be possible to extract at most one client whose requests could be mul-
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tiplexed by means of the guard conditions with the requests from the
remaining clients. That also means that we would be able to reduce the
number of clients to be handled by the scheduler in the mixed imple-
mentation by at most one. It is therefore not very likely to expect any
significant advantage from such an implementation, since the additional
multiplexer will almost make up for the saved area and delay.

Since a scheduler is anyway not explicitly included in our abstract
model (cf. 3.4.6) this optimisation does not find any reflection in it.

4.4.3. Direct Access

Requests to certain kinds of guarded methods do not need for any syn-
chronisation. For instance, the methods getBaudrate(), withParity(),
and receiverEnabled() from the transceiver example can be executed at
any instance of time—their mutex sets are empty, and they are not con-
ditionally synchronised—,and their results can be regarded as being im-
mediately available. Basically, these methods do nothing but returning
a data member’s value.

Since interaction with a shared object is only permitted through its
method interface, in order to prevent a designer from bypassing the
synchronisation mechanism and to avoid any peril to a shared object’s
consistency, it is quite likely to encounter such methods in a system
specification which uses shared objects. They represent the only way
to obtain a data member’s value. In object-oriented programming the
concept of encapsulation even generally suggest the use of such methods,
which are there known as get methods, accessors, or query functions [72].
Analogously, we will refer to a method which does nothing but setting a
data member’s value as a set method.

For these methods the invocation of any synchronisation mechanism
and any dedicated client/server communication protocol would be ex-
tremely inefficient. Instead, the clients could access the appropriate data
members of a shared object directly, which is the key idea behind a direct
access.

A direct access is basically implemented by means of inlining. Inlining,
which is a standard compiler technique, means, in principle, to replace
each invocation point of a method by the body of the method. As a result
of inlining clients operate directly on those parts of a shared object’s
state signal which represent the original data members which were used
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by the method that was inlined. In contrast to the previously presented
optimisations, this optimisation has also a direct impact on the client’s
side, which is discussed in section 5.3 of the next chapter. From the
point of view of a shared object, implementing a guarded method as a
direct access means simply to remove it from its set of guarded methods.

Above, we gave already some examples for methods which are candi-
dates for direct accesses. But not only methods which just set or return
the values of some data members and do nothing else can be imple-
mented in this way. In general, any guarded method, no matter what
functionality it implements, can be implemented as a direct access if a
request to it can never conflict with any other request. That means ei-
ther that the mutex set of the guarded method is empty, which means
that it can be safely executed in parallel with any other method, or that
all methods in the mutex set of the guarded method are synchronised,
which means that requests to theses methods will never occur concur-
rently. In both cases a guarded method does obviously not have to be
dynamically scheduled.

In the last case we additionally require, that all the methods in the
synchronised mutex set must write only to disjoint sets of data members,
if they modify any data members, at all. Otherwise the implementation
as direct access may lead to multiple writers to the same signal, or the
same part of a shared object’s state vector, respectively. Such a conflict
would have to be resolved, which is already exactly the purpose of the
arbitration unit of a shared object.

Formally we can express these properties as follows; a guarded method
GMi can be implemented as a direct access, if

mutex(GMi) = ∅

∨

(φ′
sync(mutex(GMi))

∧

∀GMj ∈ mutex(GMi) \GMi : change(GMi) ∩ change(GMj) = ∅).

(4.38)
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Inlining a method body into an invoking client means, that the func-
tionality of the method will be implemented as part of the circuit which
is synthesised from the client process. For simple get and set methods
this is noncritical, since their implementation does not costs no or only
a negligible amount of area. But for more complex methods, and multi-
cycle methods—which means methods which take multiple clock cycles
for execution—it may increase the number of necessary resources, analo-
gous to parallelisation and cloning, since each client will require its own
exclusive set of resources for each inlined method. In this aspect the im-
plementation as direct access has some similarity to cloning, where also
each client may get its exclusive implementation of a guarded method.

Well suited candidates for direct accesses are, apart from get and
set methods, particularly combinational methods whose implementation
does only cost a limited amount of resources, since the implementation
of such methods as direct accesses may significantly reduce the delay at
low costs of area. We refer to a methods as combinational—in contrast to
sequential, if it can be implemented by a combinational component [39,
97]. In particular such methods must not contain any wait statements.

Unfortunately the classification into combinational and sequential is
not totally unambiguously, since some methods could be implemented
by means of a combinational component as well as a sequential com-
ponent. However, according to which heuristics methods are classified
as combinational or sequential is a completely orthogonal aspect, which
does not principally concern the considerations made in this section.

Even though also multi-cycle methods can be implemented as direct
accesses, this step must be carefully considered, because under certain
circumstances this solution may even lead to an increased delay, as fur-
ther discussed in section 5.3 of the following chapter.

Finally, we can also describe the optimisation presented in this section
by means of a program transformation TDA. Let

SOj ≡ INITSOj
; do 2

n
i=1 Tref (GMi,j) od

be a shared object, with Tref (GMi,j) as described by equation 4.3,
and GMi,j being subject to equation 4.38. Then, TDA(SOj) is con-
structed from SOj by removing the nondeterministic choice which in-
cludes Tref (GMi,j) from its main loop, and by replacing in each client
process each occurrence of a remote method call statement to Tref (GMi,j)
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of the form

RMCS ≡ await ini,j !ARGS then

await outj?OUTPARAMS then skip end

end

by

TDA(RMCS) ≡ Eff(ini,j !ARGS, ini,j?INPARAMSi,j);

〈COPYi,j〉;BODYi,j ; 〈WBi,j〉;

Eff(out?OUTPARAMS, outj !OUTi,j);

iff Bi ≡ true, else

TDA(RMCS) ≡ await guard(GMi,j) then

Eff(ini,j !ARGS, ini,j?INPARAMSi,j);

〈COPYi,j〉;BODYi,j ; 〈WBi,j〉;

Eff(outj?OUTPARAMS, outj !OUTi,j);

end.

Note, that since a direct access does never conflict with any other
request, tcollision is always equal to 0 for such a request. Nevertheless,
direct accesses which are generated from guarded methods with a guard
condition which is not equal to true, may still cause a delay to the
invoking client owing to condition synchronisation.

4.4.4. Initialisation of a Shared Object

Up to now we paid only little attention to an important aspect of a shared
object, namely its initialisation part. As presented in section 3.4.1 this
part is usually derived from some kind of dedicated constructor method.
In the näıve implementation this part is implemented by the reset part
of the server process (cf. section 2.3.1).

A cleanly formulated initialisation part should assign a proper ini-
tial value to each data member of a shared object. Unfortunately, it
will therefore conflict with any other method of the shared object which
modifies any data members. As long as the initialisation part and the
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methods are implemented by the same process, as in the näıve imple-
mentation, this is not a problem. But if mutex sets are going to be
parallelised, also the initialisation part has to be reallocated. If it was
allocated completely to one mutex set, only, write conflicts with other
mutex sets could be the consequence.

The solution is to split the initialisation part, and to distribute it to all
mutex sets in such a way that in each set only those data members are
initialised which are actually modified by the methods in the particular
mutex set. It is required that the initial value of each data member of
a shared object, if specified, is statically determinable, since shared ob-
jects are structural objects, like entities and modules, which are neither
dynamically created nor destroyed. It is therefore, principally, always
possible to split an initialisation part in the proposed way.

If a guarded method is implemented as a direct access, the initialisa-
tion of those data members modified by that method is moved to the
initialisation part of the client process which invokes the method.

4.4.5. Performance vs. Area

In general, area and timing, or, more precisely, performance, are conflict-
ing optimisation goals; an increase in performance is usually achieved
by spending additional resources which can be used in parallel but re-
quire more area, while area reduction is normally achieved by sharing
resources, which means to decrease the degree of parallelism and, there-
with, the performance. Nevertheless, in some cases one design property
can be optimised without a negative impact on the other one, thus lead-
ing to more efficient implementations (cf. also 2.4). Such optimisations
should be applied in any case.

The implementation of get and set methods as direct accesses belongs
to those kinds of optimisations, since it increases performance without
increasing the area. Likewise, omitting schedulers decreases the area
without decreasing performance. Both optimisations do therefore lead to
more efficient implementations, and should be unconditionally applied.

For the parallelisation of methods, the classical trade-off between area
and performance has to be taken into account, since higher system per-
formance is in this case achieved by spending additional resources. As
discussed previously, parallelisation is possible for the different mutex
sets of a shared object. But not all mutex sets which can be parallelised
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must necessarily be parallelised in the end. Which mutex sets shall be
actually parallelised, and which ones shall be merged can be freely cho-
sen, such that the different possible implementation alternatives span a
design space.

Such a design space might look like the one illustrated in Figure 4.88.
Although the design space will be individually shaped for each particu-
lar system, in general, we can expect that the higher the performance,
the larger will be the area, and, the smaller the area, the lower the
performance. We can also roughly identify the performance with the
degree of parallelism in the system; the higher the degree of parallelism,
the higher the performance. And we can further expect that the de-
sign space is spanned between two extreme solutions; on the one side
the näıve implementation requiring the least area but offering the lowest
performance, and on the other side an implementation with the highest
possible degree of parallelisation, offering the highest performance but
also requiring the most area. Design constraints, suggested in the figure
by the dotted lines, also require the ability to reach solutions between
the two extremes, since both may not meet all of the given constraints,
while some solutions in between do.

Solution Space

highest grade of parallelization

Performance

Area min. performance

max. area

naive implementation

naive implementation with
basic optimisations

Figure 4.8.: Design space.

8Basic optimisations in the figure means optimisations which are applied in any
case, such as the implementation of get and set methods as direct accesses.
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Ideally, a designer would pass design constraints, such as the maxi-
mum area and/or minimum clock frequency, to the synthesis/optimisa-
tion process, and would specify the optimisation goal—area, or perfor-
mance, or power, etc.—, and the optimisation process would fully auto-
matically pick a solution from the design space which meets all design
constraints, if there is any, and is optimal with respect to the specified
optimisation goal.

Such an automated process requires the ability to compare different
solutions with each other, according to their quality with respect to the
chosen optimisation goal, by means of some meaningful metrics. Area
is usually measured in mm2, or, gate equivalents, performance may be
defined as operations per time unit, delay, or maximum possible clock
frequency. We could therefore use these metrics to compare different im-
plementations with each other. Unfortunately, the exact values for these
metrics can, principally, be measured only on the final implementation of
a design, which means a working piece of silicon, or, at least, the layout.
Everything above this level is a more or less precise estimation, and the
higher the level of abstraction, the less precise is such an estimation.

In this work we regard a level of abstraction where we assume not to
have the means to estimate area and performance with sufficient pre-
cision to guide the optimisation process automatically, since we neither
expect to know the target technology, nor what effects subsequent syn-
thesis steps will have. Moreover, we do not only assume not to have this
information, ideally, the optimisation process should be independent of
such low level and highly variant information.

High-level estimation techniques which are independent of this infor-
mation, however, are a complex topic in itself [76, 23] and not subject
to this work. The implementation presented in chapter 6 does not yet
include any such techniques, and relies on the designer’s experience by
providing an appropriate interface which allows one to guide the optimi-
sation process manually. Nevertheless, high level estimation techniques,
once available, can be integrated in a straightforward way in order to
increase the degree of automation.

4.4.6. Optimisation Flow

In this section we will briefly outline how and in which order the dif-
ferent presented optimisations should actually be applied to a shared
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object. The complete optimisation flow is depicted by the flow graph in
Figure 4.9. Its basics steps comprise:

1. Identification of simple get and set methods and implementation
as direct accesses. Those methods which shall be implemented as
direct accesses are removed from the set of guarded methods. This
optimisation promises a higher performance at no additional or
even reduced area costs, and, thus, is unconditionally applied.

2. Identification, selection and implementation of further direct ac-
cesses. In contrast to get and set methods the implementation
of other, more complex methods as direct accesses, provided that
they meet the necessary criteria, will cost additional area. Hence,
a trade-off between area and performance must be made, and an
explicit decision on which of the potential candidates to implement
as direct accesses is needed.

a) Parallelisation. If parallelisation is enabled the following steps
will be executed.

i. Cloning. If cloning is enabled, first of all the methods will
be identified which are suitable for cloning. Next it has
to be decided, which methods shall actually be cloned,
and how many clones shall be generated. Finally, the
clones will be generated and added to the set of guarded
methods.

b) Calculation of the mutex partition. The guarded methods of
the shared object are partitioned into mutex sets. Synchro-
nised mutex sets are merged afterwards.

c) Selection of mutex sets for parallelisation. In this step it is
decided, which mutex sets shall be parallelised—i.e. which
ones shall remain—, and which ones shall be merged.

3. Implementation of mutex sets. Each remaining mutex set is imple-
mented either without a scheduler, if all the methods in the mutex
set are synchronised, or with a scheduler, else.

At certain points—in the flow graph marked by trapezoid boxes—the
optimisation flow requires to make some decisions, which will have an
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impact on area and performance. As discussed in the previous section,
for this work we assume these decisions to be made manually. Never-
theless, these decisions can also be automatically made, provided that
the appropriate techniques are available, without having an effect on the
principle optimisation flow.
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direct accesses
Implement selected

Select direct accesses

candidates
Identify direct access

enabled
Direct Access

Patallelization

yesno

mutex sets
Merge remaining

for parallelization
Select mutex sets

mutex sets
Merge synchronized

Calculate mutex partition

Create clones

number of clones
Select clones and

Identify cloning candidates

enabled
Cloning

yesno

yesno
enabled

Implement mutex sets
with usynchronized methods

with scheduler

Implement mutex sets
with synchronized methods

w/o scheduler

as direct accesses
simple get and set methods

Identify and implement

Figure 4.9.: Optimisation flow.
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4.4.7. Example

In order to illustrate the results of the optimisation flow we will apply it
to one of the instances of the shared object program TIF , TIFi say, used
in the transceiver example. Again, which one does in fact not matter,
since both instances are used in exactly the same way.

Note, that the methods

{RECEIV ERONTIFi
, RECEIV EROFFTIFi

,

SETBAUDRATETIFi
, PARITY ONTIFi

, PARITY OFFTIFi
,

SETSPARITY BITTIFi
, GETRPARITY BITTIFi

}

are not used in the example. They are simply eliminated from
methods(TIFi) during the optimisation process and not further con-
sidered.

Of the remaining methods,

{RECEIV ERENABLEDTIFi
, GETBAUDRATETIFi

,

WITHPARITYTIFi
, GETSPARITY BITTIFi

}

are recognised as simple get methods, and will therefore be implemented
as direct accesses. Likewise,

{SETRPARITY BITTIFi
}

is recognised as a simple set method and will also be implemented as
direct access.

For the last four methods synchronisation analysis yields that they
are not completely synchronised, and, hence, parallelisation, if possi-
ble, would make sense. Consequently, the mutex partition is calculated,
which gives

{{SENDTIF1
, GETSBUFFTIF1

},

{RECEIV ETIF1
, PUTRBUFFTIF1

}}.

The two mutex sets in this mutex partition could now be parallelised.
As discussed in a previous example, these two mutex sets are each syn-
chronised, such that they could be implemented without a scheduler, if
they were parallelised.
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4.5. Outlook

A method in a mutex set of a shared object requires for mutual exclusion
with at least one other method in the same set, but not necessarily with
all other methods in the same set (cf. section 4.2). That means that a
mutex set may still contain some methods which could be safely executed
in parallel. It is, for instance, possible that a single method forces a whole
set of other methods into the same mutex set, which could otherwise all
be executed in parallel. That is, particularly, a nuisance, if this single
method is only seldom invoked, possibly even never concurrently with
another method in the mutex set. In such a case enabling parallelism
within the same mutex set could lead to a further performance gain.

From an arbitration unit that would require the ability to determine
for each particular method in the mutex set it controls to determine,
with which other methods it can be executed in parallel, the ability to
grant and block requests dependent on which other methods are actually
being executed, and the ability to control more than one running method
at a time. In other words, it would require the arbitration unit to be
able to parallelise requests dynamically. Such an arbitration unit would
have to be much more complex than the ones hitherto discussed.

As indicated above, further increases in performance require for ever
more sophisticated and, thus, complex arbitration mechanisms, while
the potential gain in performance tendentiously shrinks. In the end,
it will have to be left over to a thoroughly analysis and evaluation, if
and under which circumstances the achievable performance gain, if any,
justifies the additional complexity and increased area costs.

4.6. Summary

In this chapter we studied under which circumstances requests to guarded
methods provided by a shared object essentially require for mutual exclu-
sion, and under which circumstance they do not and, thus, can be safely
executed in parallel. We also proposed an efficiently to prove property
by which to identify which methods or sets of methods need for mutual
exclusive execution. We then exploited this knowledge to partition the
guarded methods provided by a shared object into sets of methods which
can be executed in parallel.
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We also discussed ways to identify guarded methods to which requests
do, anyway, never occur concurrently, in order to determine, where a
scheduler can be omitted and in order to avoid unnecessary parallelisa-
tion.

Based on the above information we presented different optimised shared
object implementations, which exploit parallelism or allow for direct ac-
cess to a shared object’s state in order to increase performance, or which
do not include a scheduler unit in order to save redundant area.

The implementation of get and set methods as direct accesses as well as
omitting the scheduler, where possible, does always lead to more efficient
implementations of shared objects, which means, potentially increases
the relative performance compared with the näıve implementation.

Parallelisation of guarded methods, including cloning, and implemen-
tation of more complex methods as direct accesses potentially increases
a system’s performance, but only at the cost of additional resources.
Hence, which methods to parallelise, to clone and to implement as di-
rect accesses must be carefully considered for each particular system and
requires to make a trade-off between area and performance.
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Communication Protocol

The previous chapter was primarily concerned with ways to increase per-
formance by increasing the parallelism between concurrent method invo-
cations. In this chapter we will discuss improvements of the client/server
communication protocol, which increase the parallelism between client
and server, and reduce the term tcsCommProt in equation 2.1.

In the näıve implementation a blocking, synchronous communication
protocol is used for the communication between a client and a server as
described in 2.3.2. We will refer to this protocol as the näıve client/server
communication protocol in the following, and the delay induced by this
protocol as tnäıveProt. According to this protocol a client is blocked
for the entire period of time from issuing a request until the requested
method is eventually completed. Hence, it completely prevents any par-
allel operation between client and server during a request. Figure 5.1
shows a timing diagram for this protocol.

tnäıveProt includes the execution time of the requested method itself,
and, since client and server are implemented by synchronous processes
with registered outputs, a one clock cycle delay to propagate the request
from a client to a server, another clock cycle delay to propagate the
acknowledgement from the server to the client, and a third clock cycle
delay after method completion to receive any output parameters. Thus,
the delay time of a particular request ri sums up to

tnäıveProt(ri) = 3 tclk(client(ri)) + texec(method(ri)), (5.1)

where tclk(client(ri)) denotes the clock cycle time of the requesting
client, and texec(method(ri)) the execution time of the requested method,
which can be measured in multiples of the client’s clock cycle time.

In the näıve implementation the execution of each requested method
will also take at least one clock cycle—recall that all methods are imple-
mented by a synchronous process—such that any request implemented
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Figure 5.1.: Näıve client/server communication protocol.

by the näıve protocol will delay the subsequent operations by at least
4 clock cycles. As we will see in the following, there are in fact other
protocol alternatives which can reduce this delay time by reducing the
number of clock cycle steps necessary for synchronisation. Although a
reduction in the delay time could be also achieved by reducing the clock
period tclk, this is not subject to this thesis and, in particular, not the
intentional goal of the protocol optimisations presented in the following.
In fact, they are expected to have no significant impact on tclk.

However, the näıve communication protocol also has some advantages.
First of all, it is simple to implement; only two signals are necessary for
establishing the handshake, and the synchronous nature of the protocol
makes it unnecessary to explicitly introduce and manage any buffers
between a client and a server. And, what is much more important about
this protocol is that it possesses a set of properties which guarantee a
safe and reliable client/server communication:

• No request gets lost; no pending request is overwritten, modified
or canceled before it is eventually accepted.

• In order execution; requests by the same client are served and
completed in their issuing order.

• Atomic parameter passing; all parameters of a request, if any, are
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passed in one indivisible operation to a requested method and do
not change during the request. All output parameters, if any, of a
requested method are returned in one indivisible operation at the
end of the method execution.

• Output parameters are always available in time; if a requested
method has any output parameters, the returned values are avail-
able to the requesting client before their first use, regardless of the
latency of the requested method.

Since the delay caused by a request to a shared object is, principally,
regarded as unknown (cf. section 2.2.3), the functional correctness of a
system must be invariant to a change in the delay. We therefore claim
that if any alternative communication protocol, like the ones presented
in the following, preserves the properties of the the näıve protocol listed
above, it will also leave the system semantics unchanged.

In section 5.1 we will first consider optimised protocols for requests
without output parameters, which means requests to methods, which
do not return anything. Afterwards, in section 5.2, we will also take
requests with output parameters into account.

In conjunction with certain optimisations of the shared object it is even
possible to completely avoid the use of any communication protocol for
certain requests, and, therefore, to eliminate any delay. This is discussed
in section 5.3.

For proper functioning the näıve protocol requires all clients and servers
interacting with each other to be driven by the same clock. Asynchronous
client/server communication, which will be introduced elsewhere in the
following, will allow for driving clients and servers with different clocks.
We will discuss the details and the potential benefits in section 5.4.

5.1. Requests without Output Parameters

For requests to methods which do not return any parameters already
Radetzki [84] proposed an improved implementation of the client/server
communication. In his proposal a client does not wait until the requested
method is completed, and proceeds with its normal operations as soon
as its request is acknowledged. In terms of the protocol presented in
section 2.3.2 that means just to skip the final loop. This solution seems
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to suggest itself, since the client does anyway not expect any values to
be returned. However, Radetzki did neither follow this proposal in more
detail nor evaluated it, but so will we in the following.

5.1.1. Improved Protocol

If the waiting for completion would be skipped as proposed above, client
and server could operate in parallel during the execution of a requested
method, and the execution time of a requested method could be com-
pletely saved from the delay time of a request. Unfortunately, this sim-
plified protocol version would not guarantee that requests can not get
lost, and that requests from the same client are served in order, which
are two of the protocol properties we require to be preserved.

Requests could get lost, if a client issued a new request, before an ear-
lier method requested by that client was completed. In such a case the
client would mistakenly take the low level of the DONE signal, which ac-
tually indicates that the earlier requested method is still being executed,
for the acknowledgement of its actual request, and react with setting
its request back. In consequence, that last request would get lost. In
principle, an arbitrary number of requests could get lost this way.

Requests by the same client may be served out of order, if they were
directed to different shared objects, or, to parallelised methods (cf. chap-
ter 4). In such a case a method which was requested earlier by the client
may be completed after a method which was requested afterwards, if the
execution of the first method takes longer than the latter one.

Consequently, a check if a request has been completed is also neces-
sary for requests without output parameters in order to avoid the above
problems. But since a client requesting a method without output para-
meters does not have to synchronise with its server to obtain any results,
and only has to know, if the last requested method is completed, we can
delay this check until the next request shall be issued. That will prevent
the loss of requests, but still allows client and server to operate in parallel
after a method execution has started. Regarded from a different angle,
the check if a requested method was completed is placed directly before
a request instead of placing it directly after a request, as illustrated by
the following VHDL code template1:

1Note, that the input parameters are already set before the loop in order to avoid
the synthesis of additional latches.
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IN PARAMS <= <encoded input parameter values >;
loop −− Wait f o r any e a r l i e r r eque s t to be completed

−− be f o r e new reque s t i s i s sued
i f DONE = ’1 ’ then

METHOD ID <= <encoded method id >;
exit ;

end i f ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;

end loop ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
loop −− wait f o r acknowledgement : DONE( ’1 ’ −> ’0 ’ )

i f DONE = ’0 ’ then

METHOD ID <= NO REQ;
exit ;

end i f ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;

end loop ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
<subsequent statements>

Listing 5.1: VHDL code template for the improved protocol.

We will refer to this protocol version as the improved client/server com-
munication protocol in the remainder of this work.

If a client directs requests to different servers or parallelised methods—
e.g. mutex sets—it is important that the first loop in the above code
checks for the DONE signals from all those servers and mutex sets
in order to prevent the out of order execution of methods. For in-
stance, assuming that these signals are named DONE 1. . . DONE n, the
if-statement in the first loop just will have to look as follows:

i f ( DONE 1 and . . . and DONE n ) = ’1 ’ then

It is in fact worth to be considered, if and under which circumstances
out of order execution for requests without output parameters shall be
permitted. The advantage would be that different requests by the same
client could also be served in parallel, which could further increase the
performance. But in contrast to requests from different clients, the order
of requests from the same client is explicitly defined by the structure of
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the issuing client process. And the order in which the effects of these
requests become visible to the outside may be relevant. However, this
discussion requires for more thorough studies which shall not be topic of
this work, and may be left to future research.

Figure 5.2 shows a timing diagram for the improved protocol. As de-
scribed previously the client directly proceeds after the acknowledgement
of its request without waiting for the completion (done in the figure) of
the requested method. The figure highlights also the parallel operation
of the server and the client during the execution of the requested method
after the ackonwledgement.
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Figure 5.2.: Improved client/server communication protocol.

The delay timprovedProt caused by a request ri which is implemented
by the improved protocol is described by the following equation:

timprovedProt(ri) = 3tclk(client(ri))

+ H(texec(method(ri))− dist(ri, succ(ri)))

× (texec(method(ri))− dist(ri, succ(ri)))

< tnäıveProt(ri).

(5.2)

With succ(ri) we denote the next request that is issued by the client
which issued ri, with the convention succ(ri) = ⊥, if ri does not have a
successor. With dist(ri, rj) ≥ 1 we denote the period of time—in clock
cycle steps tclk(client(ri))—between the end time of ri and the start
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time of rj , with the convention dist(ri,⊥) = ∞. Since the improved
protocol, like the näıve protocol, requires client and server to be driven
by the same clock, we can think of texec(method(ri)) to be measured
in multiples of the client’s clock cycle time tclk(client(ri)). Finally, H

denotes the Heaviside step function, which is defined as

H(x) =

{

0, x ≤ 0

1, x > 0

Like the näıve protocol the delay caused by the improved protocol in-
cludes some fixed part consisting of a one clock cycle delay to propagate
a request from a client to a server, a one clock cycle delay to prop-
agate the acknowledgement from the server to the client, and a third
clock cycle delay to set the request back, which is described by the term
3 tclk(client(ri)) in the above equation.

Unlike the näıve protocol the execution time of a requested method
may only partly contribute to the delay dependent on the distance to the
next request. If a method invoked by a previous request can be completed
before the next request is issued, that means H(texec(method(ri)) −
dist(ri, succ(ri))) = 0, the improved protocol can save the complete exe-
cution time from the delay time. Otherwise, the next request will be de-
layed until the previously invoked method is completed, as illustrated in
Figure 5.3, and only the part which could be completed up to that point,
which is described by the difference texec(method(ri))−dist(ri, succ(ri)),
can be saved.

Even in the worst case, that is, when a request directly follows another
one and, hence, the distance between these requests is equal to 1, the
delay caused by the improved protocol version will still be one clock
cycle less than the delay caused by the näıve protocol for a request
without output parameters. This is because according to the improved
protocol, a client can already initiate the next request in the same clock
cycle where it detects the completion of the previously requested one,
while a client applying the näıve protocol always has to wait for another
clock cycle after detecting the completion. Thus, also the execution of
the requested method can start a clock cycle earlier according to the
improved protocol in this case.

Note, that although the delay time caused by the execution of a
method which can not be completely finished before the next request
is issued is actually incurred during that subsequent request, we will
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Figure 5.3.: Additional delay induced by early subsequent request.

logically associate this delay with the request that originally invoked the
method in order to allow for a direct comparison of timprovedProt and
tnäıveProt in equation 5.2 in a meaningful way.

5.1.2. Asynchronous Message Passing

The improved client/server communication protocol presented in the pre-
vious section can save all or some of the execution time of a method from
the delay caused by a request. But what can significantly take more
time than the execution of a requested method itself is to wait for the
acknowledgement of a request.

If a request conflicts with a set of concurrent requests from other
clients to the same shared object, some of the clients will have to wait
for others to be served first. A fair scheduler will at least ensure, that
a client, whose request is infinitely often enabled,—i.e. the associated
guard is infinitely often true—will not be blocked forever. Nevertheless,
collisions with other requests do significantly contribute to the delay that
is caused by a request. Moreover, in the improved protocol a request of
a client can even conflict with a prior request from the same client, if the
method requested earlier has not been completed when the new request
shall be issued.
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Parallelisation of guarded methods as introduced in the previous chap-
ter is already one way to reduce the delay which is caused by colli-
sions, since it reduces the probability of such collisions. But also the
client/server communication itself can be modified in such a way that
that a collision with another request does not necessarily lead to a further
delay of the requesting client.

The solution we propose is asynchronous message passing, which means
a buffered communication, between clients and servers; a client stores a
request including all required input parameters as a message in a mes-
sage queue, and a shared object processes the messages in its message
queue one after the other, and removes each after it was served, as de-
picted in Figure 5.4. Hence, a client does no longer have to wait for the
server to acknowledge its request.

push(request)

Message Queue

pop

Message Queue
head(Queue)

head(Queue)

pop

Method ID

Shared Object

full

Input
Parameters

Client 1
full push(request)

nClient

Figure 5.4.: Implementation of asynchronous message passing.

Because of the buffering of requests, collisions with other concurrent
requests and also with prior requests of the same client do no longer
necessarily lead to additional delay. If a request can not be immediately
served, it is buffered until the addressed server is eventually ready to
serve it, provided that the used message queue is not yet full, and the
invoking client can immediately proceed.

An appropriate VHDL code template for the asynchronous message
passing protocol is given by the following listing 5.2—the implementa-
tion of the message queue itself will be discussed in more detail in the
following section.
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loop

i f MSG QUEUE FULL = ’0 ’ then

METHOD ID <= <encoded method ID>;
IN PARAMS <= <encoded input parameters >;
MSG QUEUE PUSH N <= ’0 ’ ; −− a c t i v e low
exit ;

end i f ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;

end loop ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
MSG QUEUE PUSH N <= ’1 ’ ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
<subsequent statements>

Listing 5.2: VHDL code template for the asynchronous message passing
protocol.

According to this protocol, a client first checks, if its message queue still
provides enough space for a further message, before it issues a request. If
so, the request is stored in the message queue and the client immediately
proceeds afterwards. Otherwise, the client will first wait until a new
entry is freed in the message queue. Direct synchronisation with a server
is no longer necessary.

On the server’s side, the DONE signal, which is not needed for syn-
chronisation purposes, any more, can now be used as the message queue’s
POP signal, such that each message is removed from the message queue
as soon as its execution is completed.

Figure 5.5 shows a timing diagram for the protocol. It also demon-
strates the effect of buffering, namely, that the service of a request is
delayed until the addressed server is able to handle it, without blocking
the client.

Asynchronous message passing does not only help to reduce the delay
caused by requests, it is also the only way to allow clients and servers
to be located in different clock domains, which will be discussed in sec-
tion 5.4. Note, that this also requires to apply an asynchronous com-
munication to requests with output parameters, as discussed later (cf.
section 5.2).
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Figure 5.5.: Asynchronous message passing between client and server.

It is rather cumbersome to give an equation which describes the delay
tmpProt caused by a request ri implemented as asynchronous message
passing exactly, since it depends on various variable and unknown para-
meters, such as the size of the message queue and the current number of
free entries (cf. also section 5.1.5). But as can be inferred from the pro-
tocol specification, in the best case, that is, the message queue provides
still at least one free entry, asynchronous message passing will cause all
subsequent operations to be delayed by only two clock cycles, which is
one clock cycle less than the best case for the improved protocol.

But what happens in the worst case, that is, if the message queue is
always full when a new request shall be issued? In this case the asyn-
chronous message passing protocol behaves like the improved protocol.
Let us assume that a client wanted to issue a request at a point of time,
where the addressed shared object was still busy with another request,
which must be the case if the message queue was full. Regardless if the
improved or the message passing protocol was used, the new request
would be issued at the same point in time, because a client has to wait
until the completion of the previously requested method, in case of the
message passing protocol because a new buffer entry must be freed. If
the message passing protocol was used, the client would then proceed
earlier, because it does not wait for an acknowledgment. However, the
execution of the requested method would not start earlier than if the
improved protocol was used. Hence, a client applying the message pass-
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ing protocol may now reach the point in time where it wants to issue
the next request earlier, but, in turn, it would also have to wait longer
at that point, again, until the previously requested method has been
completed, exactly like if the improved protocol was used.

Thus, the delay induced by the asynchronous message passing protocol
will be in between these two extremes:

2tclk(client(ri)) ≤ tmpProt(ri) ≤ timprovedProt(ri). (5.3)

5.1.3. Implementation of the Message Queue

Dependent on which size a message queue is chosen to be, we will use
two different implementation alternatives, either as a FIFO buffer or as
a single register.

A message queue whose size is greater than one will be implemented
by a FIFO buffer, which is obviously a straightforward solution that
guarantees that messages stored in the buffer are served in their issuing
order. Compared to the näıve and the improved protocol, this imple-
mentation will require additional resources, basically storage, but also
some additional control logic for the FIFO buffer. Moreover, it also intro-
duces a further clock cycle delay into the communication from a client
to a server, since the FIFO buffer itself is a synchronous component
with buffered outputs. One can also find asynchronous implementations
of FIFOs, but asynchronous in this respect refers only to the fact that
the processes which are communicating via the buffer can be located in
different clock domains [34].

Even though a message queue of size one could be implemented by a
FIFO buffer of size one, we can, in this case, implement it in a much
more efficient way. The outputs of client processes, which are required
to be synchronous processes, are anyway buffered in registers which are
automatically inferred during synthesis. That means that also requests,
including all parameters, are anyway already buffered. What is missing
for our purposes is a flag which indicates the status of the register—
i.e. full or empty = ¬full—and the necessary logic to set and clear
the register. But this functionality can be implemented with simple
combinational logic, such that this solution neither introduces additional
delay, in contrast to the FIFO buffer, nor requires significantly more
resources compared to the näıve and the improved protocol.
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Both implementation alternatives are sketched in Figure 5.6. Note,
that in the registered implementation actually only the method ID must
be switched, since the parameters are anyway only sampled by the server,
if the register which holds the method ID is not cleared.

2 cycles delay1 cycle delay

full

push pop

FIFO

d_out

Input Parameters

Method ID

poppush

full

N
O

_R
E

Q

1 cycle delay

Shared ObjectClient

d_in

Input Parameters
Method ID &

Shared ObjectClient

Figure 5.6.: Message queue implementation: FIFO vs. registered.

The switching logic for the registered implementation basically imple-
ments the following function:

d out =



















data in, iff rising edge(push) ∧ ¬rising edge(pop)

NO REQ, iff rising edge(pop) ∧ ¬rising edge(push)

undefined, iff rising edge(pop) ∧ rising edge(push)

hold, else.
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full =



















true, iff rising edge(push) ∧ ¬rising edge(pop)

false, iff rising edge(pop) ∧ ¬rising edge(push)

undefined, iff rising edge(pop) ∧ rising edge(push)

hold, else.

Note, that rising edges on push and pop can actually never occur in
the registered implementation. According to the asynchronous message
passing protocol as introduced, push is only raised, if the register is
empty, and pop is only raised in the opposite case. In consequence,
rising edges on push and pop only occur mutually exclusive.

For a FIFO a pop can not occur, if the message queue is empty, while a
push can not occur if the message queue is full. But if a FIFO is neither
completely full nor empty, push and pop may occur at the same time.
In this case the chosen FIFO implementation must ensure that both
operations are completed, and the FIFO is left in a consistent state.
The order in which they are completed is irrelevant.

The question what size to chose for a message queue will be discussed
in section 5.1.5.

5.1.4. Preventing Out of Order Execution

Hitherto, we always used distinct communication channels for each cli-
ent/server pair, which means that a client communicates with different
servers via different sets of signals. If we would consequently adopt this
approach also to asynchronous message passing, that would mean to
provide a client with one message queue per each server it communicates
with.

Now, if different message queues belonging to the same client were
allowed to hold messages at the same time, those messages could happen
to be served out of order. One way to prevent this would be to establish
a synchronisation mechanism between all message queues belonging to
the same client which ensures that all messages are served in order.
But such a synchronisation mechanism would significantly increase the
complexity of the implementation of the client/server communication,
and cause additional overhead.

An alternative solution to the problem would be to allow only one
message queue at a time to hold any messages. Unfortunately, that
would mean a great waste of resources, since, at each instance of time,
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only one message queue of a client would actually be in use. For the
registered implementation, the overhead may still be acceptable, but the
larger the message queues, the more resources are potentially wasted.

Since all requests by the same client, even if dedicated to different
shared objects, shall anyway be served sequentially, there is another
way to prevent out of order execution which suggests itself, namely to
connect a client and all its servers with single message queue, as shown
in Figure 5.7.

pop

head(queue)

Shared Object ID

Method ID

1Shared Object

push(request)full
1Client

Parameters
Input

Shared Object n

Figure 5.7.: Message dispatching.

This implementation automatically ensures that all the messages by
one client are served in their issuing order. But it requires to aug-
ment a message by some address field (Shared Object ID in the figure),
which unambiguously identifies the server—or mutex set, respectively
(cf. chapter 4)—to which a request is directed. A server takes only such
messages into account, whose address matches its own. In practice that
means that the implementation of a shared object, or, more precisely, of
the arbitration unit, must be slightly modified; it must not only take the
method ID and guard into account, but additionally also the address of
a message, as illustrated by Figure 5.8.

5.1.5. Sizing the Message Queues

Determining the proper size for message queues, or, queues, in general,
is a complex topic in itself. In fact, a whole research area, known as
Queuing Theory [33, 2], is dedicated to this problem. Briefly spoken,
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Scheduler
SharedObjectID1...n

1...nParams

1...nMethodID

Figure 5.8.: Scheduler taking a message’s address into account.

queuing theory is the theoretical study of waiting lines. One of its central
goals is to find appropriate models to describe arrival rates—that is the
rate at which new items are put into a queue—, and service rates—that
is the rate at which items are taken from a queue—over time, in order
to be able to study average waiting times, delays introduced by queues,
et cetera, and, last but not least, in order to put one into position to
determine optimal queue sizes.

In those systems which are considered by queuing theory the arrival
and service rates are usually not constant, but vary over time depen-
dent on several dynamic or unknown factors, such that mostly stochas-
tic models have to be applied to describe them. For the systems we are
considering we make principally the same assumption, which means the
rates at which clients issue new requests, and the rates at which those
requests are served are not constant and may vary over time.

From a general point of view it makes sense to use a queue of a size
greater than one, only if the arrival rate is not, on average, larger than
the service rate. In that case a queue will serve to cover peak loads, that
is, occasional periods of time where the arrival rate is larger than the
service rate. Otherwise, a queue, regardless of what size, will eventually
run full and then will stay full, such that its only effect remains to
introduce some delay.

Transferring this situation to shared objects means that the clients
permanently issue more requests to a shared object—or more precisely,
would issue more requests if they were not slowed down owing to colli-
sions with other requests—than it can handle. We will, in such case, call
a shared object to be saturated. In terms of classical Scheduling The-
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ory [68] one could also say that the utilisation factor of the shared object
is greater than one, since the clients request more processing time than
it can provide. In consequence, all clients accessing a saturated shared
object will be slowed down once their message queues have run full, as
illustrated in Figure 5.9.

Note, that although according to the figure the shared object still
seems to have idle phases, it is completely saturated. What appears to
be an idle phase is actually a blocking time of one clock cycle which
a shared object needs to close the handshake with a client after it has
finished a method execution (cf. section 2.3.2). Hence, a shared object
can start with the execution of a new method not earlier than in the
second clock cycle after the last method was completed.
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Figure 5.9.: Shared object in saturation.

The development or choice of appropriate stochastic models to de-
scribe the rates at which requests are generated and served is too com-
plex to be addressed in the framework of this work, such that we will
not be able to determine optimal queue sizes automatically. But this is
anyway only an orthogonal aspect and does not affect how asynchronous
message passing is principally implemented.

5.1.6. Comparison of the Protocols

For illustrative purposes all three communication protocols presented
hitherto are directly compared with each other for an artificial exam-
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ple in Figure 5.10. In this example three clients are issuing periodically
requests without output parameters to a shared object that is not in sat-
uration. As expected, the improved communication protocol causes less
delay times than the näıve protocol, and asynchronous message passing
causes the least delay times2. The smaller the delay times, the higher
is also the speed at which the clients can operate and the higher is,
potentially, a system’s performance.
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Figure 5.10.: Comparison of the a) näıve, b) improved, and c) asynchro-
nous client/server communication protocol.

We can also observe that the näıve and the improved communication

2For the example we assume that the used message queues are empty at the begin-
ning.
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protocol lead to a sort of alignment of the clients; at the beginning
collisions block some clients, such that their “phases” are afterwards
aligned in such a way that their subsequent requests do not collide any
more. Note, that such an effect may be observed, only if the clients issue
their requests periodically at constant rates, which will not to be the
normal case.

Results for the examples introduced in section 2.5 are given in chap-
ter 6.

5.2. Requests with Output Parameters

In this section we will first discuss, how the protocols for requests to
methods with output parameters have to be modified in order to work
properly together with the improved and the asynchronous message pass-
ing protocol. Afterwards we will shed light on if and how it were possible
to decrease also the delay caused by such requests.

For the improved protocol we can use the same protocol for requests
with output parameters as for requests without output parameters, but
followed by an additional loop which checks for the completion of the
requested method, and retrieves the output parameters, as shown by
Listing 5.3.

IN PARAMS <= <encoded input parameter values >;
loop −− Wait f o r any e a r l i e r r eque s t to be completed

−− be f o r e new reque s t i s i s sued
i f DONE = ’1 ’ then

METHOD ID <= <encoded method id >;
exit ;

end i f ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;

end loop ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
loop −− wait f o r acknowledgement : DONE( ’1 ’ −> ’0 ’ )

i f DONE = ’0 ’ then

METHOD ID <= NO REQ;
exit ;

end i f ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
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end loop ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
loop −− wait f o r complet ion o f r eque s t : DONE( ’0 ’ −> ’1 ’ )

i f DONE = ’1 ’ then

−− r e t r i e v e output parameters , i f any , from OUT PARAMS
exit ;

end i f ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;

end loop ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
<subsequent statements>

Listing 5.3: Improved protocol for requests with output parameters.

According to this protocol implementation a client will now wait for
the completion of the requested method in order to obtain the outputs,
exactly in the same way a client would do according to the näıve protocol.

Obviously, one could omit the check for the completion of earlier re-
quests in the improved protocol for those remote method invocation
statements, which are definitely preceded only by remote method in-
vocations of methods with output parameters. On the other side, the
costs, in terms of area, for the additional check are negligible, and it
does also not introduce further delay, such that the additional analysis
effort during synthesis for determining whether the check is required or
not can be saved.

For asynchronous message passing it is slightly more complex. As
for the other protocols, a client can not simply proceed when issuing
a request with output parameters, but has to wait for the results. In
principle, this is done in the same way as in the näıve and in the im-
proved protocol, by means of a loop with checks for the completion of
the requested method after the message was put into the message queue.
But the completion of a method can no longer be traced by means of the
DONE signal. First of all, because it is used in this protocol version to
invoke a message queue’s POP operation, as described in section 5.1.2.
And second, and most important, because a rising edge on that signal
must not necessarily indicate the completion of the latest request. It
may also indicate the completion of any other previously issued request
which was still buffered in the message queue. For that reason we intro-
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duce a new signal OUTP VALID, which is set by the server for one clock
cycle, only if a method with output parameters was completed, and the
results are available on OUT PARAMS, and which is cleared, otherwise.
The protocol code is given accordingly:

loop

i f MSG QUEUE FULL = ’0 ’ then

METHOD ID <= <encoded method ID>;
IN PARAMS <= <encoded input parameters >;
MSG QUEUE PUSH N <= ’0 ’ ; −− a c t i v e low
exit ;

end i f ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;

end loop ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
MSG QUEUE PUSH N <= ’1 ’ ;
loop

i f OUTP VALID = ’1 ’ then

−− r e t r i e v e output parameters from OUT PARAMS
exit ;

end i f ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;

end loop ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
<subsequent statements>

Listing 5.4: Asynchronous message passing protocol for requests with
output parameters.

Obviously a request with output parameters will lead to a complete
clearance of a client’s message queue, since no new messages are put to
it, before that request and all previous ones were completed. Hence, the
maximum number of consecutive requests without any output parame-
ters which can be issued by a client can be taken as an indication for
the greatest upper bound for the size of a client’s message queue (cf.
section 5.1.5), if this number could be statically determined, at all.

Since the output parameters are delivered in the same way as in the
näıve and improved protocol implementation all clients can still share a
common bus for the results as illustrated in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11.: Message passing with synchronous return of output para-
meters.

Although we have now presented ways to properly handle requests
with output parameters for the improved and the asynchronous message
passing protocol, none of the presented solutions so far provides any
advantage over the näıve protocol, which means for a request ri with
output parameters

tnäıveProt(ri) = timprovedProt(ri) = tmpProt(ri). (5.4)

Moreover, the solution proposed for asynchronous message passing will,
unfortunately, provide a completely asynchronous communication only
for those clients, which do only issue requests without output parameters.
The question is now, whether an improvement can be achieved, at all,
since, if a client needs some results from an remote method invocation
for its further processing, it will obviously ultimately have to wait for
these results to be returned.

In fact, it is, principally, possible to achieve an improvement, only if
the results returned by a remotely invoked method are not immediately
needed, or, in other words, if it is possible to schedule a request some
time prior to the first use of the returned values. In that case a client
and a server could operate in parallel from the earliest point in time, at
which the request can be issued, up to the latest point in time, at which
the results are ultimately needed. But that would require also some way
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to buffer results and to obtain them on demand.
In the following two sections we will propose two different approaches

to this problem; first a modelling style which can be applied by a designer
and which leads to the desired goal, and second an automated solution.

5.2.1. Splitting Requests

The first approach is based on an idea which was already outlined by
Radetzki. Radetzki proposed a modelling style for an asynchronous com-
munication based only on methods without output parameters. Radet-
zki’s proposal is based on the assumption that a shared object can initiate
a communication by itself. According to his proposal a server actively
sends a message containing the results back to the client, when a re-
quested method with output parameters was finished. However, Radet-
zki did not work out the details of this approach, for instance, he neither
discussed, how an active shared object can be implemented, nor how to
guarantee that the server sends the return message always in time before
the output parameters are needed.

Although Radetzki’s approach is obviously not directly applicable to
our model of shared objects and client/server communication, we will
adopt its basic idea of a modelling style which splits a request, or more
precisely, a guarded method, into two parts; an initial part which does
all the computation and stores the results in some data members which
are explicitly introduced for this purpose, and a return part which just
returns the values of those data members when invoked. Thus, a client
can trigger the initial part of the request as soon as all required input
parameters are available, and then claim the results by invoking the
return part just in time before they are used for the first time.

When a guarded method is split in the proposed way one has to prevent
the initial part to be invoked again before the return part was invoked,
otherwise the results of the previous invocation may be overwritten and
would be lost. Fortunately, guard conditions provide an adequate means
to achieve this goal; an additional Boolean flag is used in the guard
condition to lock and unlock the initial part. The lock is set by the
initial part, and cleared by the return part, such that the initial part can
not be invoked again before the return part was invoked.

The splitting of methods is illustrated by the following code snippets.
The first snippet shows the original declaration of some guarded method,
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which returns two values; one directly as the return value of the function,
and one by reference, in the parameters list of the function:

SCGUARDED( <cond>,
ReturnType ,
func ( const Type 1 op1 , Type 2 & op2 ) )

{
<body>

return ( <re turn expr> ) ;
}

Listing 5.5: Declaration of guarded method with output parameters.

The next piece of code shows an invocation of the original guarded
method in some client process:

param1 = 3 ;
param2 = 7 ;
SC RFC( r e su l t , s e rver , func ( param1 , param2 ) ) ;
. . .
c = 5 ∗ param2 ;

Listing 5.6: Remote invocation of method with output parameters.

The following code snippet shows the split method declaration, including
the declarations of those data members which were introduced to buffer
the results of the initial part. Note, that within the modified body of
the method all references to the parameter op2 are replaced by func op2,
which is initialised at the beginning with op2’s value, and which was
introduced to buffer op2’s new value.
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ReturnType func r e tu rn ;
Type 2 func op2 ;
bool f un c l o ck ;

SCGUARDED( <cond> && ! func lock ,
void ,
func ( const Type 1 op1 , const Type 2 & op2 ) )

{
func op2 = op2 ;
<modi f i ed body with op2 being rep laced by func op2>

f un c l o ck = true ;
f u n c r e s u l t = <re turn expr >;

}

SCGUARDED( true ,
ReturnType ,
f u n c c l a im r e s u l t ( Type 2 & op ) )

{
f un c l o ck = fa l se ;
op = func op2 ;
return ( f unc r e tu rn ) ;

}

Listing 5.7: Split method declaration.

Finally, the split method invocation will look as follows:

param1 = 3 ;
param2 = 7 ;
SC RPC( s e rver , func ( param1 , param2 ) ) ;
. . . // p o s s i b l e p a r a l l e l opera t ion
SC RFC( r e su l t , s e rver , f u n c c l a im r e s u l t ( param2 ) ) ;
c = 5 ∗ param2 ;

Listing 5.8: Split method invocation.

For the period of time between the issuing of the initial request and the
request for the output parameters, client and server can now operate in
parallel. But only under certain circumstances, which will be considered
next, will request splitting thus lead to a reduced delay time.

Now, we can describe the delay caused by a split request simply as
the sum of the delay times of its two parts. First, we will regard the
improved protocol. Let ri denote a request, and ri,split denote its split
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version, with ri,init denoting the request to the initial part and ri,return

denoting the request to the return part of the split method. Then, we
can describe the blocking time that is caused by such a request by the
following equation

timprovedProt(ri,split)

= timprovedProt(ri,init) + timprovedProt(ri,return)

={equ. 5.4} timprovedProt(ri,init) + tnäıveProt(ri,return)

=1 timprovedProt(ri,init) + 4tclk(client(ri))

(5.5)

1For the return part which does basically nothing else than return-
ing some data member’s values we assume texec(method(ri,return)) =
tclk(client(ri)). Obviously, a split request can even cause a greater de-
lay than a non-split request, since the initial request first has to make
up the additional 4 clock cycles delay which is caused by the request to
the return part before it may safe some time compared to a non-split
request. We want to study this in more detail, first, for the improved
protocol. By means of the previous equations we get

timprovedProt(ri,split) < timprovedProt(ri)

↔{equ. 5.4} timprovedProt(ri,split) < tnäıveProt(ri)

↔{equ. 5.5} timprovedProt(ri,init) + 4tclk(client(ri)) < tnäıveProt(ri)

↔{equ. 5.1} timprovedProt(ri,init) + 4tclk(client(ri))

< 3tclk(client(ri)) + texec(method(ri))

↔{equ. 5.2} 3tclk(client(ri))

+ H(texec(method(ri,init))− dist(ri,init, succ(ri,init)))

× (texec(method(ri,init))− dist(ri,init, succ(ri,init)))

+ 4tclk(client(ri))

< 3tclk(client(ri)) + texec(method(ri))

↔2 H(texec(method(ri,init))− dist(ri,init, ri,return))

× (texec(method(ri,init))− dist(ri,init, ri,return))

+ 4tclk(client(ri))

< texec(method(ri)).

(5.6)
2succ(ri,init) = {ri,return}.
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Owing to the Heaviside function we will next have to consider two
cases.
Case 1: texec(method(ri,init)) < dist(ri,init, ri,return)

→ 0(texec(method(ri,init))− dist(ri,init, succ(ri,init))) + 4tclk(client(ri))

< texec(method(ri))

↔ 4tclk(client(ri)) < texec(method(ri)),

(5.7)
Case 2: texec(method(ri,init)) ≥ dist(ri,init, succ(ri,init))

→ 1(texec(method(ri,init))− dist(ri,init, ri,return)) + 4tclk(client(ri))

< texec(method(ri))

↔3 4tclk(client(ri)) < dist(ri,init, ri,return).

(5.8)
3 Since method(ri) is basically identical to method(ri,init) except for the
renaming of some variables we can assume that texec(method(ri,init)) =
texec(method(ri))

We can proceed analogous for timprovedProt(ri,split) = timprovedProt(ri)
and timprovedProt(ri,split) > timprovedProt(ri), such that we get

• if texec(method(ri,init)) < dist(ri,init, ri,return), a split request will
cause less delay than its non-split version, if the execution time of
the requested method is greater than 4 clock cycles, equal delay if
the execution time is equal to 4 clock cycles, and a greater delay
if the execution time is less than 4 clock cycles;

• if texec(method(ri,init)) ≥ dist(ri,init, ri,return), a split request will
cause less delay than its non-split version, if the distance to the
next request, which is the request to the return part, is greater
than 4 clock cycles, equal delay if the distance is equal to 4 clock
cycles, and a greater delay if the distance is less than 4 clock cycles.

These different regions are also illustrated by the plot in Figure 5.12,
which compares the delay caused by a split request with its non-split
version over the execution time of the requested method and the distance
to the next request3.

3Note, that both plotted functions are actually discrete functions and are only dis-
played continuous for illustrative purposes.
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Figure 5.12.: Delay caused by split request compared with delay caused
by non-split request over execution time of requested
method and distance to next request.

For the asynchronous message passing protocol it is again hardly pos-
sible to give some precise equation to describe the delay caused by a
split request (cf. section 5.1.2). But for the same reasons which led to
equation 5.3 we can conclude that

2tclk(client(ri)) + 4tclk(client(ri)) = 6tclk(client(ri))

≤ tmpProt(ri,split) ≤ timprovedProt(ri,split),
(5.9)

because in the best case the request to the initial part will cause only
a 2 clock cycle delay, which is, again, one clock cycle less than for the
improved protocol. Hence, in the best case also the limits for the exe-
cution time of a requested method and the distance to the next request
from whereon request splitting may reduce the delay as discussed above
shrink by another clock cycle to 3 clock cycles if the message passing
protocol is used.

One major drawback of the presented solution is that the invocation
of a method which was split in this way is blocked until its return part
is invoked. No other client will be able to invoke the method up to
that point. This is no or only a little problem, if the return part is
invoked as early as possible; ideally at the point in time when the initial
part was just completed. But if the request to the return part is issued
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significantly later, the method it belongs to will be blocked for other
clients for an unnecessary long period of time.

Unfortunately, it is hardly possible to find an optimal schedule for the
two requests which belong to a split method—recall that we assume the
latency of a guarded method to be unknown, in general. On the one
side the distance between two consecutive requests should be as large
as possible in order to increase the probability, that the first request is
already completed when the second one is going to be issued. On the
other side, the distance should not be too large, in order not to block a
method for too long.

Another disadvantage from the point of view of the asynchronous mes-
sage passing protocol is that this solution still requires synchronisation
between a client and a sever for passing the results, and, hence, does not
lead to a completely asynchronous communication. In the next section
we present an automated solution which avoids both problems.

5.2.2. Buffering Output Parameters

Obviously, the key point in request splitting is the buffering of the out-
put parameters up to that point in time when they are first needed.
Hence, a solution which suggests itself is to introduce buffers for the
output parameters automatically, in the same way as for requests in the
asynchronous message passing protocol, as depicted in Figure 5.13.

Output Parameters

Method ID, Input Parameters

clear (pop) set (push)

valid

Shared ObjectClient

Figure 5.13.: Buffering output parameters.

Instead of returning the results via a shared bus a shared object now
manages a separate buffer for each of its clients that invokes a method
with output parameters. Each buffer is constructed in the same way as
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the register in the registered implementation of the message queue pre-
sented in section 5.1.3, which means it provides functionality to set and
clear the content, and a flag that indicates whether it actually contains
valid data or not.

According to this solution a request with output parameters is first ini-
tiated in the same way as a request without output parameters, which
means, dependent on the chosen protocol, either as described in sec-
tion 5.1.1, or section 5.1.2, respectively. The output parameters are
obtained from the appropriate buffer on demand. This is achieved with
the piece of code presented in listing 5.9 which is inserted before the out-
put parameters are used for the first time, or before the first subsequent
request with output parameters, in order to prevent the content of the
buffer to be overwritten by the new request. Consequently, we will refer
to this code as return part in the following.

loop

i f OUTP VALID = ’1 ’ then

−− read output parameters from output b u f f e r
OUTP BUFF POP N = ’0 ’ ; −− c l e a r output b u f f e r
exit ;

end i f ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;

end loop ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
OUTP BUFF POP N = ’1 ’ ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
−− f i r s t use o f output parameters

Listing 5.9: VHDL code template for access to output buffer.

The code checks by means of signal OUTP VALID if the output pa-
rameters are already available, or otherwise delays the client up to that
point. The output parameters are then read from the appropriate buffer
and the buffer is cleared.

Since the shared object manages a distinct output buffer for each
client, a method with output parameters will no longer be blocked for
other clients from the point in time it is completed until the last in-
voking client has obtained the results. In addition, together with the
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asynchronous message passing protocol, the presented solution estab-
lishes a completely asynchronous client/server communication, which is
required, if clients and servers shall be driven with different clocks (cf.
section 5.4).

And finally, the approach presented in this section also further reduces
the delay time compared to the approach in the previous section, since
the delay incurred by the return part shrinks from 4 to 2 clock cycles.
For a request ri with output parameters that means for the improved
protocol

timprovedProt(ri) = timprovedProt(ri,init) + 2tclk(client(ri)), (5.10)

and for the message passing protocol

2tclk(client(ri)) + 2tclk(client(ri)) = 4tclk(client(ri))

≤ tmpProt(ri,split) ≤ timprovedProt(ri,split).
(5.11)

Accordingly, the execution time of a requested method, and the distance
to the next request to the return part from whereon the split version may
cause less delay than the non-split version shrink by 2 clock cycles, to
2 and 1 clock cycle, for the improved and the message passing protocol,
respectively.

The price which has to be paid for the above advantages are increased
area owing to the additional output buffers, a slightly more complex
implementation of shared objects owing to the necessary buffer man-
agement, and an increased analysis effort which will be necessary to
determine where to insert the return part.

A FIFO buffer implementation of the output buffers would only make
little sense, because a client should not be allowed to initiate any new
request with output parameters before the output parameters of the
last one were not returned. If this was allowed, a shared object could
get blocked because an output buffer ran full, and, in consequence, also
all other clients accessing that object would get blocked. A single client
could therefore block all other clients accessing the same shared object by
not claiming the output parameters, something which should definitely
be avoided.

A further problem would be that the returned values do not necessarily
have to be consumed in the same order in which the requests to which
they belong are issued. Hence, instead of a simple FIFO buffering policy
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a much more sophisticated solution would be necessary, significantly
increasing the complexity of the shared object implementation.

And finally one can also expect that a client can usually not wait
arbitrarily long for the results of a requested method, or, in other words,
the distance between the initial request and the first use of the results
will be naturally limited by data and control dependencies.

5.3. Direct Access

Remote method invocations which can be implemented as direct accesses
as described in section 4.4.3 of the previous chapter do not require for
any specific synchronisation between client and server, and, in particular,
do not require for any dedicated client/server communication protocol.
Hence, in principle, such requests can avoid any protocol overhead.

As presented in section 4.4.3, a direct access is an unsynchronised
access to the state vector of a shared object which results from inlining
the body of a remotely invoked method into a client process. We will
illustrate the impact of this optimisation on the client’s side by means
of the transceiver example. The receiver process, which is part of the
transceiver (cf. appendix B), is controlled through a shared object and
obtains information from this object by means of the following code
sequence:

. . .
while ( ! ( enabled && RxD. read ( ) == START BIT ) )
{

SC RFC( enabled , t i f , r e ce ive rEnab l ed ( ) ) ;
}
SC RFC( baudrate , t i f , getBaudrate ( ) ) ;
SC RFC( par i ty , t i f , withPar i ty ( ) ) ;
. . .

Listing 5.10: Code with remote method calls to direct accesses candi-
dates.

The code causes the process first to wait until the receiver is enabled and
a start bit was received over its input line (RxD). Afterwards it queries
the shared object at which baudrate to operate, and if a parity bit is
expected to be received.
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All three remote function invocations are candidates for direct ac-
cesses, since the invoked methods are all get methods which just return
the value of a single data member. The implementation as direct accesses
would give the following VHDL code after synthesis:

. . .
while not ( enabled = ’1 ’ and RxD = ’0 ’ ) loop

enabled := tif STATE ( 35 ) ;
end loop ;
baudrate := tif STATE ( 15 downto 0 ) ;
pa r i t y := tif STATE ( 16 ) ;
. . .

Listing 5.11: VHDL code generated for direct accesses.

tif STATE is the signal that holds the state of the shared object tif after
synthesis. tif STATE( 35 ), tif STATE( 15 downto 0 ), and
tif STATE( 16 ) are those parts of the state, which represent the data
members m receiverEnabled, m baudrate, and m parity, respectively,
and which were returned by the original methods.

Direct accesses cause obviously no protocol overhead, such that only
the execution time of the inlined method contributes to the delay tdaProt

of a request ri which is implemented in this way:

tdaProt(ri) = texec(method(ri)). (5.12)

For combinational methods (cf. section 4.4.3), such as the three get
methods above, the execution time is assumed to be 0.

If also multi-cycle methods were allowed to be implemented as direct
accesses, the delay time caused by a request implemented as direct access
could even be larger than the delay caused by a request which is imple-
mented by means of the improved or message passing protocol version,
since the latter ones may also safe some or all of the execution time of a
requested method from the delay. But for simple combinational guarded
methods an implementation as direct access is optimal, and, hence, the
preferred implementation.

Although this optimisation might seem rather unsophisticated com-
pared with the other protocol optimisations, its impact can neverthe-
less be significant. If, for instance, the three requests in the above
example are not implemented as direct accesses, all other communi-
cation protocols presented so far will cause a delay time of at least
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3 × 4 clock cycles = 12 clock cycles for the above code sequence, while
direct accesses will lead to zero delay.

Unfortunately, the example above still reveals a serious problem which
will prevent it from working properly; owing to the implementation of
the request within the loop as direct access, the loop is now missing a
mandatory wait statement. In consequence, if the program is ever about
to execute the loop statement and the loop condition is true, the loop
will iterate forever ceasing any other activity in the rest of the system,
getting any simulation stuck and making it hard to synthesise reasonable
hardware from it. This problem is addressed in the following section.

5.3.1. Missing Clock Cycle Boundaries

All other protocol implementations discussed previously in this chapter
separate the operations before and after a request by at least one clock
cycle boundary. For direct accesses this is no longer the case. On the one
hand, this is desirable, since, ideally, a request from a client to a server
should not incur any delay. On the other hand, a missing clock cycle
boundary may cause problems, as discussed in the previous section.

In principle, the complete lack of any clock cycle boundary in certain
places can lead to incorrect and unintended functionality, or make the
generated code inappropriate for subsequent synthesis steps. It is, for
instance, a common synthesis requirement that loops with an infinite or
statically undeterminable number of iterations must contain at least one
clock cycle boundary in each possible control flow, such that the results
at the end of each iteration can be stored in registers.

A simple solution to the problem is to insert an additional clock cycle
boundary after each request which is implemented as a direct access, as
depicted for the previous example in Listing 5.12 on the next page.

This time the code will function properly, but it also introduces more
delay than the original solution. It still introduces significantly less de-
lay than any other of the presented protocols, but, unfortunately, more
delay than necessary in this case. The second clock cycle boundary is
definitely useless, and, maybe, also the final clock cycle boundary could
be saved, dependending on the code that follows. A more sophisticated
solution will, hence, introduce clock cycle boundaries only where manda-
tory, which raises the question, where they are mandatory.
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. . .
while not ( enabled = ’1 ’ and RxD = ’0 ’ ) loop

enabled := tif STATE ( 35 ) ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;

end loop ;
baudrate := tif STATE ( 15 downto 0 ) ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
pa r i t y := tif STATE ( 16 ) ;
wait until CLK’ event and CLK = ’1 ’ ;
exit RESET LOOP when RESET = ’ 1 ’ ;
. . .

Listing 5.12: Direct accesses followed by additional clock cycle bound-
aries.

We regard a clock cycle boundary to be mandatory, if the implemen-
tation of a request as direct access causes

1. a loop to lack a clock cycle boundary in at least one possible control
flow;

2. consecutive write accesses to the same signal no longer being sep-
arated by at least one clock cycle boundary;

3. a write access to a signal followed by a read access to the same
signal no longer being separated by at least one clock cycle bound-
ary:

4. consecutive loops no longer being separated by at least one clock
cycle boundary.

The first rule avoids that the execution of loops, in particular loops
with an infinite or statically undeterminable number of iterations, whose
execution was originally scheduled to different cycle steps lack, necessary
clock cycle boundaries.

The second rule ensures that two write accesses to the same signal
separated by a direct access will still lead to traceable changes in the
signal’s value, and also two traceable events on the signal.
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The third rule ensures that the effect of a write access to a signal
before a direct access will still be visible to a read accesses to the same
signal located after the direct access.

And, finally, the last rule is a coding rule required by the synthesis
tools which were used for the back-end synthesis flow (cf. 6). For tools
from other vendors it might be necessary to extend the set of rules,
accordingly.

If a mandatory clock cycle boundary is introduced, the delay time
caused by a direct access grows obviously by exactly one clock cycle:

tdaProt(ri) = tclk(client(ri)) + texec(method(ri)). (5.13)

One major drawback of the this last solution is that it requires for
a thoroughly control/data flow analysis and, thus, may significantly in-
crease the necessary analysis effort. It may also be possible that the list
of rules presented above is incomplete. The solution which uncondition-
ally inserts a clock cycle boundary after each direct access, in contrast, is
a safe solution which also does not need for a control/data flow analysis.

5.4. Multiple Clock Domains

All client/server communication protocols presented so far which require
for a direct synchronisation between client and server use a simple hand-
shake for this purpose which works reliable, only if client and server, or,
more precisely, the synchronous server process which is generated from
a shared object, are driven by the same clock signal and clock edge.

The asynchronous message passing protocol which was introduced in
section 5.1.2 together with the buffering of output parameters as pre-
sented in section 5.2.2 establishes a completely asynchronous
client/server communication. Thus, it also enables to locate commu-
nicating clients and servers in different clocks domains, which reveals
some advantages.

First of all, it enlarges the possible application area for shared objects,
since it allows for using a shared object in applications which require, for
what reasons ever, some processes which shall be connected to the same
shared object to operate at different or even variable clock speeds. An
example scenario, where this would prove useful, is a serial transceiver
with a sender and a receiver process controlled by a shared object, as
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in the example introduced earlier, but where both processes would be
driven directly with the shift clock, which means a clock whose frequency
is equal to the selected baudrate. Since the baudrate could be changed
during runtime, so could the speed at which the sender and the receiver
processes run. Note, that the sender and receiver process used in the
transceiver example in this work operate at a fixed clock frequency, from
which they internally derive their shift clocks.

The second advantage of being able to drive processes which are di-
rectly or indirectly connected via shared objects with different clocks
is that each of these processes could, principally, operate at its optimal
speed, or at least, that individual processes could operate at significantly
higher speeds than others in order to increase a system’s performance.
When all those processes have to be driven by the same clock it means
that none of these processes can operate at a higher clock speed than
the slowest linked process, even if some of them—client as well as server
processes—were able to operate at significantly higher clock speeds.

The registered implementation of the message buffer presented in 5.1.3
already supports, by construction, different clock domains for the com-
municating processes. If a FIFO implementation is chosen, the used
FIFO buffer must support different clock domains for the reader and
the writer to the buffer, such as, for instance, included in Synopsys’
DesignWare R©Library.

5.4.1. Inferring a Shared Object’s Clock

The model of a shared object that we have introduced does not have the
explicit notion of clocks and processes. Recall, that it is just a passive
object without an own thread of control. But the implementation which
will be synthesised from a shared object, more precisely, the synchronous
server process which will be generated (cf. section 2.3.1) requires a clock.

For the näıve implementation of a shared object it is easy to auto-
matically infer which clock signal to use. Since a shared object and all
its clients must anyway be driven by the same clock, a synthesis tool
may pick the clock of any of the clients to drive the server process, too.
Which one does not matter. Hence, the explicit specification of a clock
for this implementation would be superfluous.

If the clients of a shared object, and, in particular, the shared object
itself shall be located in different clock domains it is no longer possi-
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ble to infer the clock in this way. Hence, the clock to be used for the
implementation has to be explicitly specified.

There are different possibilities how to do this; either through the com-
mand line of a synthesis tool, by means of a synthesis pragma embedded
in the specification, or, what we will prefer, by means of some language
mechanism. We prefer the latter, since the other two are proprietary
solutions which would have to be explicitly supported by a specific syn-
thesis tool

In Objective VHDL it would be possible to use an attribute for this
purpose, in the same way as for the specification of the scheduling policy
(cf. section 2.2.1). For shared objects in SystemC, or, more precisely,
OSSS we propose to extend the syntax for the declaration of a shared
object as follows:

shared object decl ::=

sc shared< scheduler-name, class-name [, clock-name ] > identifier;

One drawback of specifying a clock in this way is that it has a purely
declarative character, at least in the current version of OSSS. The spec-
ified clock will not take any effect in an OSSS simulation. For reasons
which shall not be discussed in detail here a guarded method invoked by
a client will always operate at the same speed as the invoking client in
such a simulation. As long as all clients of a shared object operate at the
same clock speeds, as required for all synchronous protocol versions, this
does not matter. But, if the clients operate at different speeds, it may
cause simulation mismatches before and after synthesis. Nonetheless,
that should not have any impact on the functional correctness which
shall anyway be invariant to the actual latency of a remotely invoked
guarded method.

5.5. Summary

In this chapter we proposed different alternative protocol versions for
the implementation of the client/server communication which can reduce
the delay caused by a remote method invocation in comparison to the
original, näıve protocol, but which still preserve those properties which
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guarantee a reliable communication and data exchange, regardless of the
latency of the invoked methods.

The improved protocol is only a slight modification of the original one
which potentially reduces the delay for requests without output para-
meters at no or only small additional area costs, such that it should be
preferred over the näıve protocol in most cases.

Asynchronous message passing reveals the greatest potential for the
reduction of delay times, but also requires a more complicated imple-
mentation and additional area, requiring to make a trade-off between
performance and area. Message queues of size one can be implemented
quite efficiently, and will cause only a minor area overhead. If the use
of greater queue sizes made sense, which would also further increase
the area overhead, would require for a careful analysis, for instance, by
means of techniques from the queuing theory.

A reduction of the delay incurred by requests with output parame-
ters by means of request splitting or the buffering of output parameters
may be achieved, only if the requested guarded methods take multiple
clock cycles, and if the initial request can be scheduled early enough
before the results are needed. If those conditions are not satisfied even
a greater delay may be the consequence. In each case, request splitting,
and the buffering of output parameters, will require additional area for
buffers. Hence, their use in a given application context must be carefully
considered.

The implementation of remote method invocation statements as direct
accesses can avoid any delay or reduce it to an absolutely necessary min-
imum. For simple combinational methods whose implementation costs
no or only little area this implementation is optimal. For more complex
methods and multi-cycle methods it must be decided on a case by case
basis, if the implementation as direct access provides a significant ad-
vantage over the other implementation alternatives, taking given timing
or area constraints into account.

Finally, asynchronous message passing in combination with the buffer-
ing of output parameters establishes a completely asynchronous
client/server communication which allows for driving clients and servers
with different clocks in situations where this is required or can be ex-
ploited for performance optimisation.
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6. Implementation and
Experimental Results

Most, but not yet all of the optimisation and analysis techniques pre-
sented in this thesis were implemented in a prototypic OSSS pre-processor
which is briefly presented in the following section. With the help of
this tool several experiments with the example designs presented in sec-
tion 2.5 were performed. The main purpose of these experiments is, on
the one side, to serve as a proof of concept for the presented optimi-
sation techniques, and, on the other side, to study the impact of the
optimisations on performance and area in comparison with the assump-
tions which were made. The results of the experiments are presented
and thoroughly discussed in sections 6.2 and 6.3.

The two chosen design examples are representative for the two main
application scenarios for shared objects as discussed in section 2.5, and
should therefore allow to make meaningful conclusions for other appli-
cations.

6.1. The OSSS Pre-Processor

The OSSS pre-processor is a prototype tool which was mainly devel-
oped in the course of the former ODETTE project [79], in whose course
also OSSS (cf. section 2.2.2) itself was developed. The tool is able to
transform an OSSS or SystemC hardware description into a behavioural
equivalent VHDL or SystemC description on register transfer or behav-
ioural level which can then be further processed with existing synthesis
tools. Its main purpose is to transform language constructs, in par-
ticular, shared objects and other object-oriented constructs, which are
included in OSSS, but which were not included in subsets supported by
other synthesis tools at that time, into functionally equivalent constructs
which can be handled by those tools.
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Figure 6.1 illustrates the synthesis flow with the OSSS pre-processor.
First of all, the initial OSSS/SystemC specification is checked on syn-
tactical and semantical correctness, and transformed into a parse tree
whose nodes are annotated with additional information that make its
handling and information extraction more comfortable. In the next step

annotated parse tree

target code generation

internal datastructure optimisation
transformation and

syntactical and
semantical analysis

source code

internal datastructure

OSSS/SystemC

generation

VHDL or SystemC
source code

settings

Figure 6.1.: OSSS pre-processor synthesis flow.
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another internal, completely object-oriented data structure is generated
from the parse tree, which is more suitable for the following synthesis
and optimisation process. The transformation and optimisation process
can be influenced by means of several global settings. These settings
comprise, for instance, loop unrolling, constant propagation, function
inlining, what client/server communication protocol to use, what kinds
of methods to implement as direct accesses, et cetera. Finally, VHDL
and SystemC code is generated which can then be processed with exist-
ing, off-the-shelf tools.

The actual OSSS pre-processor prototype does not perform behav-
ioural synthesis, which means from a behavioural style input description
a behavioural style output description is generated, and, likewise, for
an input description on RT level an RT level output is generated. Nev-
ertheless, as described in section 2.3.1, the code generated from OSSS
extensions, such as shared objects, is suitable for behavioural as well as
logic synthesis, at least with respect to Synopsys’ synthesis tools.

For the following experiments, the process of parallelisation yet had to
be performed manually, basically, since the prototype still lacks an inter-
face for choosing individual mutex sets and guarded methods for paral-
lelisation and cloning, or for excluding them from parallelisation and/or
cloning, respectively. For the results presented in the following sections
it does not matter, whether parallelisation is performed automatically or
by hand, based on the same rules and analysis results. Nevertheless, the
synchronisation analysis, and the calculation of the mutex partition for a
shared object according to section 4.3, and section 4.2, respectively, are
already implemented, and parallelisation was performed based on their
results, by splitting the original shared objects, accordingly.

Additionally, the prototype is also able to implement simplified arbi-
tration units for synchronised mutex sets and shared objects with only
one client, according to section 4.4.2, a capability, which was already
exploited in the following experiments.

Direct accesses can actually only be globally enabled or disabled, but
the prototype provides at least for three different levels for direct ac-
cesses. When switched off, even simple get and set methods will not be
implemented as direct accesses. When set to ’combinational’, all guarded
methods which do not contain any wait statements are implemented as
direct accesses. And when set to ’sequential’, also multi-cycle methods
are implemented as direct accesses, always provided they satisfy the nec-
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essary criterions as listed in section 4.4.3. The prototype is not yet able
to determine, where a clock cycle boundary is essential and where not,
such that it unconditionally introduces a single clock cycle boundary
after each direct access.

The prototype is also capable to insert any of the presented communi-
cation protocols in combination with or without automatic buffering of
output parameters as described in section 5.2.2 for the implementation
of the client/server communication. For asynchronous message passing
the message queue size is actually limited to one. In combination with
output buffering the tool is also able to determine the optimal place for
the access to the output buffer, which basically means as close to the
first point of use of the outputs as possible (cf. section 5.2.2).

The tool architecture of the OSSS pre-procesor is shaped such that
the addition of the missing optimisations as well as the addition of more
sophisticated analysis techniques or the extension of existing ones should
be a relatively easy task and possible with moderate effort.

6.1.1. Experimental Flow and Tool Environment

First of all, in order to validate the functional correctness of the initial
OSSS specifications for the two examples used in this section they were
compiled with the GNU gcc compiler, including an appropriate test-
bench, and the waveforms generated by the subsequent simulation runs
were visually inspected.

The translation of the initial OSSS specifications into VHDL was
then performed with the OSSS pre-processor as presented in the pre-
vious section. The functional correctness of the generated VHDL code
was validated by simulating all generated implementation alternatives
with Synopsys’ VHDL System SimulatorTMand/or Mentor Graphics’
ModelSim R©, and by visually comparing the resulting waveforms against
those from the initial specifications.

Finally, the VHDL code generated by the OSSS pre-processor was
synthesised to gate level with Synopsys’ Design Compiler in order to
determine the area of the different implementations, and in order to val-
idate the suitability of the generated output for further synthesis steps.
For the synthesis process no particular constraints were specified. The
functional correctness of the generated gate netlists were only sporadi-
cally validated, because of the escalating simulation times on this level.
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As target technology served a 0.25-micron process technology by TSMC.

Also some experiments with Synopsys’ Behavioral CompilerTMwere
undertaken in order to validate the suitability of the generated code for
behavioural synthesis. However, the results from these experiments were
not further taken into account, since this tool was recently announced
to be no longer supported by Synopsys.

6.2. Results for Example Transceiver

To the transceiver example various of the optimisations introduced in
this thesis were applied. The results are discussed in the following
two subsections, first with respect to optimisations of the client/server
communication protocol, and then with respect to optimisations of the
shared object implementation.

For performance measurements each implementation alternative was
simulated up to the point at which 1500 bytes had been transmitted
to a particular consumer processes—the same for all simulation runs.
For all test series the baudrate for the transceiver was fixed to 1 bit/16
clock cycles at a 33MHz clock frequency (clock period = 30ns). At this
baudrate the serial transmission of a whole byte by the sender process
takes 160 clock cycles, or 4.8µs, respectively, including the sending of a
start and stop bit, but not including any additional setup or other times,
and not including an additional parity bit. The minimum period of time
necessary to transmit the whole amount of data would theoretically sum
up to 1500 × 4.8µs = 7200µs, provided that neither the transfer of a
byte from the producer to the sender, nor the reception by the receiver,
nor the transfer of the received byte from the receiver to the consumer
would cause any additional delay.

The chosen baudrate was the highest possible baudrate at which a
lossless reception of transferred data by the receiver process could still
be guaranteed, since the receiver process needs some setup time after
detecting a stop bit on its input line in order to obtain the baudrate and
mode—with or without parity—from the shared object it is controlled
by. If the baudrate was chosen higher than the mentioned 1/16 bit per
clock cycle, it could not be guaranteed that the receiver is able to finish
its setup early enough after it received the start bit in order to receive
the first data bit.
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Each transmission is initiated by one of the two producer processes
which periodically generate new data and invoke the send() method of
the transceiver interface in order to transmit this data. Hence, one factor
which influences the behaviour of the system is the interval between
consecutive invocations of the send() method by the producers. For this
reason, simulation runs with different send intervals were performed. In
the following we will give the length of these intervals in number of wait
statements. Note, that this number refers to the wait statements in the
original specification. The actual interval between two invocations may,
in fact, be different and even dynamically vary, since a producer may
suffer additional delay from its requests to send().

6.2.1. Protocol Optimisations

Diagram 6.2 compares the necessary period of time for transmitting 1500
bytes for different client/server protocol versions, and with and without
output buffering enabled, for a zero interval between consecutive calls to
send().

Figure 6.2.: Time to transmit 1500 bytes for different client/server pro-
tocol versions, with and w/o output buffering (no paralleli-
sation, 0 clock cycles send interval).
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As one can see, only the implementation of guarded methods as direct
accesses has a visible impact on the overall performance, and is able to
decrease the transmission time by roughly 5%. This is not a surprising
observation, since the time a sender process needs to transmit a byte
through its serial output line is much higher than the synchronisation
overhead caused by an remote method invocation on a shared object,
such that any reduction in the synchronisation overhead would anyway
only have a minor impact on the overall performance.

Moreover, with an interval length of 0 between consecutive send re-
quests, each producer process tries to generate new data at a rate much
higher than the sender process and, therefore, the transceiver interface
can handle. In consequence, the producer processes as well as the con-
sumer processes are blocked most of the time waiting for their particular
sender process to complete its transmission. Any reduction in the delay
caused by the protocol, which means in tcsCommProt, is, therefore, made
up by additional waiting time.

The implementation of guarded methods as direct accesses, has an
impact on the overall performance, because each sender process, being
the bottleneck in the system, contains the following piece of code

. . .
SC RFC( mode , t i f , withPar i ty ( ) ) ;
SC RFC( baudrate , t i f , getBaudrate ( ) ) ;
. . .

which particularly profits from this optimisation. The code checks at
which baudrate to operate, and whether a parity bit shall be transmit-
ted or not, each time when a new byte shall be transmitted. The two
methods withParity() and getBaudrate() are candidates for being imple-
mented as direct accesses, as already discussed in section 5.3, and their
implementation as direct accesses effectively reduces the delay for the
above piece of code from at least—assuming no collisions—8 clock cy-
cles, to 2 clock cycles1. Hence, the sender process safes at least 6 clock
cycles, or 120ns, respectively, delay per each byte that is transmitted
from the overall transmission time. Moreover, the reduction is actually
even larger, since, in practice, the above requests will collide with other
requests, for instance, by the receiver, when not implemented as direct

1Recall, that in the current implementation of the OSSS pre-processor a clock cycle
boundary is unconditionally introduced after each direct access.
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accesses.
Diagram 6.2 also shows that the buffering of output parameters does

not increase the performance. This is, again, not surprising, since the
example design does not contain any remote method invocations which
could benefit from output buffering. All processes which invoke a method
that returns some output need the results immediately before they can
proceed.

We will next have a closer look at the average delay caused per request
as shown in diagram 6.3. Apart from the average delay for all requests by
all clients during the simulation run (All clients) also the figures for the
producer process and the figures for the receiver process are individually
listed.

Figure 6.3.: Average delay per request for different client/server protocol
versions (0 clock cycles send interval, 1500 bytes transmit-
ted, no output buffering, no parallelisation).

The producer process is a good model for a process which occasionally
invokes the services of a shared object, and, in the following, we will
study the effect of the optimisations presented in this thesis particularly
by means of this process.

The receiver process is included, since it is responsible for a significant
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share of the total result, and, thus, having a closer look at this process
helps to interpret the total. The receiver process includes the following
loop

. . .
while ( ! ( enabled && RxD. read ( ) == START BIT ) )
{

SC RFC( enabled , t i f , r e ce ive rEnab l ed ( ) ) ;
}
. . .

which checks if a start bit was detected on its input line (RxD), and
if the receiver is enabled, by continuously querying the shared object
which controls it. In consequence, the remote method invocation inside
the loop is responsible for the vast majority of all requests in the system,
and each change in the delay caused by theses requests has a significant
impact on the total average delay per request.

This effect is also clearly visible in diagram 6.3. While the average
delay per request for the producer process decreases only by roughly
5% when direct accesses are enabled, reflecting the overall performance
gain (cf. diagram 6.2), the average delay per all requests drops by more
than 50%, owing to the receiver process, whose average delay per request
drops even by nearly 75%. With an average delay close to 1, the receiver
process is also almost in range of the optimum reachable with direct
accesses.

In combination with direct accesses also the effect of choosing another
protocol version becomes more apparent. The improved and the message
passing protocol safe another 5%, each, from the average delay for the re-
ceiver, compared with the näıve and the improved protocol, respectively,
being also responsible for a slight reduction in the total average delay
per request. But since the sender and not the receiver is the bottleneck,
this effect did not have an impact on the overall performance.

In the following we repeated the same series of measurements for dif-
ferent send intervals. Diagram 6.4 lists the results obtained from these
measurements for each version of the client/server communication pro-
tocol, with and without direct accesses enabled. Again the times until
1500 bytes had been transmitted to a particular consumer are compared.

The interval of 160 clock cycles—the time the sender needs to transmit
a byte including start and stop bit—roughly marks the limit from where
on the producer processes start to generate requests at a lower rate than
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Figure 6.4.: Time to transmit 1500 bytes for different client/server proto-
col versions and varying send intervals (no output buffering,
no parallelisation).

the transceiver can handle. Up to that point the choice of the commu-
nication protocol makes no difference with respect to the overall perfor-
mance, and only the implementation of some of the guarded methods as
direct accesses provides some advantage for the reasons given earlier.

For larger intervals the choice of a communication protocol matters,
in fact. From this point on, the sender processes are no longer the bot-
tleneck, but the producer processes are, which is also the reason why
the overall transmission time increases from there on with the increasing
send interval. The delay which is saved from the protocol overhead by
choosing the improved or message passing protocol is no longer com-
pletely made up, because the producer has to wait for the sender to
finish its transmission.

The results in diagram 6.5 which gives the average delay per request of
the producer corroborate this hypothesis. The producer processes issue
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only requests to the send() method of the transceiver interface. Hence,
any reduction in the average delay per request for the producer actually
means a reduction in the delay for the send requests, and, in consequence,
means that the next send request can be issued earlier; namely by the
amount of delay time which is saved per each request. This also leads to
a reduction in the overall transmission time, as reflected by the results
in diagram 6.4.

Figure 6.5.: Average delay per request (producer) for different clien-
t/server protocol versions and varying send intervals (1500
bytes transmitted, no output buffering, no parallelisation).

Direct accesses, in turn, now have a less distinct impact on the overall
performance, again, since the sender process which primarily profitted
from this optimisation is now no longer the bottleneck. In fact, we can
take from diagram 6.4 that the enabling of direct accesses means only an
improvement for the näıve protocol with respect to the overall perfor-
mance. We can take from diagram 6.5 that the cause of this improvement
is a reduction of the average delay per request for the producer from 5.00
to 4.00 clock cycles which is achieved for the näıve protocol in combina-
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tion with direct accesses. For a request to the send() method, which is
requested by the producer, the minimum delay reachable with the näıve
protocol is 4 clock cycles. The fact, that this lower bound is only reached
in combination with direct accesses indicates that the send requests oc-
casionally conflict with other requests, namely those ones which are then
implemented as direct accesses.

Diagram 6.6 lists the average delay over all requests for the different
protocol versions, and for different intervals between send requests. The
observations which can be made for each particular distance are basically
the same as discussed for diagram 6.3.

Figure 6.6.: Average delay per request (total) for different client/server
protocol versions and varying send intervals (1500 bytes
transmitted, no output buffering, no parallelisation).

The average delay per request is obviously monotonically decreasing
with increasing send intervals. The reason is that the share of the receiver
process of the total result is constantly increasing, such that the average
delay for all requests in the systems can be expected to converge at the
average delay for the receiver’s request. And the average delay for the
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receiver’s requests can be expected to converge at 1 clock cycle with an
increasing interval between send requests, if direct accesses are enabled,
and 4 clock cycles, respectively, if direct accesses are disabled.

One striking result is an increased delay for the improved and the mes-
sage passing protocol when direct accesses are disabled, for send intervals
of 200 and 400 clock cycles, which means when the send rate is lower
than the transceiver can handle. Further experiments showed that the
reason is a slight increase in the average delay for the receiver’s requests.
Supposably, the reason for this effect is the slightly changed timing of
the system which comes along with choosing another communication
protocol, and which may lead to some requests conflicting more often
with other requests or suffering longer blocking times from these con-
flicts. This assumption is also supported by the fact that the effect does
no longer appear in combination with direct accesses or parallelisation
(see following section), two optimisations which reduce the probability
for conflicts between concurrent requests. However, the increase in the
delay is only minor and has no negative effect on the overall performance
as can be taken from diagram 6.5

The following diagram 6.7 lists the area results for the implementations
which were generated for the different protocol versions. The figures of
the total area are given, and, additionally, also the area occupied by
shared objects. Although the buffering of outputs does not have any
impact on the performance for the transceiver example, we also included
the results for this optimisation in order to study its impact on the area
dissipation.

The achieved results are widely in accordance with our expectations:

• The enabling of output buffering increases the area dissipation for
the improved and the message passing protocol, basically since the
shared objects include additional buffers. Note, that regardless
of whether the buffering of outputs is enabled or not, no output
buffers are introduced if the näıve protocol is chosen, since, accord-
ing to this protocol, a client anyway has to wait for any output pa-
rameters being returned before it can proceed. For that reason the
area results are identical for this protocol, regardless of whether
output buffering is enabled or not.

• The improved and the näıve protocol require roughly the same
area, if output buffering is disabled.
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• Choosing the message passing protocol slightly increases the area;
though the registered solution is chosen for the message queues,
some additional control logic is necessary as described in
section 5.1.3.

• Direct accesses significantly decrease the area, since, for the trans-
ceiver example, only simple get and set methods are implemented
as direct accesses, which does not increase the area costs, but which
enables to simplify some of the used shared objects, which have to
manage fewer services.

Figure 6.7.: Area of transceiver example for different client/server com-
munication protocol versions, with and w/o output buffering
(no parallelisation).

6.2.2. Parallelisation and Cloning

In this section we present and discuss the result from the parallelisation
and cloning experiments for the transceiver example. For this example
design basically only one particular alternative implementation which
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exploits parallelism and cloning is sensible. This implementation alter-
native partitions each shared object which is used as transceiver interface
into two mutex sets

MUTEX1 = { send(), getSBuff(), withParity(),

getBaudrate(), getSParityBit()},

and
MUTEX2 = { receive(), putRBuff(), withParity(),

getBaudrate(), setRParityBit()},

such that sending and receiving can be performed completely in parallel,
as outlined in the introduction to chapter 4. For this implementation
diagram 6.8 again compares the times to transmit 1500 bytes with the
näıve implementation of the shared objects. For both implementations
the näıve communication protocol was chosen for the client/server com-
munication.

Figure 6.8.: Time to transmit 1500 bytes for varying send intervals with
and without parallelisation and cloning of guarded methods
(näıve communication protocol).

As can be taken from the figures a slight increase in the overall per-
formance can be achieved with parallelisation. Parallelisation reduces
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the number of conflicts between requests in the system and therefore
leads to an decreasing average delay per request, as can be taken from
diagram 6.9, similar to direct accesses. But in contrast to direct accesses
parallelisation does not reduce the protocol overhead, which is the rea-
son why its impact on the overall performance is less distinct than that
of direct accesses.

Figure 6.9.: Average delay per request (total and producer) for vary-
ing distances between send requests, with and w/o paralleli-
sation of guarded methods (näıve communication protocol,
1500 bytes transmitted, no output buffering).

Diagram 6.10 presents the same series of measurements as diagram 6.9,
but this time the message passing protocol and direct accesses are used
to implement the client/server communication. In combination with
these communication mechanisms, parallelisation does not lead to a fur-
ther improvement, or its impact is negligible, since, as discussed above,
the implementation of guarded methods as direct accesses already suffi-
ciently reduces the number of conflicts between requests.
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Figure 6.10.: Average delay per request (total and producer) for varying
distances between send requests with and w/o parallelisa-
tion of guarded methods (message passing communication
protocol, direct accesses enabled, 1500 bytes received, no
output buffering).

Diagram 6.11 compares the area results for the implementation which
exploits parallelism in combination with different client/server commu-
nication protocols and direct accesses, with the area results for the näıve
implementation.

Not surprisingly, parallelisation and cloning increase the area com-
pared to the näıve implementation, because additional resources which
can be used in parallel are required. As can be taken from the figures the
increase is much smaller in combination with direct accesses. One reason
is that direct accesses anyway lead to an area reduction for the trans-
ceiver example as explained earlier, hence, they make up for some of the
additional area costs caused by parallelisation. The second reason is that
for mutex set MUTEX1 a scheduler can be omitted, if getBaudrate(),
withPartiy(), and getParityBit are implemented as direct accesses, since
the remaining two methods are synchronised. Hence, the resulting imple-
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Figure 6.11.: Area of transceiver example for different client/server com-
munication protocol versions, with and w/o parallelisation
of guarded methods (no output buffering).

mentation for this mutex set needs less area in combination with direct
accesses.

6.2.3. Summary

In general the achieved results widely corroborate or assumptions on the
effects of the different optimisations. Even though the applied optimisa-
tions take only little effect on the overall performance of the transceiver
example, since the amount of synchronisation overhead which can be
saved is only small in comparison with the transmission time, the im-
pact on individual processes can be significant.

For the case in which the producer processes generate new data at
a lower rate than the sender processes can handle, the best implemen-
tation, with respect to performance, combining message passing, par-
allelisation, and direct accesses, reduces the delay per request for the
producer process from 5.00 to 2.00 clock cycles, and the average delay
over all requests from 13.10 to 3.44 clock cycles compared with the näıve
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implementation. These are reductions by 60%, and by more than 70%,
respectively. If, for instance, the producer was some timing critical task,
such a reduction may be essential in order to be able to meet some given
performance constraints. Moreover, at the same time even the area is
decreased from 190,938µm2 to 184,735 µm2.

Even in the worst case, if the send interval is equal to 0, the best
implementation still saves approximately 5% from the average delay per
request of the producer and cuts the delay over all requests to less than
a half in comparison to the näıve implementation.

In addition, the combination of message passing and direct accesses
without parallelisation yields nearly the same performance results as the
combination mentioned above, but leads to an even further reduction of
the area.

6.3. Results for Example Shared ALU

Like for the transceiver example various optimisations were applied to
the shared ALU example, which are again discussed separately with
respect to protocol optimisations, and parallelisation and cloning in the
following two sections.

For performance measurements each implementation was simulated
up to that point where the square roots of the integer numbers from 0 to
20 had been calculated by the two client processes involved according to
Newton’s iteration (cf. section 2.5). For the results a precision of 6 bits
for the integer part and 10 bits for the decimal part was chosen. The
clock frequency was fixed at 33MHz.

6.3.1. Protocol Optimisations

Diagram 6.12 lists the time to calculate the square roots of the integer
numbers {0, . . . , 20} for different versions of the client/server communi-
cation protocol, in combination with and without direct accesses, and in
combination with and without buffering of output parameters.

For this particular series of measurements direct accesses, if enabled,
were set to ’combinational’. That means that of the four guarded meth-
ods provided by the shared ALU—add(), sub(), mult(), and div()—only
the addition (add()) and subtraction (sub()) were implemented as direct
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accesses, since the remaining two methods are multi-cycle operations,
and, hence, characterised as sequential (cf. 4.4.3).

As can be taken from the results, only direct accesses lead to an
increased performance, since it completely avoids the synchronisation
overhead for invoking add() and sub(). However, the execution times of
these two methods are relatively small compared with the overall exe-
cution time of Newton’s algorithm, such that only a small improvement
can be achieved.

Figure 6.12.: Time to calculate square roots for {0, . . . , 20} for different
client/server communication protocols and with and with-
out output buffering enabled (no output parallelisation).

Choosing the improved or the message passing protocol does not pro-
vide any advantage, since all remote method invocations in this example
are requests to methods with output parameters. For such requests a
reduction of the delay caused by the client/server communication pro-
tocol with one of the two alternative protocol versions would anyway be
possible only in combination with the buffering of outputs, and, if the
requesting client did not immediately need the returned values (cf. sec-
tion 5.2). For the shared ALU example the latter is not the case. Hence,
these two protocols can not achieve any improvement in this case.
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The average delay per request, as can be taken from diagram 6.13,
directly correlates with the results for the overall performance. The
performance of the two client processes in the example is only limited
by the delay caused by each remote method invocation on the ALU; the
smaller the delay, the higher the performance, and vice versa.

Figure 6.13.: Average delay per request for different client/server com-
munication protocols and with and without output buffer-
ing enabled (square roots calculated for {0, . . . , 20}, no par-
allelisation).

Diagram 6.14 compares the area of the shared ALU example for differ-
ent client/server communication protocols, with and without buffering
of output parameters. Again, the results widely meet our expectations
and can be explained in the same way as for the transceiver example (cf.
diagram 6.7)

The cause of the significantly increased area for the message passing
protocol is a higher number of latches synthesised for the client processes.
Although the registered implementation for message queues is applied,
the increased use of latches is partly induced by the coding style of
the message passing protocol. Nevertheless, if and to what extend this
will lead to an increased area strongly depends on individual design
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Figure 6.14.: Area of shared ALU example for different client/server
communication protocol versions, with and without out-
put buffering enabled (no parallelisation).

characteristics, such as the size of parameters being passed to remote
method invocations, and to what extend it might be possible to share
resources, or, more precisely, latches within the clients. For instance,
for the transceiver example we can observe that the use of the message
passing protocol does not lead to a significantly increased area.

6.3.2. Parallelisation and Cloning

Each of the four methods provided by the ALU used in the example
can be executed in parallel with all other methods and each of them
is also a candidate for cloning, and for being implemented as direct ac-
cess. In consequence, for the shared ALU example thousands of different
implementations are possible (cf. [16, 17]). Of these huge number of im-
plementation alternatives we picked only a few interesting ones in order
to study them in more detail.
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To these interesting implementations belong, first of all, the näıve
implementation, and the implementation which offers the maximum de-
gree of parallelism, since these two solutions are assumed to span the
complete design space and mark its two extremes (cf. section 4.4.5).

Further interesting implementation alternatives comprise those with
parallelised and cloned mult() and div() methods. The execution of these
two multi-cycle methods, particularly, mult() which is invoked multiple
times for the Newton iteration, consumes the most time, and optimi-
sations applied to these methods will have the largest impact on the
performance.

In contrast, implementation alternatives with parallelised add() and
sub() methods are less interesting, since these two combinational opera-
tions do, anyway, not represent the bottleneck in the system.

The following diagrams use a compact notation to identify the different
examined implementation alternatives. The letter M is used to denote
the mult() method, D denotes div(), A stands for add(), and S denotes
sub(). The double bars ‖ are used to indicate which methods, or sets
of methods, respectively, were parallelised. If a symbol appears multiple
times it means that the method it stands for was cloned. DA = {. . . }
lists the sets of methods which were implemented as direct accesses.

For instance, M‖M‖D‖D,DA = {A,S} denotes an implementation
of the ALU with parallelised and cloned mult() and div() methods,
and add() and sub() being implemented as direct accesses. Accord-
ing to this notation, the näıve implementation could be represented as
{M,D,A, S},DA = {}, but, for clarity, it is directly identified as Naive
implementation in the following diagrams.

Again the times to compute the square roots for the numbers {0 . . . 20}
are compared for the different implementation alternatives in dia-
gram 6.15. The different implementations are ordered from left to right
corresponding approximately to their degree of parallelism, with the low-
est degree on the left. Note, that also the implementation of a guarded
method as direct access is a form of parallelisation and cloning, since
each client of such a method gets its own, exclusive copy of the method
implementation. For instance, with respect to the degree of parallelism
the implementation M‖M‖D‖D‖A‖A‖S‖S and {},DA = {M,D,A, S}
are equal.

A general trend which can be taken from the results is that the higher
the degree of parallelism the higher the performance, which means, the
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Figure 6.15.: Time to calculate square roots for {0, . . . , 20} for different
shared object implementation alternatives (näıve commu-
nication protocol, no output buffering).

smaller is the period of time necessary to calculate the square roots for
{0 . . . 20}. Nevertheless, the results also depend highly on which methods
are actually parallelised. For instance, the performance gain which can
be achieved by cloning and parallelising add() and sub(), as realised in
the second implementation alternative ({M,D},DA = {A,S}2), has a
much smaller impact on the overall performance than the parallelisation
of the mult() method, as realised in the third implementation alternative.

We can further observe that the implementation of guarded methods
as direct accesses always leads to a further increase in performance, if we
compare implementations with and without direct accesses but with the
same degree of parallelism with each other. This is not an astonishing
result, since direct accesses do not only reduce the probability of conflicts
between requests, in addition, they also reduce the protocol overhead to
a minimum.

One striking result which contradicts the general trend is the re-
sult for implementation M‖D‖D‖A‖S,DA = {}. When comparing its

2The implementation {M, D}, DA = {A, S} is identical with implementation ‘Naive
& Direct Access’ in diagram 6.14
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performance with the performance for the implementation alternative
M‖D‖A‖S,DA = {} one should normally expect that it provides a
higher performance, since it has a higher degree of parallelism. But, in
fact, it provides a lower performance.

Although this result may be unexpected, it is explicable. Owing to
subtle process interactions some of the presented optimisations can, prin-
cipally, even lead to a lower overall performance and a higher average
delay per request. The choice of another communication protocol, the
implementation of guarded methods as direct accesses, and, like in this
case, parallelisation, usually lead to a changed timing, or, more pre-
cisely, a changed schedule for a system. A changed schedule, even if it
is induced by the addition of resources, or the speed up of individual
client processes, can in the end even lead to a reduction in the over-
all performance. In scheduling theory—recall from section 5.1.5 that
we can also think of a shared object as a processor providing compu-
tation time to different tasks—this phenomenon is known as scheduling
anomaly [40, 69]. This is presumably exactly what happens for imple-
mentation M‖D‖D‖A‖S,DA = {}.

For the average delay per request which is given in diagram 6.16 we
can again observe a one-to-one correlation with the results for the overall
performance.

Figure 6.16.: Average delay per request for different shared object
implementation alternatives (square roots calculated for
{0, . . . , 20}, näıve communication protocol, no output
buffering).
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Diagram 6.17 lists the area for the different implementation alterna-
tives. In general, the area increases with an increasing degree of par-
allelism. Nevertheless, one can observe that if a higher degree of par-
allelism is achieved with direct accesses, the increase in area is much
smaller than for implementations which achieve a comparable or even
slightly lower degree of parallelism without direct accesses. The conse-
quence are the ‘drops’ which seem to appear in the general trend for
those implementations which exploit direct accesses, as can be taken
from diagram 6.17.

Figure 6.17.: Area of shared ALU example for different shared object im-
plementation alternatives (näıve communication protocol,
no output buffering).

One reason for this effect is that the implementation of some guarded
methods as direct accesses allows for simplifying the implementations of
the shared objects they belong to, since those objects have to manage
fewer services, and may even prevent the implementation of schedulers,
as already discussed for the transceiver example.

Another reason is that with only two client processes involved in the
example, and all guarded methods using similar resources also the po-
tential for resource sharing within those processes is increased through
direct accesses. This effect makes up for most of the area increase which
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would have to be expected from parallelisation.
Nevertheless, this result must not be generalised. If the number of

client processes was larger and the resources used by those methods
which are going to be implemented were more heterogenous, also the
advantage of direct accesses, with respect to area, will presumably van-
ish.

The effects described above are also the reason why the implementa-
tion alternative with all methods being implemented as direct accesses
requires dramatically less area than the implementation alternative with
all methods being parallelised and cloned, and only moderately more
area than the näıve implementation. The implementation just provides
for a maximum of resource sharing within the client processes.

Finally, the omitting of schedulers is also the reason why implemen-
tation M‖M‖D‖D‖A‖A‖S‖S,DA = {} requires even less area than
implementation M‖M‖D‖D‖A‖S,DA = {}.

6.3.3. Summary

While the shared ALU example does not profit from choosing the im-
proved or the message passing protocol, the impact of parallelisation and
cloning on the performance is striking; comparing the näıve implemen-
tation with the best implementation, which is the one that implements
all guarded methods as direct accesses, the overall performance is more
than doubled, and, in direct correlation, the average delay per request is
cut to less than a half. At the same time, the area is increased by only
about 19%, from 226,685µm2 to 269,585µm2. Even for the same area as
the näıve implementation it is possible to achieve a performance gain,
but only a small one of roughly 4%.

In general the achieved results corroborate our assumption that a
higher degree of parallelism should usually lead to a higher performance,
and an increased area. Nevertheless, the absolute results strongly depend
on what methods were actually parallelised and, not to forget, depend
also strongly on individual design characteristics.

We have also seen some results for the shared ALU which may be
surprising on the first glance, with respect to performance as well as area.
However, all these results are explicable, but they prove that it is hardly
possible or even impossible to predict the effect of the optimisations
accurately based on static analysis.
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6.4. Runtime of the OSSS Pre-Processor

All experiments were performed on workstations equipped with Ultra-
SPARC IIe processors, operating at 500MHz, and equipped with 640MB
of RAM, which means machines of an earlier generation and of moderate
computing power, compared with state-of-the-art computing technology.

For the transceiver example the runtime of the OSSS pre-processer
ranges from 10 seconds to 30 seconds, dependent on which combination
of optimisations is chosen. While the choice of the client/server commu-
nication protocol has nearly no impact, and also parallelisation increases
the runtime only slightly, the enabling of direct accesses significantly in-
creases the runtime.

For the shared ALU example, the runtime ranges from approximately
1 minute to more than 3 minutes, again, dependent on which combi-
nation of optimisations is chosen. As for the transceiver example, en-
abling of direct accesses significantly increases the runtime. Another
trend which can be observed is, that the higher the degree of paral-
lelism, the higher the runtime of the pre-processor, which can be simply
explained, since a higher degree of parallelism usually means a larger
design, whose processing takes more time.

The calculation of the mutex partitions for the used shared objects and
synchronisation analysis is responsible for only a negligible portion of the
runtimes mentioned above; about 100 milliseconds for the shared ALU
example and 500 milliseconds for the transceiver example. For instance,
a large portion of the runtime for the shared ALU example is caused
by loop unrolling. Hence, there is even some room left for integrating
more sophisticated analysis methods, which would further increase the
quality of the analysis results (cf. section 4.2.1 and section 4.3), but
which would require more computational effort.

For the measured runtimes one must also take into consideration that
the version of the OSSS pre-processor which was used is a prototype,
which is not yet optimised for performance. That means, in summary,
one can say that the application of the optimisation developed in this
thesis should not represent the performance bottleneck in a synthesis
flow. That could, for instance, be exploited for generating different pos-
sible implementation alternatives, with different area and performance
characteristics, in one pre-processing run.

However, the problem then would be that, in the absence of any high
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level estimation techniques, determining area and performance for the
different implementation alternatives, which is necessary in order to com-
pare them with each other, would require to simulate each, and to syn-
thesise each down to gate level, which may take a significant portion of
time. Even for the rather small examples used for this work the time for
logic synthesis goes up to several hours for particular implementations.
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7. Conclusions

This thesis deals with the performance optimising hardware synthesis of
shared objects. Shared objects are, like objects in the object-oriented
meaning, opaque data structures comprising some data and operations
on that data. In addition, the shared objects considered in this the-
sis possess, like monitors, built-in synchronisation capabilities, which
enables to access a shared object, or, more precisely, the methods it pro-
vides, safely from within different concurrent processes. Shared objects
allow for modelling interprocess communication and shared resources
comfortably on a high level of abstraction.

For the first time a general applicable hardware synthesis semantics
for shared objects was proposed during the development of Objective
VHDL, an object-oriented extension of VHDL. Unfortunately, this, hith-
erto one and only synthesis semantics is rather optimised for area instead
of performance, and, in particular, it does not provide for the possibility
to choose between different implementation alternatives with different
area and performance characteristics. But for many applications realised
in hardware performance is as important as area, or even more impor-
tant. For such applications hardware implementations of shared objects
which provide for higher performance would be desirable or may even
be essential in order to meet given performance constraints. Moreover,
the ability to choose from a design space that provides various solutions
with different area and performance characteristics would allow one to
pick the best or, at least, a good solution for a specific set of constraints.

In addition, the hitherto proposed hardware implementation of shared
objects also bears some unexploited optimisation potential, which makes
it possible to achieve the same performance at less area, that is, to
increase the quality of results, which is also a crucial aspect in hardware
design.

For these reasons the optimisation potential for the previously pro-
posed hardware implementation of shared objects was thoroughly ex-
amined in this thesis with a main focus on performance, and different
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optimisations were developed which primary aim at obtaining imple-
mentations which provide for higher performance. On the one side, the
optimisations put focus on the shared object implementation itself, and
increase the performance by enabling the parallel execution of certain
concurrent requests to the same shared object. On the other side, the
communication between client processes and shared objects is addressed
in order to reduce the synchronisation overhead for remote method in-
vocations on shared objects, and in order to increase the degree of par-
allelism between client processes and shared objects, if possible.

In particular, the main contributions of this thesis are:

• An abstract model for the kinds of systems to be considered in
this thesis together with a formal semantics for this model. The
formal semantics makes it possible to reason about certain aspects
and properties of systems, in particular, client processes, shared
objects, and their interaction, on a solid basis.

• A formal analysis of which methods of a shared object can be
safely executed in parallel with the same semantics as a sequen-
tial execution, and which methods are already properly condition
synchronised, and do not need for further synchronisation mecha-
nisms.

• Efficient algorithms for identifying methods of a shared object
which can be parallelised, and methods which are already prop-
erly synchronised. The proposed algorithms provide a reasonable
trade-off between the necessary analysis effort and the quality of
the achieved analysis results.

• Optimised hardware implementations of shared objects. These im-
plementations allow for handling certain concurrent method re-
quests to a shared object in parallel, and thereby increase the per-
formance, and/or reduce the required area by avoiding the imple-
mentation of redundant arbiters.

• Optimisations of the communication between client processes and
shared objects. These optimisations reduce the synchronisation
overhead for a request to a shared object, and increase the paral-
lelism between client processes and shared objects during a request,
while guaranteeing a safe and reliable communication.
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• A thoroughly discussion of when to apply which optimisation, and
which impact on area and performance has to be expected depen-
dent on certain properties of a system.

• Integration of several optimisation techniques to a prototype tool.

• Evaluation of the different optimisations by means of representa-
tive examples.

The achieved experimental results show that the optimisation tech-
niques developed in this thesis can effectively contribute to reach the
formulated goals. The results also widely corroborate the assumptions
we made in this thesis on the impact which the different optimisations
will have on area and performance. Anyhow, the experimental results
also demonstrate clearly that if and to what extend improvements can
be achieved with the different optimisation techniques, highly depends
on the individual characteristics and even the dynamic behaviour of a
particular design; optimisations which might have a great impact on one
design may prove completely useless for another, and vice versa.

However, techniques to accurately predict this impact are a complex
topic in themselves and are clearly beyond the scope of this thesis. Such
techniques would prove extremely useful in combination with the pre-
sented optimisation techniques, and would enable a completely auto-
mated and constraint driven design space exploration. Hence, this could
be a direction for further research. Nevertheless, this thesis gives the
necessary information and insight to put a designer into position to es-
timate which optimisation might be best to apply to a particular design
with certain properties.
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A. Transition System

Appendix

(i) < skip, σ >→ < E, σ >

(ii) < wait t, σ >→ < E, σ >

(iii) < u := t, σ >→ < E, σ[u := σ(t)] >

(iv) < if B then S1 else S2 fi, σ >→ < S1, σ > where σ |= B

(v) < if B then S1 else S2 fi, σ >→ < S2, σ > where σ |= ¬B

(vi) < while B do Sod, σ >→ < S;while B do S od, σ >

where σ |= B

(vii) < while B do S od, σ >→ < E, σ > where σ |= ¬B

(viii)
< Si, σ >→ < Ti, τ >

< [S1‖ . . . ‖Si‖ . . . ‖Sn], σ >→ < [S1‖ . . . ‖Ti‖ . . . ‖Sn], τ >
where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

(ix)
< S, σ >→∗ < E, τ >

< 〈S〉, σ >→ < E, τ >

(x) < await B then S end, σ >→ < S, σ >

where σ |= B

(xi) < [S1‖ . . . ‖Sn], σ >→ < [S′
1‖ . . . ‖S

′
n], τ >

where for some k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, k 6= l

Sk ≡ await h then T end,

Sl ≡ do 2
m1

j=1gj → Rj od,

for some j1 ∈ {1, . . . ,m1} the
generalized guards gj1 ≡ B1;α1 and h ≡ B2;α2

match, and
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(1) σ[Eff(α1, α2)] |= B1 ∧B2,

(2)MJEff(α1, α2)K(σ) = {τ},
(3) S′

i ≡ Si for i 6= k, l,

(4) S′
k ≡ T ,

(5) S′
l ≡ Rj1 ;Sl.

(xii) < [S1‖ . . . ‖Sn], σ >→ < [S′
1‖ . . . ‖S

′
n], τ >

where for some k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, k 6= l

Sk ≡ await h then T end,

Sl ≡ await g then R end,

the generalized guards g ≡ B1;α1 and h ≡ B2;α2

match, and
(1) σ |= B1 ∧B2,

(2)MJEff(α1, α2)K(σ) = {τ},
(3) S′

i ≡ Si for i 6= k, l,

(4) S′
k ≡ T ,

(5) S′
l ≡ R.

(xiii) < u :=?, σ >→ < E, σ[u := d] > for every natural number or
Boolean value d.
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B. OSSS Implementation of
Transceiver Example

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// F i l e : Transce i ve r In t e r f ace . hh //
// Declares c l a s s Transce i ve r In t e r f ace and i t s members . //
// Class Transceiver manages two b u f f e r s f o r sending //
// and r e c e i v i n g data , and methods f o r reading and //
// wr i t i n g the bu f f e r s , s e t t i n g the baudrate , enab l ing / //
// −d i s a b l i n g the rece i ve r , and fo r managing a pa r i t y //
// b i t . //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#include ” systemc . h”
#include ” oohwlib . h”

#ifndef TRANSCEIVER IF H
#define TRANSCEIVER IF H

class Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e
{
public :

T r an s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e ( ) ;

// wr i t e s to send b u f f e r i f not f u l l , e l s e b l o c k s
SCGUARDED( sBuffEmpty ,

void ,
send ( const s c b i gu in t < 8 > va l ) ) ;

// re turns r e c e i v e b u f f e r i f not empty , e l s e b l o c k s
SCGUARDED( ! rBuffEmpty ,

s c b i gu in t < 8 >,
r e c e i v e ( ) ) ;

// re turns send b u f f e r i f not empty , e l s e b l o c k s
SCGUARDED( ! sBuffEmpty ,

s c b i gu in t < 8 >,
getSBuf f ( ) ) ;
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// wr i t e s to r e c e i v e b u f f e r i f not f u l l , e l s e b l o c k s
SCGUARDED( rBuffEmpty ,

void ,
putRBuff ( const s c b i gu in t < 8 > va l ) ) ;

// s e t s pa r i t y b i t f o r sending
SCGUARDED( true ,

void ,
s e tSPar i tyB i t ( const s c b i t pa r i t y ) ) ;

// re turns pa r i t y b i t f o r sending
SCGUARDED( true ,

s c b i t ,
ge tSPar i tyBi t ( ) const ) ;

// s e t s r ece i v ed pa r i t y b i t
SCGUARDED( true ,

void ,
s e tRPar i tyBit ( const s c b i t pa r i t y ) ) ;

// re turns rece i v ed pa r i t y b i t
SCGUARDED( true ,

s c b i t ,
getRPar ityBit ( ) const ) ;

// enab l e s r e c e i v e r
SCGUARDED( true ,

void ,
r ece iverOn ( ) ) ;

// d i s a b l e s r e c e i v e r
SCGUARDED( true ,

void ,
r e c e i v e rO f f ( ) ) ;

// checks whether r e c e i v e r i s enab led
SCGUARDED( true ,

bool ,
r e c e ive rEnab l ed ( ) const ) ;

// s e t s baudrate
SCGUARDED( true ,

void ,
setBaudrate ( const unsigned short baudrate ) ) ;

// re turns baudrate
SCGUARDED( true ,
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unsigned short ,
getBaudrate ( ) const ) ;

// s e t s pa r i t y on
SCGUARDED( true ,

void ,
parityOn ( ) ) ;

// s e t s pa r i t y o f f
SCGUARDED( true ,

void ,
pa r i t yOf f ( ) ) ;

// checks whether a pa r i t y b i t i s t ransmi t t ed
SCGUARDED( true ,

bool ,
w ithPar i ty ( ) const ) ;

protected :

unsigned short baudrate ;
s c b i gu in t < 8 > sBuf f ;
s c b i t sPar i tyB i t ;
s c b i gu in t < 8 > rBuf f ;
s c b i t rPar i tyB i t ;
bool par i t y ;
bool rEnabled ;
bool rBuffEmpty ;
bool sBuffEmpty ;

} ;

#ifdef SYNTHESIS
#include ” Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e . cpp”
#endif // SYNTHESIS

#endif // TRANSCEIVER IF H

Listing B.1: File TransceiverInterface.hh

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// F i l e : Transce i ve r In t e r f ace . cpp //
// Contains d e f i n i t i o n o f c l a s s Transceiver . //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#ifndef SYNTHESIS
#include ” Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e . hh”
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#endif

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : T r an s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e ( )
{

baudrate = 16 ;
pa r i t y = fa l se ;
rEnabled = true ;
rBuffEmpty = true ;
sBuffEmpty = true ;

}

void

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : send ( const s c b i gu in t < 8 > va l )
{

sBuf f = va l ;
sBuffEmpty = fa l se ;

}

s c b i gu in t < 8 >

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : r e c e i v e ( )
{

rBuffEmpty = true ;
return ( rBuf f ) ;

}

s c b i gu in t < 8 >

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : getSBuf f ( )
{

sBuffEmpty = true ;
return ( sBuf f ) ;

}

void

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : putRBuff ( const s c b i gu in t < 8 > va l )
{

rBuf f = va l ;
rBuffEmpty = fa l se ;

}

void

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : s e tSPar i tyB i t ( const s c b i t pa r i t y )
{

sPar i tyB i t = par i t y ;
}

s c b i t
T r an s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : ge tSPar i tyBi t ( ) const
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{
return ( sPar i tyB i t ) ;

}

void

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : s e tRPar i tyBit ( const s c b i t pa r i t y )
{

rPar i tyB i t = par i t y ;
}

s c b i t
T r an s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : getRPar ityBit ( ) const

{
return ( rPar i tyB i t ) ;

}

void

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : r e c e i v e rO f f ( )
{

rEnabled = fa l se ;
}

void

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : rece iverOn ( )
{

rEnabled = true ;
}

bool

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : r e ce ive rEnab l ed ( ) const

{
return ( rEnabled ) ;

}

void

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : setBaudrate ( const

unsigned short baudrate )
{

this−>baudrate = baudrate ;
}

unsigned short

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : getBaudrate ( ) const

{
return ( baudrate ) ;

}
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void

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : pa r i t yOf f ( )
{

par i t y = fa l se ;
}

void

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : parityOn ( )
{

par i t y = true ;
}

bool

Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e : : withPar i ty ( ) const

{
return ( pa r i t y ) ;

}

Listing B.2: File TransceiverInterface.cpp

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// F i l e : Transceiver . i c c //
// Contains d e f i n i t i o n o f module Transceiver . The module //
// conta ins two separa te proces se s f o r sending ( send ( ) ) //
// and r e c e i v i n g ( r e c e i v e ( ) ) data through por t s TxD, and //
// RxD, r e x p e c t i v e l y . The t r an s c e i v e r can operate in //
// dup lex mode . The t r an s c e i v e r i s con t ro l ed comp le te l y //
// through a shared ins tance o f c l a s s //
// Transce i ve r In t e r f ace . //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#ifndef TRANSCEIVER ICC
#define TRANSCEIVER ICC

#include ” systemc . h”
#include ” Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e . hh”

template< class Scheduler >

SCMODULE( Transce iver )
{

// Ports
s c i n c l k c l o ck ;
sc in< bool > r e s e t ;
sc in< s c b i t > RxD;
sc out< s c b i t > TxD;
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// Shared o b j e c t s
sc shared< Scheduler , T r an s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e > t i f ;

// Processes
void send ( )
{

s c b i gu in t < 8 > byte = 0 ;
bool withPar i ty = fa l se ;
s c b i t dummy = s c b i t ( ’ 1 ’ ) ;
unsigned short baudrate = 0 ;
unsigned char bitCounter = 0 ;
unsigned short baudrateCounter = 0 ;
s c b i t pa r i t yB i t = s c b i t ( ’ 0 ’ ) ;
t i f . r e s e t ( ) ;
t i f . s ub s c r i b e ( 10 ) ;
TxD. wr i t e ( dummy ) ;
wait ( ) ;
while ( true )
{

SC RFC( byte , t i f , getSBuf f ( ) ) ;
SC RFC( withParity , t i f , withPar i ty ( ) ) ;
SC RFC( baudrate , t i f , getBaudrate ( ) ) ;
i f ( withPar i ty )
{

SC RFC( par i tyBi t , t i f , ge tSPar i tyBi t ( ) ) ;
dummy = 0 ;
TxD. wr i t e ( dummy ) ;
wait ( baudrate ) ;
b itCounter = 0 ;
baudrateCounter = 0 ;
dummy = byte [ 7 ] ;
while ( true )
{

TxD. wr i t e ( dummy ) ;
baudrateCounter = baudrateCounter + 1 ;

i f ( baudrateCounter == baudrate )
{

bitCounter = bitCounter + 1 ;
baudrateCounter = 0 ;
byte <<= 1 ;
dummy = byte [ 7 ] ;

}
i f ( bitCounter == 8 )
{

break ;
}
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wait ( ) ;
}

}
else

{
dummy = 0 ;
TxD. wr i t e ( dummy ) ;
wait ( baudrate ) ;
b itCounter = 0 ;
baudrateCounter = 0 ;
dummy = byte [ 7 ] ;
while ( true )
{

TxD. wr i t e ( dummy ) ;
baudrateCounter = baudrateCounter + 1 ;

i f ( baudrateCounter == baudrate )
{

bitCounter = bitCounter + 1 ;
baudrateCounter = 0 ;
byte <<= 1 ;
dummy = byte [ 7 ] ;

}
i f ( bitCounter == 8 )
{

break ;
}
wait ( ) ;

}
}

i f ( withPar i ty )
{

TxD. wr i t e ( pa r i t yB i t ) ;
wait ( baudrate ) ;
dummy = 1 ;
TxD. wr i t e ( dummy ) ;
wait ( baudrate ) ;

}
else

{
dummy = 1 ;
TxD. wr i t e ( dummy ) ;
wait ( baudrate ) ;

}
wait ( ) ;
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}
}

void r e c e i v e ( )
{

s c b i gu in t < 8 > byte = 0 ;
bool enabled = fa l se ;
s c b i t pa r i t yB i t = s c b i t ( ’ 0 ’ ) ;
bool withPar i ty = fa l se ;
unsigned short baudrate = 0 ;
unsigned char bitCounter = 0 ;
unsigned short baudrateCounter = 0 ;
t i f . s ub s c r i b e ( 100 ) ;
wait ( ) ;
while ( true )
{

while ( ! ( enabled && ( RxD. read ( ) == 0 ) ) )
{

SC RFC( enabled , t i f , r e ce ive rEnab l ed ( ) ) ;
}
SC RFC( withParity , t i f , withPar i ty ( ) ) ;
SC RFC( baudrate , t i f , getBaudrate ( ) ) ;
b itCounter = 0 ;
baudrateCounter = 0 ;
while ( true )
{

baudrateCounter = baudrateCounter + 1 ;

i f ( baudrateCounter == baudrate )
{

bitCounter = bitCounter + 1 ;
baudrateCounter = 0 ;
byte <<= 1 ;
byte [ 0 ] = RxD. read ( ) ;

}
i f ( bitCounter == 8 )
{

break ;
}
wait ( ) ;

}

i f ( withPar i ty )
{

wait ( baudrate ) ;
pa r i t yB i t = RxD. read ( ) ;
SC RPC( t i f , s e tRPar i tyBit ( pa r i t yB i t ) ) ;
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wait ( baudrate ) ; // Stop Bit
SC RPC( t i f , putRBuff ( byte ) ) ;

}
else

{
wait ( baudrate ) ; // Stop Bit
SC RPC( t i f , putRBuff ( byte ) ) ;

}
}

}

SCCTOR( Transce iver )
{

SCCTHREAD( send , c l o ck . pos ( ) ) ;
watching ( r e s e t . de layed ( ) == true ) ;
SCCTHREAD( r e c e i v e , c l o ck . pos ( ) ) ;
watching ( r e s e t . de layed ( ) == true ) ;

}

} ;

#endif // TRANSCEIVER ICC

Listing B.3: File Transceiver.icc

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// F i l e : Prodcons . i c c //
// Contains d e f i n i t i o n o f module ProdCons . The module //
// conta ins the two proces se s producer () and consumer ( ) . //
// The producer process genera te s i n t e g e r numbers − even //
// or odd in t e g e r number , dependent on what Boolean va lue //
// i s passed f o r template parameter EVEN −, and transmi t s //
// i t f o r sending through the t r an s c e i v e r to the shared //
// o b j e c t t ha t c on t r o l s the t r an s c e i v e r . The consumer //
// process r e c e i v e s new date r ece i v ed by the t r an s c e i v e r //
// through the same shared o b j e c t and wr i t e s the r ece i v ed //
// data to por t ’ output ’ . //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#ifndef PRODCONS ICC
#define PRODCONS ICC

#include ” Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e . hh”
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template< class Scheduler ,
class ReadWriteInter face ,
class OutputType ,
bool EVEN >

SCMODULE( ProdCons )
{

// Ports
s c i n c l k c l o ck ;
sc in< bool > r e s e t ;
sc out< OutputType > output ;

// Shared o b j e c t s
sc shared< Scheduler , T r an s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e > commIF ;

// Processes
void producer ( )
{

OutputType byte ;
commIF . sub s c r i b e ( ) ;
i f ( EVEN )
{

byte = 0 ;
}
else

{
byte = 1 ;

}
wait ( ) ;
while ( true )
{

SC RPC( commIF , send ( byte ) ) ;
byte += 2 ;

#ifdef DELAY
#i f DELAY > 0

wait ( DELAY ) ;
#endif

#endif

}
}

// Process pro to t ype s
void consumer ( )
{

commIF . sub s c r i b e ( ) ;
output . wr i t e ( 0 ) ;
wait ( ) ;
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while ( true )
{

SC RFC( output , commIF , r e c e i v e ( ) ) ;
}

}

SCCTOR( ProdCons )
{

SCCTHREAD( producer , c l o ck . pos ( ) ) ;
watching ( r e s e t . de layed ( ) == true ) ;
SCCTHREAD( consumer , c l o ck . pos ( ) ) ;
watching ( r e s e t . de layed ( ) == true ) ;

}

} ;

#endif // PRODCONS ICC

Listing B.4: File ProdCons.icc

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// F i l e : Top . h //
// Contains d e f i n t i on o f module Top , which i n s t a n t i a t e s //
// and connects a l l components o f the t r an s c e i v e r //
// example ; two ins tance s o f module ProdCons , two o f //
// module Transceiver , and two shared ins tance s c l a s s //
// Transce iver In t r face , each connect ing one consumer/ //
// −producer pa i r with one t r an s c e i v e r . //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#ifndef TOP H
#define TOP H

#include ” Tran s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e . hh”
#include ”ProdCons . i c c ”
#include ” Transce iver . i c c ”

template< class Scheduler >

SCMODULE( Top )
{

// Ports
sc in< bool > c l o ck ;
sc in< bool > r e s e t ;
sc out< s c b i gu in t < 8 > > output1 ;
sc out< s c b i gu in t < 8 > > output2 ;
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// S i gna l s
sc signal< s c b i t > l i n e 1 ;
sc signal< s c b i t > l i n e 2 ;

// Submodules
Transce iver< Scheduler > ∗ t r an s c e i v e r 1 ;
Transce iver< Scheduler > ∗ t r an s c e i v e r 2 ;
ProdCons< Scheduler ,

T ran s c e i v e r In t e r f a c e ,
s c b i gu in t < 8 >,
true > ∗prodCons1 ;

ProdCons< Scheduler ,
T ran s c e i v e r In t e r f a c e ,
s c b i gu in t < 8 >,
fa l se > ∗prodCons2 ;

// Shared o b j e c t s
sc shared< Scheduler , T r an s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e > t i f 1 ;
sc shared< Scheduler , T r an s c e i v e r I n t e r f a c e > t i f 2 ;

SCCTOR( Top )
{

prodCons1 = new ProdCons< Scheduler ,
T ran s c e i v e r In t e r f a c e ,
s c b i gu in t < 8 >,
true >( ” prodcons1 ” ) ;

prodCons1−>c l o ck ( c l o ck ) ;
prodCons1−>r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ;
prodCons1−>output ( output1 ) ;
prodCons1−>commIF( t i f 1 ) ;

prodCons2 = new ProdCons< Scheduler ,
T ran s c e i v e r In t e r f a c e ,
s c b i gu in t < 8 >,
fa l se >( ” prodcons2” ) ;

prodCons2−>c l o ck ( c l o ck ) ;
prodCons2−>r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ;
prodCons2−>output ( output2 ) ;
prodCons2−>commIF( t i f 2 ) ;

t r a n s c e i v e r 1 = new Transce iver< Scheduler >( ” tcvr1 ” ) ;
t r an s c e i v e r 1−>c l o ck ( c l o ck ) ;
t r an s c e i v e r 1−>r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ;
t r an s c e i v e r 1−>TxD( l i n e 1 ) ;
t r an s c e i v e r 1−>RxD( l i n e 2 ) ;
t r an s c e i v e r 1−> t i f ( t i f 1 ) ;
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t r an s c e i v e r 2 = new Transce iver< Scheduler >( ” tcvr2 ” ) ;
t r an s c e i v e r 2−>c l o ck ( c l o ck ) ;
t r an s c e i v e r 2−>r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ;
t r an s c e i v e r 2−>TxD( l i n e 2 ) ;
t r an s c e i v e r 2−>RxD( l i n e 1 ) ;
t r an s c e i v e r 2−> t i f ( t i f 2 ) ;

}
} ;

#endif // TOP H

Listing B.5: File Top.h

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// F i l e : t b t r a n s c e i v e r . cpp //
// Testbench fo r t r an s c e i v e r . Simulat ion run i s s topped //
// as soon as one t r an s c e i v e r has t ransmi t t ed 1500 by t e s . //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#define DELAY 0

#include ”Top . h”

int

sc main ( int argc , char ∗argv [ ] )
{
#ifndef SYNTHESIS

sc t ime c lockPer iod ( 30 , SC NS ) ;
s c s e t d e f a u l t t im e u n i t ( 1 , SC NS ) ;
s c c l o c k c l o ck ( ” c l o ck ” , c l ockPer iod ) ;

sc signal< bool > r e s e t ;
sc signal< s c b i gu in t < 8 > > output1 ;
sc signal< s c b i gu in t < 8 > > output2 ;

#endif SYNTHESIS

Top< RoundRobin > tcvrexample ( ” tcvrexample ” ) ;

#ifndef SYNTHESIS

s c t r a c e f i l e ∗ t f = s c c r e a t e w i f t r a c e f i l e ( ” t r a c e ” ) ;
s c t r a c e ( t f , c l o ck . s i g n a l ( ) , ” c l o ck ” ) ;
s c t r a c e ( t f , r e s e t , ” r e s e t ” ) ;
s c t r a c e ( t f , output1 , ” output1” ) ;
s c t r a c e ( t f , output2 , ” output2” ) ;
s c t r a c e ( t f , tcvrexample . l i n e1 , ” l i n e 1 ” ) ;
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s c t r a c e ( t f , tcvrexample . l i n e2 , ” l i n e 2 ” ) ;

tcvrexample . c l o ck ( c l o ck ) ;
tcvrexample . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ;
tcvrexample . output1 ( output1 ) ;
tcvrexample . output2 ( output2 ) ;

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Simulat ion s t a r t //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
cout << ” Simulat ion beg ins . . . ” << endl ;
r e s e t = true ;
s c s t a r t ( 2 ∗ c l ockPer iod ) ;

r e s e t = fa l se ;
s c s t a r t ( 2 ∗ c l ockPer iod ) ;

int sentBytes = 0 ;
s c b i gu in t < 8 > l a s tByte = output2 . read ( ) ;

while ( sentBytes != 1500 )
{

s c s t a r t ( c l ockPer iod ) ;
i f ( output2 . read ( ) != la s tByte )
{

sentBytes++;
la s tByte = output2 . read ( ) ;

}
}

cout << ”Time : ” << sc t ime stamp ( ) << endl ;
cout << ” Simulat ion ends . . . ” << endl ;

return ( 0 ) ;
#endif SYNTHESIS
}

Listing B.6: File tb transceiver.cpp
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C. Abstract Model of
Transceiver Example

In this chapter a complete abstract model of the transceiver example is
given. In this model we will use the constant tclk, which is used only
in wait-statements, to denote the clock period. Wait statements are,
however, only included for completeness, since they do anyway not have
any meaning for the semantics as introduced in this thesis (cf. chapter 3).

For the following model, we will further interpret a variable of type
integer also as an array variable of type integer → bit, such that the
expression u[n] is legal if u denotes an integer variable, and n denotes
an integer variable or constant, and has the following semantics:

σ(u[n]) =















′1′, iff two’s complement representation of σ(u) at
position σ(n) is 1

′0′, iff two’s complement representation of σ(u) at
position σ(n) is 0

where u[0] denotes the least significant bit (LSB).

TCV REXAMPLE ≡ line1 :=′ 1′; line2 :=′ 1′;

[ PRODeven‖CONSeven

‖PRODodd‖CONSodd

‖TIF1‖SENDER1‖RECEIV ER1

‖TIF2‖SENDER2‖RECEIV ER2]
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PRODeven ≡ bytePeven
:= 0;

wait tclk;
while true do

await sendTIF1
!bytePeven

then
await outTIF1

? then skip end
end
bytePeven

:= (bytePeven
+ 2) mod 256

od

PRODodd ≡ bytePodd
:= 1;

wait tclk;
while true do

await sendTIF2
!bytePodd

then
await outTIF2

? then skip end
end
bytePodd

:= (bytePodd
+ 2) mod 256

od

CONSeven ≡ wait tclk;
while true do

await receiveTIF1
! then

await outTIF1
?outputEven then skip end

end
od

CONSodd ≡ wait tclk;
while true do

await receiveTIF2
! then

await outTIF2
?outputOdd then skip end

end
od
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SENDER1 ≡ wait tclk;
while true do

await getSBuffTIF1
! then

await outTIF1
?byteS1

then skip end
end
await withParityTIF1

! then
await outTIF1

?parityS1
then skip end

end
await getBaudrateTIF1

! then
await outTIF1

?baudrateS1
then skip end

end
if parityS1

then
await getSParityBitTIF1

! then
await outTIF1

?pbitS1
then skip end

end
fi
line1 :=′ 0′;
wait tclk · baudrateS1

;
bitCounterS1

:= 0;
while ¬(bitCounterS1

= 8) do
line1 := byteS1

[bitCounterS1
];

wait tclk · baudrateS1
;

bitCounterS1
:= bitCounterS1

+ 1;
od
if parityS1

then
line1 := pbitS1

;
wait tclk · baudrateS1

;
fi
line1 :=′ 1′;
wait tclk · baudrateS1

;
od
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SENDER2 ≡ wait tclk;
while true do

await getSBuffTIF2
! then

await outTIF2
?byteS2

then skip end
end
await withParityTIF2

! then
await outTIF2

?parityS2
then skip end

end
await getBaudrateTIF2

! then
await outTIF2

?baudrateS2
then skip end

end
if parityS2

then
await getSParityBitTIF2

! then
await outTIF2

?pbitS2
then skip end

end
fi
line2 :=′ 0′;
wait tclk · baudrateS2

;
bitCounterS2

:= 0;
while ¬(bitCounterS2

= 8) do
line2 := byteS2

[bitCounterS2
];

wait tclk · baudrateS2
;

bitCounterS2
:= bitCounterS2

+ 1;
od
if parityS2

then
line2 := pbitS2

;
wait tclk · baudrateS2

;
fi
line2 :=′ 1′;
wait tclk · baudrateS2

;
od
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RECEIV ER1 ≡ enabledR1
:= false;

byteR1
:= 0;

wait tclk;
while true do

while ¬(enabledR1
∧ line1 =′ 0′) do

await receiverEnabledTIF1
! then

await outTIF1
?enabledR1

then skip end
end
wait tclk;

od
await withParityTIF1

! then
await outTIF1

?parityR1
then skip end

end
await getBaudrateTIF1

! then
await outTIF1

?baudrateR1
then skip end

end
wait tclk · baudrateR1

;
bitCounterR1

:= 0;
while ¬(bitCounterR1

= 8) do
byteR1

[bitCounterR1
] := line1;

wait tclk · baudrateR1
;

bitCounterR1
:= bitCounterR1

+ 1;
od
if parityR1

then
pbit := line1;
wait tclk · baudrateR1

;
fi
wait tclk · baudrateR1

;
await putRBuffTIF1

!byteR1
then

await outTIF1
? then skip end

end
if parityR1

then
await setRParityBitTIF1

!pbitR1
then

await outTIF1
? then skip end

end
fi

od
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RECEIV ER2 ≡ enabledR2
:= false;

byteR2
:= 0;

wait tclk;
while true do

while ¬(enabledR2
∧ line2 =′ 0′) do

await receiverEnabledTIF2
! then

await outTIF2
?enabledR1

then skip end
end
wait tclk;

od
await withParityTIF2

! then
await outTIF2

?parityR2
then skip end

end
await getBaudrateTIF2

! then
await outTIF2

?baudrateR2
then skip end

end
wait tclk · baudrateR2

;
bitCounterR2

:= 0;
while ¬(bitCounterR2

= 8) do
byteR2

[bitCounterR2
] := line2;

wait tclk · baudrateR2
;

bitCounterR2
:= bitCounterR2

+ 1;
od
if parityR2

then
pbit := line2;
wait tclk · baudrateR2

;
fi
wait tclk · baudrateR2

;
await putRBuffTIF2

!byteR2
then

await outTIF2
? then skip end

end
if parityR2

then
await setRParityBitTIF2

!pbitR2
then

await outTIF2
? then skip end

end
fi

od
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TIF1 ≡ INITTIF1
; do SENDTIF1

2 RECEIV ETIF1

2 GETSBUFFTIF1

2 PUTRBUFFTIF1

2 RECEIV ERENABLEDTIF1

2 RECEIV ERONTIF1

2 RECEIV EROFFTIF1

2 GETBAUDRATETIF1

2 SETBAUDRATETIF1

2 WITHPARITYTIF1

2 PARITY ONTIF1

2 PARITY OFFTIF1

2 GETRPARITY BITTIF1

2 SETRPARITY BITTIF1

2 GETSPARITY BITTIF1

2 SETSPARITY BITTIF1

od

INITTIF1
≡ baudrateTIF1

:= 16;

parityTIF1
:= false;

rEnabledTIF1
:= true;

rBuffEmptyTIF1
:= true;

sBuffEmptyTIF1
:= true;

SENDTIF1
≡ sBuffEmptyTIF1

; sendTIF1
?valSENDT IF1

→

sBuffTIF1
:= valSENDT IF1

;

sBuffEmptyTIF1
:= false;

await outTIF1
! then skip end

RECEIV ETIF1
≡ ¬rBuffEmptyTIF1

; receiveTIF1
?→

await outTIF1
!rBuff then skip end
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GETSBUFFTIF1
≡ ¬sBuffEmptyTIF1

; getSBuffTIF1
?→

await outTIF1
!sBuff then skip end

PUTRBUFFTIF1
≡

rBuffEmptyTIF1
; putRBuffTIF1

?valPUTRBUFFT IF1
→

rBuffTIF1
:= valPUTRBUFFT IF1

;

rBuffEmptyTIF1
:= false;

await outTIF1
! then skip end

RECEIV ERENABLEDTIF1
≡ receiverEnabledTIF1

?→

await outTIF1
!rEnabledTIF1

then

skip

end

RECEIV ERONTIF1
≡ putRBuffTIF1

?→

rEnabledTIF1
:= true;

await outTIF1
! then skip end

RECEIV EROFFTIF1
≡ putRBuffTIF1

?→

rEnabledTIF1
:= false;

await outTIF1
! then skip end

GETBAUDRATETIF1
≡ getBaudrateTIF1

?→

await outTIF1
!baudrateTIF1

then skip end

SETBAUDRATETIF1
≡ setBaudrateTIF1

?baudratePUTRBUFFT IF1
→

baudrateTIF1
:= valSETBAUDRATET IF1

;

await outTIF1
! then skip end

WITHPARITYTIF1
≡ withParityTIF1

?→

await outTIF1
!parityTIF1

then skip end
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PARITY ONTIF1
≡ parityOnTIF1

?→

parityTIF1
:= true;

await outTIF1
! then skip end

PARITY OFFTIF1
≡ parityOffTIF1

?→

parityTIF1
:= false;

await outTIF1
! then skip end

GETRPARITY BITTIF1
≡ getRParityBitTIF1

?→

await outTIF1
!rParityBitTIF1

then

skip

end

SETRPARITY BITTIF1
≡

setRParityBitTIF1
?pbitSETRPARITY BITT IF1

→

rParityBitTIF1
:= pbitSETRPARITY BITT IF1

;

await outTIF1
! then skip end

GETSPARITY BITTIF1
≡ getSParityBitTIF1

?→

await outTIF1
!sParityBitTIF1

then

skip

end

SETSPARITY BITTIF1
≡

setSParityBitTIF1
?pbitSETSPARITY BITT IF1

→

sParityBitTIF1
:= pbitSETSPARITY BITT IF1

;

await outTIF1
! then skip end
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TIF2 ≡ INITTIF2
; do SENDTIF2

2 RECEIV ETIF2

2 GETSBUFFTIF2

2 PUTRBUFFTIF2

2 RECEIV ERENABLEDTIF2

2 RECEIV ERONTIF2

2 RECEIV EROFFTIF2

2 GETBAUDRATETIF2

2 SETBAUDRATETIF2

2 WITHPARITYTIF2

2 PARITY ONTIF2

2 PARITY OFFTIF2

2 GETRPARITY BITTIF2

2 SETRPARITY BITTIF2

2 GETSPARITY BITTIF2

2 SETSPARITY BITTIF2

od

INITTIF2
≡ baudrateTIF2

:= 16;

parityTIF2
:= false;

rEnabledTIF2
:= true;

rBuffEmptyTIF2
:= true;

sBuffEmptyTIF2
:= true;

SENDTIF2
≡ sBuffEmptyTIF2

; sendTIF2
?valSENDT IF2

→

sBuffTIF2
:= valSENDT IF2

;

sBuffEmptyTIF2
:= false;

await outTIF2
! then skip end

RECEIV ETIF2
≡ ¬rBuffEmptyTIF2

; receiveTIF2
?→

await outTIF2
!rBuff then skip end
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GETSBUFFTIF2
≡ ¬sBuffEmptyTIF2

; getSBuffTIF2
?→

await outTIF2
!sBuff then skip end

PUTRBUFFTIF2
≡

rBuffEmptyTIF2
; putRBuffTIF2

?valPUTRBUFFT IF2
→

rBuffTIF2
:= valPUTRBUFFT IF2

;

rBuffEmptyTIF2
:= false;

await outTIF2
! then skip end

RECEIV ERENABLEDTIF2
≡ receiverEnabledTIF2

?→

await outTIF2
!rEnabledTIF2

then

skip

end

RECEIV ERONTIF2
≡ putRBuffTIF2

?→

rEnabledTIF2
:= true;

await outTIF2
! then skip end

RECEIV EROFFTIF2
≡ putRBuffTIF2

?→

rEnabledTIF2
:= false;

await outTIF2
! then skip end

GETBAUDRATETIF2
≡ getBaudrateTIF2

?→

await outTIF2
!baudrateTIF2

then skip end

SETBAUDRATETIF2
≡ setBaudrateTIF2

?baudratePUTRBUFFT IF2
→

baudrateTIF2
:= valSETBAUDRATET IF2

;

await outTIF2
! then skip end

WITHPARITYTIF2
≡ withParityTIF2

?→

await outTIF2
!parityTIF2

then skip end
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PARITY ONTIF2
≡ parityOnTIF2

?→

parityTIF2
:= true;

await outTIF2
! then skip end

PARITY OFFTIF2
≡ parityOffTIF2

?→

parityTIF2
:= false;

await outTIF2
! then skip end

GETRPARITY BITTIF2
≡ getRParityBitTIF2

?→

await outTIF2
!rParityBitTIF2

then

skip

end

SETRPARITY BITTIF2
≡

setRParityBitTIF2
?pbitSETRPARITY BITT IF2

→

rParityBitTIF2
:= pbitSETRPARITY BITT IF2

;

await outTIF2
! then skip end

GETSPARITY BITTIF2
≡ getSParityBitTIF2

?→

await outTIF2
!sParityBitTIF2

then

skip

end

SETSPARITY BITTIF2
≡

setSParityBitTIF2
?pbitSETSPARITY BITT IF2

→

sParityBitTIF2
:= pbitSETSPARITY BITT IF2

;

await outTIF2
! then skip end
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D. OSSS Implementation of
ALU Example

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// F i l e : ALU. i c c //
// Def ines c l a s s ALU. ALU prov ides implementat ions f o r //
// opera t in s add ( ) , sub ( ) , mult ( ) and d iv ( ) . add ( ) , sub () //
// and mult ( ) are performed with f u l l p r e c i s i on . The //
// decimal prec i son i s peformed with f u l l p r e c i s i on fo r //
// the i n t e g e r part , and W − IW b i t s f o r the i n t e g e r //
// par t . //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#include ” systemc . h”
#include ” oohwlib . h”

#ifndef ALU
#define ALU

// W = wordlength , IW = in t e g e r word length
// decimal word length = W − IW
template< unsigned int W, unsigned int IW >

class ALU
{

public :
typedef s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W, 2 ∗ IW > multReturnType ;
typedef s c f i x e d < W + 1 , IW + 1 > addSubReturnType ;
typedef s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W − IW, W > divReturnType ;

SCGUARDED( true ,
addSubReturnType ,
add ( const s c f i x e d < W, IW > op1 ,

const s c f i x e d < W, IW > op2 ) const )
{

return ( op1 + op2 ) ;
}

SCGUARDED( true ,
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addSubReturnType ,
sub ( const s c f i x e d < W, IW > op1 ,

const s c f i x e d < W, IW > op2 ) const )
{

return ( op1 − op2 ) ;
}

SCGUARDED( true ,
multReturnType ,
mult ( const s c f i x e d < W, IW > mult ip l i cand ,

const s c f i x e d < W, IW > mu l t i p l i e r )
const )

{
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W, W + IW > r e s u l t = 0 ;
for ( int i = W − 1 ; i >= 0 ; i−− )
{

r e s u l t = r e s u l t << 1 ;
i f ( mu l t ip l i cand [ i ] != 0 )
{

r e s u l t += mu l t i p l i e r ;
}
wait ( ) ;

}
return ( r e s u l t >> W − IW ) ;

}

SCGUARDED( true ,
divReturnType ,
div ( const s c f i x e d < W, IW > dividend ,

const s c f i x e d < W, IW > d i v i s o r ) const )
{

s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W, W + IW > tmp remainder ;
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W, W + IW > tmp d iv i so r ;
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W − IW, W > r e s u l t = 0 ;

tmp remainder = div idend ;
tmp d iv i so r = d i v i s o r ;
tmp d iv i so r = tmp div i so r << W;
for ( int i = 2 ∗ W − 1 − IW; i >= 0 ; i−− )
{

tmp remainder = tmp remainder << 1 ;
r e s u l t = r e s u l t << 1 ;
i f ( tmp remainder >= tmp div i so r )
{

tmp remainder −= tmp div i so r ;
r e s u l t [ 0 ] = 1 ;

}
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else

{
r e s u l t [ 0 ] = 0 ;

}
wait ( ) ;

}
return ( r e s u l t ) ;

}
} ;

#endif // ALU

Listing D.1: File ALU.icc

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// F i l e : Newton . i c c //
// Declares module ’Newton ’ . Newton conta ins the two //
// proces se s ’ odd ’ and ’ even ’ which c a l c u l a t e the square //
// roo t s according to Newton ’ s i t e r a t i o n . The necessary //
// ar i t hme t i c opera t ions are prov ided by a shared o b j e c t //
// which i n s t a n t i a t e s c l a s s ALU. //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#ifndef NEWTON
#define NEWTON

#include ”ALU. i c c ”

template< class Scheduler , unsigned int W, unsigned int IW >

SCMODULE( Newton )
{

// Ports
sc in< bool > c l o ck ;
sc in< bool > r e s e t ;
sc out< s c b i gu in t < IW − 1 > > operandEven ;
sc out< s c b i gu in t < IW − 1 > > operandOdd ;
sc out< s c f i x e d < W, IW > > outputEven ;
sc out< s c f i x e d < W, IW > > outputOdd ;

// Shared o b j e c t s
sc shared< Scheduler , ALU< 2 ∗ W, 2 ∗ IW > > alu1 ;

// Processes
void even ( )
{

s c b i gu in t < IW − 1 > operand = 2 ;
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s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W + 1 , 2 ∗ IW + 1 > d i f f = 0 ;
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W, 2 ∗ IW > div = 0 ;
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W − IW, W > x0 = 0 ;
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W − IW, W > x1 = 0 ;
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W, 2 ∗ IW > tmp1 = 0 ;
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W + 1 , 2 ∗ IW + 1 > tmp2 = 0 ;
s c f i x e d < W, IW > tmp3 = 0 ;

a lu1 . r e s e t ( ) ;
a lu1 . sub s c r i b e ( ) ;
operandEven . wr i t e ( operand ) ;
outputEven . wr i t e ( x0 ) ;
wait ( ) ; // end o f r e s e t

while ( true )
{

operandEven . wr i t e ( operand ) ;
d i f f = 0 ;
x0 = operand ;
x1 = operand ;
tmp3 = operand ;

do

{
x0 = x1 ;
SC RFC( div , alu1 , mult ( 2 , x0 ) ) ;
i f ( div == 0 )
{

x0 = 0 ;
break ;

}
SC RFC( tmp1 , alu1 , mult ( x0 , x0 ) ) ;
SC RFC( tmp2 , alu1 , add ( tmp1 , tmp3 ) ) ;
SC RFC( x1 , alu1 , div ( tmp2 , div ) ) ;
SC RFC( d i f f , alu1 , sub ( x0 , x1 ) ) ;
i f ( d i f f < 0 )
{

SC RFC( d i f f , alu1 , mult ( −1, d i f f ) ) ;
}
wait ( ) ;

} while ( d i f f > 0.00001 ) ;
#ifndef SYNTHESIS

cout << ” sq r t ( ” << operand << ” ) = ” << x0 << endl ;
#endif

outputEven . wr i t e ( x0 ) ;
operand += 2 ;
wait ( ) ;
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}
}

void odd ( )
{

s c b i gu in t < IW − 1 > operand = 1 ;
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W + 1 , 2 ∗ IW + 1 > d i f f = 0 ;
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W, 2 ∗ IW > div = 0 ;
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W − IW, W > x0 = 0 ;
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W − IW, W > x1 = 0 ;
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W, 2 ∗ IW > tmp1 = 0 ;
s c f i x e d < 2 ∗ W + 1 , 2 ∗ IW + 1 > tmp2 = 0 ;
s c f i x e d < W, IW > tmp3 = 0 ;

a lu1 . sub s c r i b e ( ) ;
operandOdd . wr i t e ( operand ) ;
outputOdd . wr i t e ( x0 ) ;
wait ( ) ; // end o f r e s e t

while ( true )
{

operandOdd . wr i t e ( operand ) ;
d i f f = 0 ;
x0 = operand ;
x1 = operand ;
tmp3 = operand ;

do

{
x0 = x1 ;
SC RFC( div , alu1 , mult ( 2 , x0 ) ) ;
i f ( div == 0 )
{

x0 = 0 ;
break ;

}
SC RFC( tmp1 , alu1 , mult ( x0 , x0 ) ) ;
SC RFC( tmp2 , alu1 , add ( tmp1 , tmp3 ) ) ;
SC RFC( x1 , alu1 , div ( tmp2 , div ) ) ;
SC RFC( d i f f , alu1 , sub ( x0 , x1 ) ) ;
i f ( d i f f < 0 )
{

SC RFC( d i f f , alu1 , mult ( −1, d i f f ) ) ;
}
wait ( ) ;

} while ( d i f f > 0.00001 ) ;
#ifndef SYNTHESIS
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cout << ” sq r t ( ” << operand << ” ) = ” << x0 << endl ;
#endif

outputOdd . wr i t e ( x0 ) ;
operand += 2 ;
wait ( ) ;

}
}

SCCTOR( Newton )
{

SCCTHREAD( even , c l o ck . pos ( ) ) ;
watching ( r e s e t . de layed ( ) == true ) ;
SCCTHREAD( odd , c l o ck . pos ( ) ) ;
watching ( r e s e t . de layed ( ) == true ) ;

}
} ;

#endif

Listing D.2: File Newton.icc

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// F i l e : tb sharedALU . cpp //
// Testbench fo r shared ALU. Simulat ion run i s stopped , //
// as soon as the square roo t s from 0 , . . . , 2 0 have been //
// ca l c u a l t e d . //
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#include ”Newton . i c c ”

// word length = 16 b i t , i n t e g e r word length = 6 b i t
// decimal word length = 16 b i t − 6 b i t = 10 b i t
#define W 16
#define IW 6

int

sc main ( int argc , char ∗argv [ ] )
{
#ifndef SYNTHESIS

sc t ime c lockPer iod ( 30 , SC NS ) ;
s c s e t d e f a u l t t im e u n i t ( 1 , SC NS ) ;
s c c l o c k c l o ck ( ” c l o ck ” , c l ockPer iod ) ;

sc signal< bool > r e s e t ;
sc signal< s c b i gu in t < IW − 1 > > operandEven ;
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sc signal< s c b i gu in t < IW − 1 > > operandOdd ;
sc signal< s c f i x e d < W, IW > > outputEven ;
sc signal< s c f i x e d < W, IW > > outputOdd ;

#endif SYNTHESIS

Newton< RoundRobin , W, IW > sharedALU( ”sharedALU” ) ;

#ifndef SYNTHESIS

s c t r a c e f i l e ∗ t f = s c c r e a t e w i f t r a c e f i l e ( ” t r a c e ” ) ;

s c t r a c e ( t f , c l o ck . s i g n a l ( ) , ” c l o ck ” ) ;
s c t r a c e ( t f , r e s e t , ” r e s e t ” ) ;
s c t r a c e ( t f , operandEven , ”operandEven” ) ;
s c t r a c e ( t f , outputEven , ”outputEven” ) ;
s c t r a c e ( t f , operandOdd , ”operandOdd” ) ;
s c t r a c e ( t f , outputOdd , ”outputOdd” ) ;

sharedALU . c l o ck ( c l o ck ) ;
sharedALU . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ;
sharedALU . operandEven ( operandEven ) ;
sharedALU . outputEven ( outputEven ) ;
sharedALU . operandOdd ( operandOdd ) ;
sharedALU . outputOdd ( outputOdd ) ;

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Simulat ion s t a r t //
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
cout << ” Simulat ion beg ins . . . ” << endl ;
r e s e t = true ;
s c s t a r t ( 2 ∗ c l ockPer iod ) ;

// End of r e s e t
r e s e t = fa l se ;
s c s t a r t ( 2 ∗ c l ockPer iod ) ;

// When operand 22 appears t ha t means t ha t the
// c a l c u l a t i o n o f the squared root f o r operand
// 20 was j u s t f i n i s h e d .
while ( operandEven . read ( ) != 22 )
{

s c s t a r t ( c l ockPer iod ) ;
}

cout << ”Time : ” << sc t ime stamp ( ) << endl ;
cout << ” Simulat ion ends . . . ” << endl ;
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return ( 0 ) ;

#endif SYNTHESIS
}

Listing D.3: File tb sharedALU.cpp
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